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These men believe in the importance
of excellent higher education.
They know it can’t be maintained
without increasing business support.

Rochester, N. Y.

Many large corporations and small businesses are con
tributing generously to colleges and universities. The men
who head these businesses are urging others to join them—
with larger investments—or by starting a company aid-toeducation program.
Business needs college talent in increasing quantity.
But rocketing costs are causing a financial crisis for col
leges and universities that could impede educational
progress.
If your business has not recently evaluated the self
interest importance of investing in higher education, it
should do so now.
Tuition, on the average, covers but ⅓ the cost of a col
lege education. More help from more businesses is needed
to contribute importantly to the other ⅔.
Give to the college of your choice.
Special to management — a new booklet of particular
interest if your company has not yet established an aid-toeducation program. Write for: “How to Aid Education,”
Council for Financial Aid to Education, 6 East 45th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017.

Wilmington, Del.

Columbus, Indiana

WHAT PRICE
SUCCESS?
Not much, actually. Failure is far
more costly. In business, in your own
career. Yet any number of talented and
energetic executives don’t quite make
the grade. Why? To get and stay ahead
of the pack, you’ve got to keep up with
today’s revolution in managerial tech
niques. For instance:
Are you up on the latest breakthroughs
in strategy planning, cost cutting, real
time systems, cost of capital? You have
to be. That’s where the Executive Pro
gram comes in. It keeps you on top of
what’s happening through the most —
and only the most — important new
books on business science. Books that
help you get the business and career
results you want.
More: The Executive Program offers
you the background equivalent of an
MBA — just by reading the books you
should read. An MBA that won’t get ob
solete because we keep it up to date.
In today’s business climate, every ex
ecutive needs all the help he can get.
It’s waiting for you — in The Executive
Program.

We invite you to take any 3
of these important business books
(values to $51.85)

for only $3.95
with a brief trial membership in

The Executive Program®

(retail prices shown)

52130. HANDBOOK OF MODERN ACCOUNT
ING. Sidney Davidson, Editor-in-Chief. More

than 1500 pages of usable answers to just about
any question on accounting, by 49 accounting
experts. Integrates time-tested procedures with
EDP and other new developments. Counts as
3 books.
$22.50

37100. BUSINESS WEEK’S GUIDE TO PER
SONAL BUSINESS. Joseph L. Wiltsee. 334 pages

of solid data on how to manage your personal
affairs as competently as you do your company’s:
facts on anything from American Express cards,
amphetamines and annuities to ulcers, vandalism
and wives as executors.
$9.95
80490. STARTING OVER. Damon Stetson. De
scribes the men and women who have switched
(or started) careers at 35 or 40 or 50—the oppor
tunities available, how to go about it.
$5.95
68680. PLANNING AND CONTROL FOR
PROFIT/ACCOUNTING AND ITS BEHAV
IORAL IMPLICATIONS. Ralph F. Lewis deals

82590. TECHNIQUES OF PROFITABILITY
ANALYSIS. Sam R. Goodman. Dynamically inte

grates finance with the functional areas of busi
ness-marketing, manufacturing, administration—
and suggests some unusual new methods for im
proving the profit performance of the firm. $11.95
73640. REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT STRAT
EGY. Maury Seldin and Richard H. Swesnik.

Every detail about making big money in building
and land: from how to develop your own personal
strategy to what the best investments are—and
when.
$9.95

59890. MANAGEMENT GUIDE TO MERGERS
AND ACQUISITIONS. Edited by John L. Harvey

and Albert Newgarden. A gold mine of vital,
practical information on the pros and cons of
business marriages.
$14.95
32430. THE AGE OF DISCONTINUITY. Peter
F. Drucker. Today’s most important business
analyst on the job of the professional manager.
“A major work of great brilliance.”—Fortune

lucidly with accounting for managers. Plus 40
articles on the impact of accounting controls on
organizational processes and human behavior.
The 2 books count as one.
$14.90
64080. THE NEGOTIATING GAME. Chester L.
Karrass. The psychological insights and techniques
that will compel the other party to come to terms
with you.
$6.95

$7.95
34320. THE ARTS OF TOP MANAGEMENT.

60310. MANAGE MORE BY DOING LESS.

usually readable, practical guidelines to the newest
financial management techniques—highlights in
budgeting, cost accounting, inventory manage
ment, computer simulating, and financial report
ing.
$19.95

Raymond O. Loen. For the manager who is not
afraid to be a boss: how to get results through
subordinates, rather than for them.
$10.95
68360.

PERSPECTIVES

ON

EXPERIENCE.

Edited by Roland Mann. Proven management
do’s and don’ts from the famous consultants,
McKinsey & Company, as they have steadily
placed company after company on the right track.

$12.50
48580. FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEMS
AND TECHNIQUES. Francis C. Dykeman. Un

The Boston Consulting Group. What you should
know about an important but little-recognized
factor in business success—the Experience Curve:
a sure, scientific guide to predicting costs, pricing
and eventual profits.
$10.00
40730. COST ACCOUNTING. Nicholas Dopuch
and Jacob G. Birnberg. Presents the very latest
techniques of cost accounting, illustrating in par
ticular their uses for the general manager. $10.00

43310. ECONOMIST ON WALL STREET/WHY
MOST INVESTORS ARE MOSTLY WRONG
MOST OF THE TIME. A dual selection. Lucidly

69730. THE PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT.

Edited by G. Scott Hutchison. The advantages,
disadvantages, and costs of going public: policy
issues to be considered; how to acquire the finan
cial muscle; how to time an initial security offer
ing; more. Counts as 2 books.
$22.50

Peter Drucker. The 1954 classic that continues to
toughen the minds of business executives, labor
leaders, and economists throughout the world.

$6.50
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and logically, Peter Bernstein refutes the conven
tional myths that lead investors astray. Plus
William Scheinman shows when not to go along
with ordinary investor behavior—in order to be
‘‘mostly right.”
$16.95

84560. TOP MANAGEMENT PLANNING.

George A. Steiner. Three-volume reference work
on every phase of executive skills and the new
total planning. Counts as 2 books.
$29.95
81870. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. Van Court Hare,
Jr. A diagnostic approach—complete and lucidon how this major management development
affects every aspect of modern industry. $12.50
43410. ECONOMICS, PEACE AND LAUGHTER.

John Kenneth Galbraith. One of the nation’s
leading economists sums up the new develop
ments in his thinking—to provide you with an
economic survival kit.
$7.95
TRIAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
3-437
The Executive Program
Riverside, N.J. 08075
Upon acceptance of this order, please enroll me as
a trial member and send the 3 books whose num
bers I have filled in below. Bill me only $3.95 for
all three, plus shipping and handling. If not de
lighted, I will return them within 10 days and my
membership will be cancelled.
As a trial member, I need accept as few as 3 more
selections during the next 12 months, always at
reduced member prices plus shipping and han
dling, and I may cancel membership any time
thereafter. Each month I will receive advance
reviews describing the forthcoming selections
along with a convenient form for requesting
alternative selections or no book at all. I under
stand I may choose a bonus book for every 4
selections purchased. (Introductory offer counts
as the first selection.)
3 books for $3.95 (write in numbers)

(Some expensive books count as 2 or 3.)
Name

Address

87130. WHY, WHEN & HOW TO GO PUBLIC.

City
Zip
State
(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada only.)
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Colin Park • Service Flows and Operating Cycles .................................................................. p. 15
Accounting figures for use in management planning
and control should cover a time period that is more
or less equivalent to the company’s average operating
cycle rather than an arbitrary one-year or quarterly

period, this author believes. He suggests the use of
component turnover analysis, a common tool in the
study of inventory and accounts receivable, and goes
on to illustrate how it could be applied.

Glenn A. Welsch • Some Behavioral Implications in Profit Planning and Control.............. p. 21
No single factor is more important in the success of
a profit planning and control program than the atti
tudes of the managers, both top management and its
subordinates. This article indicates some of the prob

lems and opportunities, taking up such subjects as
motivation, participation, line-staff relationships, aspi
ration levels, budget padding, pressure, and resistance
to change.

Jack Epstein • Managing Communications Costs —Rationally.................................................p. 28
Telephone and related costs range from 1 to 10 per
cent of revenues in most companies—an expense that
is well worth controlling. This article outlines a ra
tional framework for the management of these costs

William J. Schroeder, Jr.

and discusses the most economical ways to use WATS
(Wide Area Telephone Service), with particular em
phasis on “Route Advance,” a frequently neglected
alternative to operator-controlled WATS.

Data Processing—Now Frontier for Scientific Management . .p. 37

Data processing is a young field that has been in
a state of rapid and continuing change ever since
its inception. As a result, top management has found
it difficult to measure the performance of EDP man

agers; in many companies it has exercised almost no
control over them. This article offers some ideas,
most of them already in use elsewhere, on how to
make EDP departments more productive.
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Harold W. Fox • Marketing: The Basics.............. ..................................................................... p. 43
CPAs are not likely to be experts on marketing, but,
with the current emphasis on total business systems
and the increasing application of scientific techniques
to sales and distribution, some understanding of it is
essential for management advisory services depart-

ments. This author tries to supply such an under
standing with, first, an overview of the flow of mer
chandise and communication from producer to house
hold and, then, a description of the tools of marketing
in action.

Alien Weiss • The Market-Oriented Company and Its Information Needs.............................. p. 50
Now that the marketing orientation has become the
“in” thing in management, corporate information sys
tems are increasingly geared to market needs. If the
independent accountant or consultant is to serve the

market-oriented company effectively, he must com
prehend those needs and know how to design infor
mation systems that will meet them. This article
summarizes needs and systems.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques............................................................................................................. p.

5

What people are writing about...................................................................................................... p. 56
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AS OF NOW,
IF YOU CAN’T FIND
TECHNICIANS,YOU HAVE
NO ONE TO BLAME BUT
YOURSELF.
If you’re in a business that in any
way involves science, you know all
about the technician shortage.
But did you know that The
Advertising Council, the National
Industrial Conference Board, and the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare have joined forces and
launched a campaign to end the
shortage?
The advertising started running
last May. Already millions of young
people have got the message.
With your help, we think we can
reach even more.
There are two principal ingredients
in this campaign. The first is a booklet

giving all the facts on technical
careers, technical schools and finan
cial aid.
The other ingredient is a poster,
offering the booklet.
You can help by handing out the
booklet—and seeing that the poster
is displayed in high schools, churches,
youth clubs, wherever young people
hang out.
For samples of both booklet and
poster, information on ordering
quantity reprints, and information
on getting your firm’s imprint put
on the booklet, fill out and mail this
coupon. Do yourself a
favor. Mail it today.
Advertising contributed for the public good.

Howto
have a college man's
career without four
years of college.

Technicians, P.O. Box 313
Radio City Station, New York, N.Y. 10019
Name.............

................. .

Firm___________
Business
Address
Men and women are badly needed
for high-paying technical jobs
This guide from the U.S.Office of
Education tells you how to get them.

Booklet

__ __

City

__ _____

State__ __ _

Zip code

—

For your free copy write:
Careers,Washington, DC 20202

Poster
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Institute of Management Consultants, After Months of Debate,
Votes to Admit CPA MAS Personnel to Full Membership

Management advisory services
personnel of CPA firms are now
being accepted for membership in
the Institute of Management Con
sultants (see M/S January-Febru
ary ’71, p. 15), provided they meet
all requirements for such member
ship, following an affirmative vote
by the IMC board.
The board vote followed the rec
ommendation of the organization’s
Membership Requirements Com
mittee.
Crux of the long-standing uncer
tainty as to whether consultants
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employed in the MAS divisions of
CPA firms would be eligible for
Institute membership was the
IMC’s position that only independ
ent consultants or those employed
by an independent management
consulting firm would be eligible
for membership.
Even though the stipulation that
only employees of management
consulting firms controlled by their
principals would be eligible was
adopted at the IMC annual meet
ing in January of this year, the
IMC board at its subsequent Feb

ruary meeting decided that the
question of membership for man
agement advisory services per
sonnel of public accounting firms
would require further study. The
entire question was referred on to
the IMC Membership Require
ments Committee, which voted,
after a series of meetings with the
American Institute’s committee on
relations with management con
sulting groups, to recommend ad
mission of CPA firms’ MAS per
sonnel, if they were otherwise
qualified.
5

Similar favorable action was
taken by the IMC board with re
spect to the eligibility of manage
ment consultants working for engi
neering and other professional firms
where management consulting is
not the primary activity.
Employees of management con
sulting firms that have been ac
quired by banks or other strictly
commercial companies are still
barred from IMC membership.
Membership in the IMC requires
that the individual applicant de
vote the substantial majority of his
working time to management con
sulting or in the administrative or
supervisory support of manage
ment consulting and that he meet
all other requirements for member
ship. These are, briefly:
Five years or more of “accept
able public practice in manage
ment consulting with one year of
major responsibility for projects or
major contributions to assignments
in one or more areas of consulting
competence. Three of the five years
and the year of experience with
major responsibility for projects or
major contributions to assignments
must have immediately preceded
the date of application.”
Also required, of course, is a
“professional level of competence
in one or more areas of manage
ment consulting.”
Individual applicants from man
agement advisory services person
nel and from firms where manage
ment consulting is not the primary
activity will be subject to the same
evaluation procedures as all other
applicants. In addition, however, a
statement will be requested attest
ing that the candidate has profes
sional independence and is respon
sible only to another management
consultant or to an internal group
of management consultants with
adequate representation at higher
executive or administrative levels
in the organization. This may be
signed by a partner or national or
regional director of the manage
ment advisory services group.
Successful applicants for mem
bership may designate themselves
CMC—Certified Management Con
6

sultant—although use of the appel
lation in conjunction with the title
CPA is forbidden.

GE Foresees Slow,
Sporadic Economic

Upturn Through ’70s
“The economy remains on a pla
teau. Business activity touched bot
tom in the third quarter last year,
and has shown only sporadic signs
of recovery since. The signals are
weak, tentative and scattered,” the
most recent issue of General Elec
tric’s Quarterly Review of Eco
nomic Prospects reports.
The Review is a service offered
by GE’s Management-Analysis-Pro 
jection (MAP) Economic Forecast
ing Operation. It is issued by the
company’s Center for Advanced
Studies in Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia.
According to the Review, an
anticipated upturn in the overall
economy will come from an in
crease in consumer spending. Some
of the factors influencing this in
crease will be: “Personal income
will continue to move higher with
the gains reinforced by the retro
active increase in social security
benefits and a boost in military pay.
Price increases are expected to
moderate. Unemployment will be
gin to decrease. Savings rates will
return to more typical levels’ be
cause of the improvement in con
sumer liquidity.”
GE’s economists have also made
some long-range predictions, cover
ing the rest of the decade. “The
economy of the Seventies will see a
continuation of the yo-yo stop-andgo characteristics of the past few
years. There will not be the drive
for growth that featured the early
Sixties.”
The economists also predict,
“The business community and the
public will be under increasing
pressure to meet the challenges of
the new ‘priorities’—pollution con

trol, urban reconstruction, mass
transportation, power generation.
There will be periods of social dis
sension adversely affecting confi
dence from time to time.”
The gross national product,
which just passed the trillion-dollar
mark, will rise to $2,034 trillion in
1980, the GE economists say. “This
is approximately double the 1970
figure and equal to an average
growth rate of 7.6 per cent a year.”
Although the GE experts predict
a slowing of the growth rate dur
ing the 1971-1974 period, they say
from 1975 to 1980 the growth rate
is expected to jump to 8.4 per cent.
“Real growth of the GNP—after ad
justing for price changes—will av
erage 4.3 per cent versus 4 per
cent for the previous decade,” the
GE forecast said.

Insurers Shy Away
From EDP Coverage,

Newsletter Says
Few insurers that write multiple
peril policies for computer owners
seem interested in providing this
protection at the present time, re
ports the May 17 Security Letter.
Only one of the top five writers
of these policies is actively solicit
ing business now, the publication
states, and prices are rising for the
multiple peril protection policies
that can be obtained.
According to the newsletter, busi
ness interruption costs protection
is experiencing the fastest price
rise. It is now at least 0.4 of 1 per
cent of the amount insured for a
three-year policy, payable in ad
vance.
“Adequate insurance protection
for companies which own their
hard- and software is becoming in
creasingly difficult to obtain,”
writes Robert McCrie, Security Let
ters editor. “We don’t find the in
surance industry responding to this
need with any sort of imagination
or speed.”
Management Adviser

Introducing the Litton ABS/1241.
This brand-new electronic accounting
computer offers you up to 4 times
the memory capacity of comparable
Burroughs, NCR and Friden machines.

The Litton ABS/1241 is the most advanced
medium-priced electronic accounting ma
chine on the market today. It can give you
complete in-house data processing—with
many capabilities formerly available only
on computers costing much more.
Compare these features:
The Litton ABS/1241 can use its capacity
of 2000 totals after all programming for
internal storage of client data. It can ac
cumulate internally the totals necessary
for complete client financial statements,
which are then printed automatically in
a single, unattended operation.
The Litton ABS/1241 can sort input data
internally in any order you specify and
from this information produce any num
ber of separate reports. Each report is
complete in detail and in whatever se
quence you require. For the accountant,
this feature offers distinct advantages es
pecially in the preparation of detailed
general ledgers and financial statements
for your clients. Also it eliminates costly
July-August, 1971

clerical effort and expense of extra equip
ment needed for the preparation and pre
sorting of punched cards.
The Litton ABS/1241 can print at 35 char
acters per second—the fastest in its class
— for maximum throughput per dollar.
The Litton ABS/1241 has a stationary
printer with split platen, continuous forms
feed, and front ledger chute—to give you
the forms handling flexibility for the most
complex accounting functions.
The Litton ABS/1200 series also includes
other machines which offer many more
features than competitive machines, too.
In fact, of the accountants who check
into Burroughs, NCR, Friden and Litton
ABS, more and more buy Litton.
So before you or your clients buy any
computer, look into the Litton ABS/1200
series. We think you'll be glad you did.
Call Joe Morrison at 201-935-2200, or
your local Litton ABS office, or send the
coupon today.

LITTON ABS

automated business systems

Litton

Litton ABS
P. O. Box 228
Dept. AGY-18
Rutherford, New Jersey 07070
Please send me information on the new Litton
ABS/1241.

Name_______________________________ _____
Title______________________________________
Company______________________ ______ _____

Street______________________ _______________

City/State/Zip____________________________
Telephone___________________________ ____
MS-7

COMPARE LITTON ABS
7

AT&T Attacked on Rates by Consumer Groups; FCC
Says It Will Permit Competitive Pricing by Carriers

“If my guess on this is correct,
the drive by Bell companies for
higher earnings may well constitute
the biggest raid on public utility
customers in the history of the
country,” D. E. Winston told the
Telecommunications Committee of
the National Retail Merchants As
sociation at its spring meeting
in Arlington, Virginia.
Mr. Winston, a consulting econ
omist in communications matters
for various carriers, NRMA state
associations, and other parties that
are intervening in both state and
Federal rate cases, was formerly a
staff economist for the FCC and
the CAB.
Last year, Mr. Winston noted,
Bell telephone companies were
awarded rate increases exceeding
$555,000,000 for intrastate services.
“They got 76 per cent of what they
asked for—and I would be willing
to bet that if the new rates had
been limited to cost-justified in
creases, 20 per cent of what they
asked for would have been more
than adequate,” Mr. Winston said.
Mr. Winston charges that “tele
phone personnel are so used to op
erating in a monopoly market struc
ture, under growth conditions that
automatically correct for their mis
takes, that they do not know even
the fundamental economic rela
tionships of their business.”
The Bell companies ask for much
higher earnings than they antici
pate needing, Mr. Winston main
tains, so that when the regulatory
commissioners cut those requests in
half the Bell System gets what it
needs. However, when 76 per cent
of requested earnings are granted
individuals are forced to pay excess
rates and higher communications
costs, he said.
Instead of basing their rates on
“cost of services,” the Bell com
panies are using “value of service”
judgments, Mr. Winston said. This
means “judgment was predi

8

cated largely on the fact that the
service was utilized by the cus
tomer in a growth market which
permitted that customer to gain
higher revenues through the use of
communication. . . . This concept
essentially makes AT&T your silent
partner in every profitable business
transaction.”
Based on his eleven years' of ex
perience in regulatory matters, Mr.
Winston maintains, “a fully allo
cated cost study is about the only
benchmark that a commission could
use to regulate effectively the rates
and earnings of one of the asso
ciated Bell companies.”
He warned the NRMA members
that the state and Federal regula
tory agencies are the only controls
between them and “the continued
limited partnership with the tele
phone company.”

Warning on ISAL
The newest development of the
telephone company, Mr. Winston
warned the NRMA members, is the
ISAL (information service access
line) tariff.
“This tariff would impose a rate
of four to six times the existing
level for line haul charges on any
line attaching a remote terminal to
a computer as in a time sharing
market situation,” he said. “To
those of you who are considering
having each one of your cash reg
ister locations attached to a remote
computer for inventory, billing and
other bookkeeping functions, the
implications of such a tariff are
enormous.”
Mr. Winston explained Bell’s ra
tionale for the tariff “is that the
holding time for remote terminals
to accessing a computer is some
what longer than normal voice use
of similar lines. ... I think, how
ever, that until it can be shown to
me that the holding time is in fact
four to six times the average rate

for voice use, and this increases the
cost level for providing that service
from four to six times, I would be
extremely leery of accepting the
‘value of service’ judgments of tele
phone company executives who are
attempting to get such a rate intro
duced.”
If the telephone company gets
the ISAL tariff accepted in one
jurisdiction it will become a prece
dent for introducing it into others,
Mr. Winston told the NRMA. He
urged that wherever the tariff crops
up businessmen should be pre
pared to fight it.

Bell competitors speak up
The Bell System is not short of
opponents these days. At an April
19 seminar on “Data Communica
tions and the Specialized Commu
nications Common Carriers,” con
ducted by Coenen and Co., invest
ment bankers, panelists voiced their
approval of independent special
ized common carriers.
Western Union’s president, Rus
sell McFall, said, “Let’s have real
competition between us, the spe
cialized common carriers, and
other communications common car
riers, not just a division of market.
It’s up to the FCC to encourage
competition.”
“Ma Bell is enshrined in Amer
ican society,” said David Foster,
president of Datran. “The indi
vidual specialized communication
common carrier companies which
are in existence or are currently
forming take their instructions
from her. . . . We at Datran will
have a $400 million system in 35
states. We have already spent $8½
million.”
William McGowan, chairman of
Mci-Micom, told the group, “The
person who will use data communi
cations in the future will want to
transmit directly to many places.
By providing customers with a
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choice of communications common
carriers—such as switched, private,
point-to-point, etc.—and improved
overall service, rates will come
down and the market will grow.”
William Melody, associate pro
fessor at the Annenberg School of
Communications and formerly with
the FCC, predicted the FCC would
soon take action on the question of
specialized common carriers. “The
FCC will allow liberal entry for
the specialized carriers into the
market, with the only real require
ments being that the companies be
strong legally, financially, and tech
nically,” he said.
“The state commissions are ex
pected to rule in favor of the spe
cialized common carriers,” Mr. Mel
ody said. “They will make sure that
any monopolies remain within their
regulatory (areas) and . . . that
competitive markets remain com
petitive. The real battle in the
states will be how high the com
munications tariffs of regulated
monopolies should go and the abil
ity of the carriers to demonstrate a
need for a high rate.”

FCC allows open competition
Businessmen may soon benefit
from competitive pricing in the
specialized communications serv
ices field. The FCC on May 26
said it will allow open competition
in the field and will permit the com
mon carriers to selectively cut their
rates to meet the new competition.
The FCC said applications will
be granted without hearings to ap
plicants that can show they have
the financial resources and the
technical capability to provide the
service and that can prove their
communications systems will not
interfere with existing systems.
Immediate beneficiaries of the
decision are the Data Transmission
Company (see M/S January-Feb
ruary ’71, p. 5) and Microwave
Communications of America Inc.,
which have filed with the FCC
most of the 1,700 applications for
specialized microwave service.
However, AT&T and Western
Union are expected to be offering
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long-distance digital transmission
before any of their new competitors
are expected to have it.
The Bell System has installed
more than 10,000,000 circuit miles
of local digital transmission circuits
in the last eight years, and it expects
to begin offering point-to-point digi
tal transmission service by 1974.
By next year Western Union ex
pects to complete the first common
carrier long-distance digital micro
wave system, which will run be
tween Cincinnati and Atlanta. It
plans to run lines between New
York and Philadelphia and New
York and Chicago in the near
future.

“Average pricing" may end
H. I. Romnes, chairman of AT&T,
said that the Bell System was not
afraid of competition but he felt
the FCC decision might force aban
donment of the nationwide system
of average pricing. Smaller towns
and less heavily populated areas
would be put at a disadvantage
since average pricing now allows
the Bell System to charge the same
rate for calls along little-used routes,
despite higher costs, as it does for
the equivalent distance on heavily
used ones.

Datran hails FCC move
“We agree with the FCC that
competition will bring the kind of
specialization, innovation, and cus
tomer responsiveness required to
serve the unique needs of computeroriented communications,” Sam
Wyly, chairman of the board of
Data Transmission Company (Dat
ran), said following the FCC’s May
26 announcement.
Mr. Wyly said that he believes
the FCC has endorsed Datran’s
position on virtually every major
question.
“It appears that the FCC plans
an expeditious processing of Dat
ran’s application to erect micro
wave repeater stations, with initial
permits issued within a matter of
weeks,” he said.

He pointed out that the FCC
appears to be anxious to promote
full and fair competition and to
prevent cross-subsidizing between
AT&T’s monopoly and competitive
service.

Computers Can Aid
Investment Analysis,
But Not Stock Choice
Investment analysis can be aided
by present computer systems, but it
is unlikely that the process can be
fully automated in the near future,
a recent study conducted by the
Diebold Research Program con
cludes.
Even in 1975 the number of in
vestment managers using totally au
tomated systems for portfolio anal
ysis will be small, the Diebold
researchers say. They base this pre
diction on several factors: the lack
of easily comparable data; the com
plexity of model building; the un
availability of easy-to-use computer
languages; and the difficulty of find
ing personnel trained in both
finance and EDP.
The researchers surveyed 22 in
vestment research departments.
Seventeen of the departments use
computers in some fashion, but only
two departments actually use com
puters to select individual stocks.
One of these is a true portfolio
management system, but the other
selects stocks only for recommen
dation to the company’s clients.
More than 70 per cent of the
analysts questioned said computers
did save time and eliminate rou
tine tasks for them. However, other
analysts felt computers could be
of little help to them because the
computer is unable to recognize un
usual situations with profit potential
and, they feared, the computer
would not be able to distinguish
between comparable and non-com
parable data and between conserv
ative and optimistic financial re
porting.
The Diebold study finds there are
9

three areas of managing investments
affected by the computer: mainte
nance of surveillance over available
investment opportunities; invest
ment analysis; and portfolio man
agement decisions. Investment anal
ysis is the area least susceptible to
automation, the study finds, because
of serious definitional and compar
ability problems and the lack of a
universally acceptable way to pre
dict the future value of an invest
ment.
The most promising area for fu
ture development, according to the
researchers, is in the extrapolation
of earnings trends and the relation
ship of earnings to price and vol
ume patterns.
Portfolio managers will make
more use of time-shared terminals,
Diebold projects, and financial anal
ysts will employ user-oriented com
puter languages more.
The Diebold Research Program
is an industry-sponsored continuing
study of the impact of change in
management and information sys
tems on current decisions and plan
ning.

DPMA Drops Academic
Requirements for
Its DP Certificate
The Data Processing Manage
ment Association has decided “the
individual should be judged on the
basis of his deeds rather than de
grees,” and consequently has abol
ished academic requirements for its
Certificate in Data Processing.
To take the CDP exam a candi
date must have a minimum of 60
months (not necessarily consecu
tive) of full-time, or equivalent
part-time, experience in a comput
er-based information systems envi
ronment. Other work which fulfills
the experience qualification is data
processing teaching or systems and
programing experience while em
ployed by data processing equip
ment manufacturers, service cen
ters, management consulting firms,
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or educational institutions.
Two years ago it was proposed
that instead of requiring just two
years of college credit, which had
been the requirement since 1968,
the DPMA should ask candidates
taking the 1972 exam to have a
baccalaureate.
The DPMA Certification Council
has instead raised the experience
level required from three to five
years and has completely abolished
the academic requirement. The Cer
tification Council said that signif
icant changes within the education
al system during the past two years
influenced its decision. According
to the Council, “college curricula,
grading practices, and the very na
ture of an academic degree have
undergone serious transformation.”
The CDP exam is given annually
in approximately 100 test centers.
To receive his certificate a candi
date must pass all five parts of the
exam. The five areas of knowledge
covered are: data processing equip
ment, computer programing and
software, principles of manage
ment, quantitative methods, and
systems analysis and design. A
minimum of two sections of the
exam must be passed at one sitting
to receive credit for any sections
on future retakes.
The tenth annual CDP exam will
be given February 19, 1972. The
new qualifications will become
effective at that time.

Advanced test scheduled
Applications for the 1971 Regis
tered Business Programer examina
tion, the advanced test sponsored
by the Certification Council of the
DPMA, are being accepted until
August 1.
The exam will be given October
16 in over 100 test centers. It is a
three-hour test that seeks to iden
tify individuals who have attained
a level of technical knowledge
which qualifies them as senior-level
programers.
There are no formal qualifica
tions for the RBP exam, but appli
cants are expected to have training
and experience equal to that of a

senior business programer.
According to the DPMA, the
exam is intended to aid in the es
tablishment of recognized profes
sional standards within the data
processing industry. Last year less
than half the applicants who took
the RBP exam passed.
The DPMA is offering on request
a 12-page announcement and exam
study guide. Those interested may
write to DPMA Certifying and
Testing Section, Education Depart
ment, DPMA International Head
quarters, P.O. Box 195, Park Ridge,
Illinois 60068.

AMA Affiliate Created

To Train Executives of
Nonprofit Agencies
The American Management As
sociation has recently established
a new affiliate designed to train ex
ecutives of nonprofit organizations
in the principles of management
and leadership.
Association Alpha, the new affili
ate, will serve universities; junior
colleges; primary and secondary
school systems; health services;
Federal, state, and municipal gov
erning bodies and agencies; relig
ious, voluntary, social, and profes
sional organizations; and others.
James L. Hayes, president and
chief executive officer of the AMA,
said, “As its name symbolizes, Asso
ciation Alpha will represent the ini
tial formalization of the innovative
AMA systems approach, aimed to
ward assisting leaders to improve
their own and their organizations’
performance through the use of
professional management tech
niques.”
Dr. Franklyn S. Barry has been
named president of Association Al
pha. He has been a professional ed
ucator for the past 40 years and
has been director of the AMA’s
Center for Planning and Develop
ment since September, 1969. He
will remain the Center’s director
in addition to his new duties.
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Julius Sackman has been named
Association Alpha’s vice president.
He has served since 1968 as di
rector of performance improve
ment for AMA’s Presidents Associ
ation.
Additional information about As
sociation Alpha may be obtained
from Mr. Sackman at AMA corpo
rate headquarters, 135 West 50th
Street, New York, New York 10020.

Keytape Units Have

Unexpected By-Product:

Absenteeism Is Cut
Workers of all ages—like children
—enjoy a new toy to play with. In
Darlington, England, this amuse
ment is helping to increase office
efficiency.
When the Department of Educa
tion and Science at Mowden Hall,
in Darlington, started using 13
Honeywell Keytape units to tran
scribe raw data into computer
ready magnetic tape they found the
women in the data preparation de
partment were more likely to show
up for work.

Productivity rise was goal
The Keytape units were intro
duced to increase the department’s
productivity. Analysis had shown
that 13 Keytape units could process
more work than 28 card-punch
machines. However, the workers’
improved attendance was an unex
pected additional benefit.
Turnover in card-punch workers
had been a considerable problem.
However,
the
turnover
rate
dropped to zero for those using
Keytape units. Also, the sick rate
for those using Keytape units has
dropped to one quarter of the rate
for card-punch operators.
Honeywell reports three or four
women in the department have ex
ceeded 10,000 records, or half a
million key depressions, in a 42hour week (32½ hours maximum
actually operating the Keytape
units).
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These Indian women making cooking pins for sale as kitchen utensils are part of
a complex of small industries organized by the Jicarilla Apache Tribe in New
Mexico. The tribe's activities have become so varied and complicated that it is
not only self-supporting, it has had to install an IBM accounting system to keep
its records straight and to print dividend checks for members of the tribal cor
poration.

Business Could Sell Half a Billion Dollars’ Worth

Of Computer Time Yearly, Speaker Tells AMA
If American businessmen “treat
ed the computer as a piece of in
dustrial equipment rather than the
special preserve of technicians,”
they could sell one-sixth of the over
$3,000,000,000 worth of computer
time that will go unused this year
in the United States, William P.
Hegan, president of Time Brokers,
Inc., said recently.
Mr. Hegan made this statement
before the American Management
Association’s 1971 Annual Financial
Conference May 18 in New York.
The recession of 1970 showed
many well managed companies that
there are two ways to profit from
the computer time market, Mr.
Hegan said. They can either sell
time or purchase someone else’s
idle time, concurrently reducing the
amount of expensive on-site com
puter power. A growing number of
companies have reduced their in

house computer capacity, he noted,
buying portions of their computer
time from outsiders on a regular
basis.
“When selling computer time,
you must keep your customer’s
needs in mind, rather than your
own requirements. You must put
on your salesman’s hat, and forget
you’re a manager with rigid sched
ules, pressing personnel problems,
and a mountain of correspondence
to be tackled,” Mr. Hegan said.
He recommended that companies
that want to sell computer time es
tablish an extremely efficient in
house operation. Production sched
ules should be reviewed, operations
personnel should be well trained,
and the computer room should be
cleaned up.
There are several channels for
the sale of computer time. These
include talks with all of the sales
11

men who regularly deal with the
data processing division, personal
solicitation of other companies, ad
vertising by mail or in newspapers,
and the use of brokers. Mr. Hegan
advised that each of these channels
should be considered since each
may contribute toward overall sales
goals.
Time Brokers, Inc., is a national
broker of computer time. Its head
quarters are in Elmsford, New
York, and it has sales offices in vari
ous large cities across the country.

NCR Shows New

Order-Billing,
Inventory System
A new order-billing and inven
tory-reporting software application
has been developed by the Na
tional Cash Register Company for
use by both hard and soft goods
distributors.
Order Billing Technique II was
designed for distributors of such
products as hardware, heating,
plumbing, and electrical supplies,
but NCR says the system is adapt
able to the needs of distributors of
apparel, piece goods, and notions.
Manufacturers with similar orderfrom-stock sales can also use the
system, NCR says.
The system is a post-billing,
batch-order-processing system. It is
compatible with all NCR Century
Series computers now available.
Information from customer or
ders, vendor orders and receipts,
and adjustments to inventory items
are entered into the system via
punched cards.
Besides billing and maintaining
inventory records the system pro
duces a dozen different reports.
These include a transaction reg
ister, changes in vendor or cus
tomer information, buyer stock stat
us report, below-minimum items,
customers’ over-credit limits, and
salesmen’s commissions. To accom
plish this the system searches the
inventory file twice a day.
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IBM Terminal Guides
Operators, Displays

Reports on Pen Command
A new computer terminal that
guides operators as they enter data
and displays reports when signaled
with an electronic pen has been
introduced by IBM.
The IBM 3270 information dis
play system can enter data into an
IBM System/370 or System/360.
IBM reports the new terminal
has twice the display-screen capac
ity, up to 1,920 characters, of the
company’s previous alphanumeric
display unit.
The new terminal is able to dis
play vital parts of reports at a
brighter level than the rest of the
information, IBM says. For ex
ample, in a manufacturing report
higher-than-normal parts-rejection
figures could be highlighted in this
way, IBM suggests.
The terminal can also help the
user maintain data security with
special codes, an optional lock, and
a small identification-card reader,
IBM states.
Cost of the 3270 system depends
upon the number of terminals at
tached to each control unit. For a

Correction
In the report of the Sixth An
nual AICPA Computer Con
ference appearing in Manage
ment Adviser, May-June, 1971,
an error occurred on page 55.
Mr. Jack Martin of Seymour
Schneidman & Associates
(now Behrman, Schneidman
& Co.) was quoted as saying:
“If you already have a com
puter, you can save about
twenty per cent over the cost
of using an outside center.”
Mr. Martin’s actual talk
stipulated that his firm’s ex
perience had been that the
cost of in-house preparation
of Form 1040s by computer
was 20 per cent of the cost of
having them prepared by an
outside center.

configuration of twelve 1,920-character display stations and a control
unit the monthly rental would be
about $1,900 and the purchase
price would be about $71,000. The
same configuration with 480-character display stations would rent
for about $1,400 a month and
would sell for about $58,000. First
customer shipments will be sched
uled for the second quarter of 1972.

RCA Offers New
Software Package

For Manufacturers
RCA is offering present and fu
ture users of its computer equip
ment a new software package at no
additional charge. The package is
designed to help manufacturing
firms cut costs and maintain con
trol over their operations.
The system incorporates six man
ufacturing operations: marketing,
distribution, production planning
and control, materials planning and
control, financial control, and op
erating analysis.
J. W. Rooney, president of RCA’s
Data Processing Division, said,
“This system represents a modern,
cohesive approach to manufactur
ing control because it permits man
agement to consider the impact of
its decisions on all phases of the
manufacturing operation.”
The RCA Manufacturing Infor
mation Control System accommo
dates up to 30 on-line files using a
single data base common to all, the
company explains. The files are
used for engineering data control,
inventory control, requirements
planning, capacity planning, opera
tion scheduling, shop floor control,
purchasing and bills of materials,
and other manufacturing functions.
Because all of the manufacturing
subsystems are integrated in a com
mon data base, updating one file
automatically updates all interre
lated files, RCA points out. This
allows management to have an up
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to-the-minute status report on any
segment of the manufacturing op
eration, the company says.
According to RCA, the system in
creases control over working capital
and provides financial reporting in
fomation. All data affecting a man
ufacturer’s cash flow, liabilities,
capital, income, and expense are
used by the system to generate
these reports, RCA says.

The UPS uses rectifiers to con
vert the raw incoming AC power
into DC power and then, using the
DC, it reconstructs a perfect AC
signal for the computer. Should the
incoming power drop sharply or
fail a bank of standby batteries can
supply the UPS with power until
the commercial power comes back
on.

Most computers not protected

Westinghouse Warns of
Power Fluctuations’

Effect on EDP Units
As the nation heads into air-con
ditioner weather it seems appropri
ate to note that computer errors can
be caused by fluctuations in the
voltage and frequency of the com
puter’s electric power supply. The
Westinghouse Electric Company
points out that these fluctuations
are becoming a serious problem for
computer installations throughout
the country.
C. G. Helmick, manager of the
inverter product group of the West
inghouse Industrial Systems Divi
sion in Buffalo, N.Y., explained,
“Computers like to be spoon fed
and the spoon they like is a per
fectly shaped 60-cycle-per-second
sine wave, feeding them a constant
ration of 120-volt electric power—
the diet computers thrive on.

Slight variation causes chaos
“With today’s nanosecond oper
ating speeds, just a few millisec
onds of voltage disturbance can
wipe out thousands of bits of in
formation. This can knock out a
system for hours. . . . The potential
economic impact of power disturb
ances is growing exponentially with
the increase in size of computer
banks,” Mr. Helmick said.
Computer owners can solve this
power fluctuation problem by in
serting an uninterruptible power
system (UPS) between their com
puter and the commercial power
source, he said.
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Some computers have immunity
to power fluctuations built into
them; however, these are for spe
cialized applications and most data
processing computers do not have
them, Mr. Helmick says. It is
cheaper to add a power protection
system in those installations where
conditions warrant it, he claims.

Programs to Aid
Waste-Collection
Scheduling Marketed
More than $4 billion a year is
spent on solid-waste collection in
the United States, which makes it
the public’s largest local expense
after highways and education. To
cut the high cost of gathering gar
bage, Boeing Computer Services,
Inc., Seattle, and Owen and White,
Inc., Baton Rouge, are marketing
a family of computer programs.
The programs are called RAGS
(Route Analysis, Generation, and
Simulation) and are for routing
and scheduling solid-waste collec
tion.
According to the companies of
fering these programs, “Cities now
using RAGS have reduced costs 10
to 25 per cent through the balanc
ing of routes and the reduction of
crew ‘deadheading’ time, vehicle
operating costs, and capital invest
ment.”
The companies report RAGS is
in operation in Memphis, Shreve
port, and Baton Rouge. San Diego
and Miami are scheduled to put
the programs into operation in the
near future, RAGS’ marketers say.

This “high risk” infant is
being cared for in a March
of Dimes Birth Defects
Center. Special monitoring
equipment can detect
unseen birth defects which
can prove fatal or cause
severe damage later in life.

prevent
birth defects

give to the
March
of Dimes
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
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The conventional one-year accounting period, normally employed
in classifying working capital items, may not be appropriate to a
company’s cash-planning and operating-cycle periods, this article
points out. Rather, it suggests a technique for measuring a com
pany’s cash flows in relation to its basic operating cycles —

SERVICE FLOWS AND OPERATING CYCLES
by Colin Park
Haskins

are economic in nature;
they are embodiments of fu
ture want satisfaction in the form
of service potentials that may be
transferred, exchanged, or stored
against future events.”1
Service potentials is a term per
haps more descriptive than ac
countancy’s more common term,
assets. The terms service flows and
fund flows also are interchange

A

ssets

1 W. J. Vatter, The Fund Theory of Ac
counting and Its Implications for Finan
cial Reports (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1947), p. 17, (em
phasis added).
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able. I believe that revenue and
expense should be geared more
closely to fund inflows and out
flows—with resultant greater preci
sion in the mechanics of the timing
of their recognition. This is a
switch from current income-meas
urement technique in which the
emphasis is on expense-revenue al
location reflecting conservative netasset accruals, with measurement of
fund flows derivatives in the
analysis.
Except by coincidence, the cir
cuit of service flows in a business
should not be expected to take the
same length of time as that of either

Sells

a one-year accounting period or a
specific cash-planning period. For
example, inventory turnover being
erratic, recognition of that fact sug
gests that typically there is a differ
ence between a company’s circuit
of production service flows and the
year-period. Cash-planning periods
and operating-cycle periods can be
different because the lengths of
cash-planning periods may be al
tered to fit various financing
schemes. Thus, by choice or de
pendence, the cash period selected
may be made to coincide with other
time periods. Because of demand
conditions and other independent
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FIGURE I

Major Operating Flows of a

Typical Manufacturing Business

economic factors, a company can
not alter these other periods to co
incide with a given cash-planning
period. Moreover, its free-capital,
investment-disinvestment cycle will
have both cash and non-cash fund
flow factors in its total capital turn
over, and short-run cash conver
sions are dependent component
factors.
The time periods related to serv
ice flows or fund flows do not al
ways coincide with calendar peri
ods because there are peaks and
valleys in the operations of busi
ness enterprises that will not nec
essarily coincide with nature’s sea
sons. Thus, we are faced with a
complex of changing velocities in
cash and other fund outflows and
inflows in reporting financial activ
ity. But because there are under
lying currents of regularity, clearer
financial pictures of these dynamic
movements may be developed by
supplementing calendar-period as
sumptions rather than discarding
them.
These notions are basic to sug
gesting a technique for measuring
a company’s fund flows in relation
to its dominant operating cycles.
The objective is to obtain flow fig
ures that will be useful for planning
and control purposes.
Aligning accounting figures with
operational time—determining the
split-up of assets and liabilities at
the outset of the analysis according
to their current and non-current
elements—marshals the figures to
accord with the timing of actual
business events as they happen, as
opposed to following legal criteria,
tax conventions, or mere equaliza
tion technique artificially.
An operating cycle is “the aver
age time intervening between the
acquisition of materials and serv
ices entering [the production-distri
bution] process and the final cash
realization . . .”2 In this definition
of the investment-disinvestment-reinvestment cycle, the word “aver
age” surely must have been select
2 Cf Committee on Accounting Procedure,
Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 43,
American Institute of CPAs, New York,
1953, p. 21.
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ed advisedly. The average, compos
ite, or dominant cycle at any point
in time probably is the most per
tinent flow-time criterion for a busi
ness enterprise taken as a whole.
Of course, there can be different
operating cycles at different times
for the whole enterprise because of
the changing tempo of business at
different times during a natural
business year. Also, the cycles of
activity of a company’s divisions
can differ greatly from each other.
The cycle of an appliance division,
for example, would be shorter than
that of a heavy equipment division.
There are four major phases in
the operating cycle of a manufac
turing company (Figure 1, at
the left):

1. Cycle starts with free capital
in the form of cash and credit, fol
lowed by investment in materials,
manpower, and other services.
2. Production phase.
3. Storage of finished product,
terminating at the time finished
product is sold.
4. Cash or accounts-receivable
collection period which results in,
and ends at the point of, disinvest
ment of the free capital originally
committed. New free capital then
becomes available for productive
reinvestment.

When new liquid capital becomes
available for recommitment to pro
ductive activity, a new operating
cycle begins.
The phases in trading operations,
eliminating the production phase,
are three:
1. Cycle starts with cash and
credit, after which investment in
products for sale takes place.
2. Period during which merchan
dise is held available for sale. This
phase ends at the time the mer
chandise is sold.
3. Accounts-receivable collection
period which results in, and ends
at the point of, disinvestment into
new free capital.
In developing a practical method
of determining the operating cycle
Management Adviser

of a business, it is necessary first to
decide on the underlying charac
teristics of operating cycles to be
reflected:

FIGURE 2
Operating-Cycle Phases and Turnover Ratios
Related
turnover

Operating

l .They should be based on
sufficient data so that the vari
ability in length of the cycles
during a year can be observed.
2 . Operating-cycle measure
ments should be capable of de
tailed analysis by segments or
phases. These should relate di
rectly to physical operations of
a business.

cycle

Description of phase

phase

ratio

before commitment of cash

1

Credit period

to acquire

(See Figure 3)

1

Commitment of cash to pay for labor, materials, and

(See Figure 3)

raw materials

other services*

1

Average time raw materials are stored before transfer

Raw-materials

to production

turnover

2

Internal-conversion or production period

Product-in-process

3

Average time that finished products are stored before

Finished-product

turnover

shipment to customer

A method of measurement and
analysis that fits these requirements
is the familiar technique of com
ponent turnover analysis long used
in studying inventory, accounts re
ceivable, and other business activ
ities. Figure 2, on this page, lists
the operating-cycle phases and in
dicates a turnover ratio for each.
Turnover analysis is an averag
ing technique that yields compos
ite, imprecise ratios. Still, it pro
vides a tenable basis for estimating
most of the phases of a firm’s oper
ating cycles. By dividing each such
ratio in a given situation into the
total number of days in the report
ing period, durations in days of each
phase of the cycle can be estimated.
Adding the days of duration for
each of the phases gives a total (to
be rounded to the nearest month)
representing the entire operating
cycle. This method has a number
of advantages:
1. It is a constructed model of
the whole cycle. The parts can
be seen and evaluated separ
ately; can be compared with
previous periods of budgeted
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turnover

Accounts-receivable

Collection period

turnover

A negative time factor, since cash payment for raw materials will occur after materials
are received—the time interval being the cash-discount or normal credit period.

FIGURE 3
Suggested Procedure for Estimating Pre-Internal-Conversion Phases
of an Operating Cycle
How estimated

Description

Credit period

before

commitment of

cash to acquire raw materials

By determining the amounts of total dollar obli

gations for raw materials at various times dur

ing the
time

reporting

they

period, and the length of

remained

unpaid

after

materials

were physically received
Commitment of cash to pay for labor,
materials, and other services

By analysis of recognized obligations for labor
and

other services, and

the

length

of time

they remained unpaid after the services were
performed
Average time raw materials are stored
before transfer to production

By dividing the raw-materials turnover ratio into
the number of days in the reporting period

that the turnover ratio covers

activity. It will show changes
in the entire operating cycle
reflecting interactions of sep
arate operating phases.
2. It has the advantage of per
mitting complete analysis of
each of the segments of activ
ity representing an operating
phase (for example, accounts receivable collection phase)
while maintaining each as an
identifiable part of the whole
operation. Historical activity
can be traced, variability meas
ured, and trends and subordi
nate ratios developed for the
detailed sub-activities that
make up each phase. Thus,

data for budgeting and fore
casting operating-phase behav
ior in future periods are made
available. Funds flow can be
shown for each phase separate
ly and for the operating cycle
of the business as a whole.
Using separate turnovers for
each of several of the phases
of production, instead of an over
all ratio, results in some overlap
ping of time because it is assumed
that all inputs occur at the begin
nings of the phases. Some advan
tages arise, however: (1) Time
functions of each phase then may
be utilized specifically in tracing
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FIGURE 4

NF Inc.
Computation of Dominant Operating Cycle

October 1, 19x0

OPERATING CYCLE
FLOW*

COMPUTATION
METHOD

OPERATING CYCLE OF
NF INC.
OCTOBER I, 19x0

*Ref. Figure 1
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the service flows of the phase con
cerned, and (2) resultant total op
erating-cycle measurements will
tend to be slightly greater than
would exist if overall turnover cri
teria were utilized. As a conse
quence, the measurements have the
appeal of being conservative.
As indicated in Figure 2, the time
interval preceding the internal
conversion phase requires the only
really difficult calculation that has
to be made. Possible means of cal
culating this time interval are sug
gested in Figure 3, page 17.
Let’s see how the turnover meth
od of estimating operating cycles
works: In Figure 4 (page 18), a
dominant operating cycle of 2½
months for NF Inc. at October 1,
19x0 is indicated. For simplicity,
Phase 1 is based on raw materials
data only; labor and other services
acquisitions are assumed to be the
same as for materials in this ex
ample. The computation technique
is straightforward, and not new—
an analytical procedure long famil
iar to financial analysts.
For an example of an operating
cycle calculation in a specific indus
try, Figure 5, this page, utilizes fig
ures adapted from the published
annual report of a perishable-food
products manufacturer. An assump
tion is made as to the credit period
offsetting the materials etc. acquisi
tion time. Dollar figures are in
thousands.
To the nearest month, it is indi
cated that the perishable-food prod
ucts company had an average oper
ating cycle of two months in the
year 19x0. Supposing, then, that the
company has an account payable
due in three months: Should that
payable be excluded from present
working capital? This is the sort
of critical question that operating
cycle accounting analysis brings to
attention. In the conventional anal
ysis of financial working capital,
based on a one-year currentness
criterion, an account payable in
three months clearly is regarded as
a working capital item. In the two
months’ cycle applying to the per
ishable-food products manufactur
er, however, the three-month payJuly-August, 1971

FIGURE 5
A Perishable-Food Products Manufacturer's
Dominant or Average Operating-Cycle
Computation for 19x0

Days in reporting period

365

Assumed average purchases, etc., credit period, days ..........................................

10

Cost of raw materials transferred to production during reporting period ....

$ 72,500

Cost of product completed and ready for sale ....................................................

181,200

Cost of product sold

181,000

Average inventories:
Raw materials .........................................................................................................
Product in process ....................................................................................................
Finished product .........................................................................................................

7,400
6,800
2,000

Average accounts receivable ........................................................................................

8,400

.................................................................................................................

$308,000

Sales revenue

Days

Phase

Raw materials, etc., storage:
365/($72,500/$7,400) = ...................................................................
Credit period ................................................................................................

37.4
10.0

1

Net service acquisition phase ....................................................................

27.4

2

Internal conversion (manufacturing):
365/($181,200/$6,800)= .......................................................................

13.7

3

Finished-product storage:
365/($ 181,000/$2,000)= .......................................................................
Point of sale ............................................................................................

4.0
—

4

Collection period:
365/($308,000/$8,400)=

.......................................................................

9.9

Indicated dominant or average historical operating cycle in days

55.0

able might just as well be an obli
gation payable three years hence
as far as the flow of working cap
ital during the next two months is
concerned. Meeting this obligation
in three months must be planned,
but that payment is not a control
ling factor in the flow of liquid
funds during the operating cycle
starting today.3
The turnover approach to oper
ating-cycle measurement is imper
fect because the data used come
from an accounting model that is
itself imperfect; stewardship or
conventional accountancy does not
measure every economic factor that
affects a business enterprise. The
measurements arrived at in conven
tional financial accounting are,
from a managerial accounting
standpoint, greatly influenced by
consistency, conservatism, etc. The
operating-cycle approach, on the
other hand, provides time criteria
3 Cf. Colin Park, “Funds Flow,” Ch. 14
in Modern Accounting Theory, Morton
Backer, Ed., (Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1966), pp. 309-310.

oriented to economic behavior
rather than principally to account
ing convention; it recognizes that
since business activity is continu
ous through one set of conditions
to another, the constraints of se
lected fact-gathering or financialreporting periods have no relevance
to the time periods of operating
processes. The interrelationships of
the accounting-period and going
concern concepts fit into the oper
ating picture developed through
this approach perhaps better than
in conventional accounting tech
nique. This is because the analysis,
when based on operational time
factors, produces figures relating
dynamically to each other because
all interlock in a dominant capital
conversion process.
In this analysis there is an as
sumption, of course, that fairly nor
mal relationships of capital struc
ture elements, proportions of prod
uce-mix and input services, and
cost-price relationships exist over
the operating-cycle period. It seems
a fair assumption to make, for in
19

There is some evidence that perhaps most companies have operating cycles of less than a year

the customary short-run period a
regularity may be seen empirically
to exist that makes the suggested
cycle measurement technique mean
ingful for financial analysis. It can
provide a specific time period basis
(1) for tracing the flow of strategic
working capital in a business, and
(2) for measuring the total fund
of working capital over which man
agement has control and may com
mit to the productive activities of
the business.
There is some evidence that per
haps most companies have operat
ing cycles of less than a year.4 This
is perhaps why accountancy’s oneyear currentness criterion has held
water for so long. But while the
notion of one-year currentness may
have been an inadvertently useful
rule of thumb, it fails to mold ac
countancy toward operational time.
Thus, advancing an operating-cycle
approach to measuring currentness,
as the American Institute’s com
mittee on accounting procedure
did in ARB-43,5 is in several re
spects a forward step toward real
ism in the accounting period con
cept. It challenges accountancy to
get away from arbitrariness in
measurements of currentness. The
shortcoming of the pronouncement
is its inconsistency: “. . . where the
period of the operating cycle is
more than twelve months . . . the
longer period is to be used,” but “a
one-year time period is to be used
. . . where there are several operat
ing cycles occurring within a year.”
This is a one-way rule that scarcely
changes the old one-year current
ness guide for financial statement
construction.
4 See, for example, Industry Studies De
partment, 1969 Key Business Ratios,
(New York: Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.,
1970), pp. 2-7; and R. A. Foulke, Di
versification in Business Activity, (New
York: Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 1956),
p. 42f.
5 ARB-43, p. 19.
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Whether the length of an oper
ating cycle in a given situation is
determined to be greater or less
than twelve months, the operating
cycle is the criterion for current
ness that should apply in construct
ing figures for financial planning
and control. If, as a result of apply
ing the arbitrary one-year criterion,
working capital is incorrectly meas
ured, the lure of free-capital com
mitment beyond the real liquidity
potential of an enterprise may not
be seen.
Advocating an operating-cycle
approach to developing figures for
management planning and control
of the finances of a business is to
offer no panacea. In saying this,
mention should be made of some
arguments in favor of this approach,
and some of the opposing argu
ments should be pointed out: It can
be argued that an instant calcula
tion of an operating cycle is per
haps analogous to and has the
shortcoming of the customary ap
proach to valuation in balance
sheet construction—that of taking
“snapshots” of assets and liabilities
at a point in time. Such a statistical
measurement might be questioned
from the standpoint that, for ex
ample, the collection phase related
to a product just starting on the
production line today can be some
what different from the collection
phase used in the “instantaneous”
calculation. A response to that ob
jection is that the computation tech
nique illustrated applies the collec
tion days of the statistically deter
mined current-period cycle prin
cipally to the receivables of today,
not necessarily those that will come
into existence at some time in the
future. It should not be forgotten,
either, that the time measurements
proposed in this article for mana
gerial accounting analysis are in
terms of the nearest number of
months—and there is a conserva
tism bias built into the calculation.

Thus the stated objective of ob
taining a relevant, relatively correct
time criterion may be achieved.
Some financial analysts might
question the validity of an undue
emphasis on the operating cycle as
a time criterion. They could hold
that other criteria such as inventory
purchasing periods, tax or loan pay
ment periods, simple quarters, etc.,
are more relevant for planning and
control. Actually, we are not in dis
agreement. Any time period that re
lates to specific planning or control
problems faced should be used in
developing the operating data
needed in these situations. If the
beginning and ending asset and lia
bility figures are first segregated,
however, as to their current and
non-current amounts—the criteria
for this dichotomy being the dom
inant operating cycles of an enter
prise—the current figures thus ob
tained, and the inflows and out
flows of current funds accounting
for the changes in them over the
selected period, will be more mean
ingful for planning and control
than figures not so constructed
would be.
More meaningful financial con
trols can be established when each
operating-cycle phase has associat
ed with it the fund flows that de
pict its physical activity. The prin
cipal technique outlined in this ar
ticle can accomplish this objective
more closely than any other. It
makes sense, for example, for a per
ishable-food products manufactur
er (see Figure 5) to carry out his
overall financial planning in terms
of a two-month cycle—however
roughly this may approximate the
fund-flow dynamics of his business
—rather than to have his planning
oriented basically to one-year fi
nancial budgeting. Also, the operat
ing-cycle approach has a special af
finity to the application of natural
business years in financial analysis
and reporting.
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Comprehensive profit planning, since it represents a systematic
approach to management, must take into account all reactions to
that management. Of these none is more vital to the plan's success
than the personal response of individual workers —

SOME BEHAVIORAL IMPLICATIONS IN

PROFIT PLANNING AND CONTROL
by Glenn A. Welsch
University of Texas

behavioral overtones of
implications focus on both the op
profit planning and control are
portunities and the problems of a
pervasive and constitute the singlecomprehensive program. A central
most important success (or failure)
objective of a profit planning and
factor in the application of a com
control program necessarily must
prehensive profit planning and con
be to maximize the human resource
trol program.
through positive motivation. It is
The term comprehensive implies
useful to look at the behavioral im
application of the broad concept of
plications in two dimensions. One
profit planning and control to all
dimension relates to the individual
phases of operations of an enter
manager and the other to the or
prise within the context of the
ganization.
overall management process.1
First, the individual dimension
Within this broad context we can
implies the sophistication essential
view some of the pervasive beha
to understanding the positive and
vioral implications of profit plan
negative motivations of managers
ning and control. The behavioral
(individually and as groups), to un
derstanding their reactions in vari
1 Welsch, G. A., Budgeting: Profit Plan
ous contexts and their responses to
ning and Control, Third Edition, Pren
various styles of leadership. More
tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New
directly, we seek to understand the
Jersey, 1971.
he

T
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potential responses of the individ
ual to a comprehensive profit plan
ning and control program. In view
ing the potential responses and mo
tivations, one must remember that
there are two sides to the coin: the
supervising manager (me) and the
supervised manager (him). When
we become involved in a behavior
al problem, the tendency is to con
centrate on “him”; that is, we tend
to focus on other people, trying to
dissect them and contrive actions to
motivate them. Of course, that may
be a very fruitful endeavor; how
ever, the other side of the coin
(me) may be of much greater rel
evance in a given situation.
Simply, the other side of the coin
implies a critical self-analysis or in
trospection, for it is there that we
21

Administration of a com
prehensive profit planning
and control program in

ways to assure that the
positive potentials accrue

taxes the behavioral sophis
tication of a management

perhaps more than any
other endeavor.
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frequently find a pervasive behav
ioral problem. The supervising
manager tends to overlook this
facet. When managers focus on hu
man relations—how to get along
with people, how to supervise
people, how to exercise lead
ership, and how to motivate sub
ordinates in a positive manner—
both sides of the coin should be
carefully analyzed.
Now let’s turn our attention
briefly to behavioral implications
from the vantage point of the en
terprise. In respect to comprehen
sive profit planning and control, we
should recognize the essentially
different problems posed at the
various managerial levels in the or
ganization. Thus, it appears reason
able to expect somewhat different
behavioral perspectives and impli
cations at the executive manage
ment level, the middle manage
ment level, the lower management
level, and among non-managers.
Throughout this article it might
be useful for the reader to keep in
mind behavioral implications from
the vantage points of both the in
dividual and of the organization.
With this background, we may con
sider some of the more important
behavioral implications of a com
prehensive profit planning and con
trol program. For convenience, we
will label each in a specific man
ner; the objective is to identify cer
tain problem areas and to indicate
briefly their significance.
System implications — There is
wide recognition that the manage
ment process cannot be effectively
performed in a completely random,
ad hoc, unstructured manner. A
certain degree of stability, struc
ture, and consistency is essential.
Comprehensive profit planning and
control represents a systematic ap
proach to managing; thus it has
great potential for enhancing the
essentials of structure, stability, or
ganization, consistency, realism,
and flexibility.
Alternatively, it may be used, or
permitted, to produce inflexibility,
to stifle change and innovation, to
restrict managerial initiative, to in
duce unrealistic pressure, and to en

courage management by the rule
book. These diverse potentials pose
serious and pervasive behavioral
implications. The undesirable po
tentials are widely feared and re
sisted by managers—and others—
since they are frequently observed,
easily imagined, and widely dis
cussed. On the other hand, the pos
itive potentials require sophisti
cated understanding and are much
more difficult to communicate con
vincingly.
Administration of a comprehen
sive profit planning and control
program in ways to assure that the
positive potentials accrue taxes the
behavioral sophistication of a man
agement perhaps more than any
other endeavor. Thus, since profit
planning and control relates inti
mately to the broad management
process and to all levels of human
endeavor in the enterprise, it has
significant and complex behavioral
overtones. By definition, manage
ment is a directive effort. Its an
activity that involves the direction
of other people and, to the extent
that the manager engages in doing
the work himself rather than di
recting the efforts of others, he
moves from the role of the true
manager to the role of the worker.
Fundamentally, then, management
involves the motivation of people
and groups to attain desirable goals.
The overriding goals necessarily
are those of the enterprise. The ex
plicit and implicit reward systems
permeate these behavioral implica
tions. Profit planning and control
imposes specific goals on managers
whose performance in turn de
pends upon those they supervise.
Control is action directed toward
attainment of those goals. Positive
rewards occasionally are attached
to attainment of goals (favorable
variances), but more frequently,
and unfortunately, negative re
wards are attached to non-attain
ment (unfavorable variances). If
negative rewards (both explicit and
implicit) dominate exclusively, as
they so frequently do, undesirable
behavioral implications can be ex
pected. The point is that the tend
ency is to focus exclusively on the
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unfavorable and overlook the fa
vorable.
In extreme situations, this may
cause a manager to resign, be dis
couraged, or even to sabotage the
system. He may even solicit help
from others to sabotage the profit
planning and control system. The
profit planning and control ap
proach to managing opens the door
to many facets of motivation both
positive and negative. Sophisti
cated adaptation and utilization of
the system can avoid these negative
results and replace them with a
high level of positive motivation.
From this point we must be un
yielding. Fundamentally, it is not
the system, though, that commits
the managerial sins, but rather the
managers themselves. They really
don’t need profit planning and con
trol to generate the negative reac
tions that have been enumerated.
Goal orientation—Fundamentally,
for continued motivation of man
agers there are two goal orienta
tions that must be harmonized in
every enterprise, and the profit
planning and control program
tends to bring them into focus. One
goal orientation is that of the en
terprise and the other that of the
individual manager. To be moti
vated positively, the individual
manager must be able to harmo
nize his long-range personal goals
with those of the enterprise—eco
nomic, social, and ethical. Neces
sarily, the business enterprise goals
must focus on profits, earnings per
share, cash flow, return on invest
ment, growth, and social responsi
bilities. The goals of the individual
manager normally focus on finan
cial
rewards,
accomplishment,
meaningful activities, recognition,
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opportunities for growth, and pride
in affiliation.
It is not difficult to perceive that
these respective goals may be out
of phase in many situations. Thus
an important behavioral facet in
volves manners in which these two
goal orientations may be brought
into long-run harmony. Fundamen
tally, ownership establishes the
broad goals such as return on in
vestment. From this point of de
parture, the management is directly
involved in goal setting: the atti
tude of the company toward its
employees, customers, and society
in general and specific goals and
subgoals within the enterprise. The
greater the extent that the individ
ual is involved in the process of
goal setting, the greater the oppor
tunity for goal congruence. The
effective participation of managers
at all levels influences both goal
orientations and tends to bring
them into harmony so that there
is a unity of purpose. A leading
psychologist made this statement,
which is particularly relevant to
the point:
“The key problem facing a ma
ture managerial group is to define
a common purpose—a goal which
excites the imagination of the rank
and file and which is attainable if
they go after it as a team. To be
exciting, it must either be some
thing new that will give them a dis
tinction they can share, or some
thing hitherto considered too diffi
cult or even impossible, so that they
can feel that they are spearheading
a breakthrough for the rest of
their industry. Morale is, after all,
a matter of feeling that one has a
common cause with his organiza
tion. It is increasingly apparent to
day that what many people want
most is a sense of accomplishment—
a feeling that what they are getting
paid to do helps to make the world
better and isn’t just a meaningless
exercise for the sake of money.
“The standard against which ma
ture management judges its per
formance is the ultimate potenti
alities of its own organization—not
the performance of its competitors.

The key problem facing

a mature managerial group
is to define a common

purpose—a goal which

excites the imagination
of the rank and file

and which is attainable if
they go after it as a team.
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The essential obligations of an en
lightened management are to de
fine the potentialities, to create a
working atmosphere in which men
will want to strive toward them,
and to attract the kind of men who
can and will participate in such a
growth process. Psychology can
help management to approach
these goals—but it cannot achieve
them for management by itself. De
spite all the aid and comfort psy
chology can bring, management
will have to provide its own sal
vation.”2

Attitudinal impacts — Numerous
research studies by industrial psy
chologists have confirmed the sig
nificant impact of the attitudes of
higher levels of management on
lower levels of management. The
attitudes of the higher manager are
very pervasive in that they tend to
permeate the lower levels of man
agement. Thus, in a comprehensive
planning and control program the
attitudes of the higher management
toward planning, cost control, par
ticipation, follow-up, and other im
portant facets of such a program
become very important to its suc
cess. To illustrate some of the more
important attitudinal impacts: A
management may establish a pro
cedure with much fanfare for par
ticipation in the planning process by
lower levels of management and
then proceed in various and sundry
ways to make that participation in
effective (pseudo-participation). In
the area of cost control, a higher
management may be quite vocal
concerning the importance of cost
control and at the same time exhibit
a complete lack of actual control on
its own part of costs which it direct
ly incurs. Similarly, a higher man
agement may make absences and
tardiness a significant issue and yet
itself be the number one guilty
party in this respect.
In situations of this type the
lower managers very soon come to
understand the difference between

the “claimed” and the “real” atti
tudes of the higher manager. It ap
pears realistic to assume that the
lower managers will soon adopt the
real (perceived) attitudes of the
higher management as opposed to
their claimed attitudes.3
In a comprehensive profit plan
ing and control program a wide
range of management attitudes
comes into sharp focus and under
observation throughout the firm.
These attitudes relate to such fun
damental behavioral issues as the
role of the respective managers in
planning, financial evaluation of
effects of contemplated plans, con
trols, evaluation of performance,
analysis of variances, corrective ac
tion, rewards, and confidence in
subordinates. Clearly, the attitud
inal impacts implicit in a profit
planning and control program pose
particularly pervasive and signifi
cant behavioral implications.
Participation—One of the founda
tions of effective profit planning
and control is thought to be wide
spread and meaningful participa
tion in the process on the part of
managers throughout the enter
prise. In planning, participation is
thought to ensure better plans, to
establish a common understanding
of purpose, to facilitate communi
cation of objectives and policies,
and to enhance acceptance of goals
throughout the organization. It is
generally thought that control is
enhanced by active participation
on the part of all levels of man
agement in the investigation of
variances, evaluation and selection
of appropriate alternatives, and the
development of related policies.
Thus, participation has come to be
recognized as an essential to effec
tive profit planning and control, and
behavioral implications are posed
on the part of both the supervisor
and the supervised. A supervisor
frequently experiences considerable
inner turmoil in attempting to dele
gate participatory authority to sub
ordinates. He may well experience

2 Gellerman, Saul W., People, Problems,
and Profit—The Uses of Psychology in
Management, McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1960.

3 Mann, F. C., and H. Baumgartel, Super
visors’ Views on Costs, Office Manage
ment Series No. 138, American Manage
ment Association.
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an inner feeling that he is surrend
ering some of his authority and
status. An insecure supervisor also
tends to have extreme inner doubts
in respect to communicating infor
mation to subordinates beyond the
absolute minimum required. Then,
too, participation imposes signifi
cant time demands and requires a
particular sophistication on the part
of the supervisor. On the other
side, the “supervised manager” se
cretly may not want to participate
in planning. He quickly perceives
that participation in planning car
ries with it an added responsibility
to share in the failures as well as
the successes of decisions and that
participation requires significant
commitments of his time. Also, the
supervised may not possess the
broad perspective and competence
required for effective participation.
There are many other important
behavioral facets of effective partic
ipation in a profit planning and
control program. Psuedo-participa
tion almost always creates negative
motivation; alternatively, it has
been empirically verified that
meaningful participation in profit
planning and control has favorable
behavioral effects. For example,
one study found that “if supervisors
had almost complete say or quite
a lot to say in setting budget allow
ances and spending the money bud
geted to them, 78 per cent of the
general foremen were very con
cerned with costs. Alternatively, if
the supervisors had very little or
no say in setting budget allowances
and in spending money budgeted
to them, only 20 per cent of general
foremen were very concerned with
costs.”4
Line-staff relationships — Behav
ioral conflicts between line man
agers and staff personnel, generally
“beneath the surface,” have long
been recognized as a critical man
agement problem. In a profit plan
ning and control program line-staff
conflicts in goal setting, control ac
tions, usurpation by staff of line
authority, abdication to the staff
by line managers of line responsi
4 Ibid. (adapted)
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bilities, and communication break
downs are common. On this point,
a former president of the Financial
Executives Institute stated:

tools, and so on. It is difficult to
conceive of a practice that violates
more completely the basic prin
ciples of good human relations.”5

“There is another enemy of suc
cessful budget practice which may
well be the cause of more of the
friction between budgets and
people than all the other areas put
together. I refer to the misconcep
tion on the part of controllers, bud
get managers, accountants, and
other staff people concerning their
part in the process.
“When a controller takes operat
ing personnel to task for exceeding
the budget, he is inviting trouble
of the worst kind. His correct
course is to report the situation to
the responsible operating manage
ment and, if necessary, to the pres
ident, using the same figures and
terms in each case. The problem
then rests with the president and
his operating subordinate, which is
exactly where it belongs. It should
be discussed and action determined
in the direct line organization. No
controller should permit himself to
be placed in the position of repre
senting the president in such mat
ters—of giving approval to budget
or disapproval to results. The same
principle applies to all staff people
concerned with the coordinating of
the budget system, whether they
report to the controller, treasurer, or
factory accountant. There is im
pressive evidence that overzealous
budget people have caused a great
deal of mischief in this field, prac
tically all of it unnecessary. They
cannot be blamed individually, of
course, for the failure of manage
ment to provide the principles
needed for good budget practice.
The remedy is in the eradication of
a vicious set of faulty notions con
cerning the relationships of staff
and line.
“Another misconception some
times indulged in by budget men is
that they are almost solely respon
sible for cost reductions; that they
alone are expected to seek and find
opportunity for cost savings, such
as excessive waste, dispensable
overtime, carelessness in handling

Aspiration level—The aspiration
level is that level of future per
formance in a familiar task which
an individual, knowing his level of
past performance in that task, ex
plicitly undertakes to reach.6 Spe
cifically, in respect to cost, the
spending level which a supervisor
(department head) accepts as real
istic and which he strives to
attain is his aspiration level. To
clarify the point further we may
identify three potential levels of
cost performance:
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(1) The budgeted level
(2) The aspiration level
(3) The actual level ex
perienced in the re
cent past.

Since the aspiration level is the
real inner goal that the supervisor
accepts, an objective in profit plan
ning and control is to bring the
aspiration level into harmony with
the budget level (or vice versa).
Clearly a budget level significantly
at variance from the aspiration
level will have a negative or, at
best, no motivational effect on the
supervisor.
The aspiration level is affected
significantly by past successes and
failures and tends to be the same
as the actual level of performance
in the recent past. On the other
hand, the budgeted level may affect
the aspiration level: If the dif
ference between the actual level in
the past and the budget level is not
too great, the aspiration level will
tend to agree with the latter. If the
difference is too great, the aspira
tion level may be unaffected or
even lowered, resulting perhaps in
sabotage of the standards. Failure
to attain budget goals over a period
of time will adversely affect the as
piration level. These statements

A management may establish
a procedure with much

fanfare for participation in

the planning process by
lower levels of man
agement and then proceed

in various and sundry

ways to make that
participation ineffective

(pseudo-participation). In

the area of cost control, a
higher management may
be quite vocal concerning

the importance of cost

control and at the same
time exhibit a complete lack

of actual control on its
own part of costs which it

directly incurs.

5 Pierce, James L., “The Budget Comes
of Age,” Harvard Business Review, Vol
ume 32, No. 3.
6 Stedry, Andrew C., Budget Control and
Cost Behavior, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1960.
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may be subject to some disagree
ment; however, they do suggest
that significant research in this area
is needed to either affirm or negate
them. They appear logical and, if
essentially correct, have some im
portant implications: (a) Realistic
budget allowances, as opposed to
optimistic or pessimistic levels, tend
to maximize motivation; (b) con
currence through participation of
the supervisor is important so that
his aspiration level can be brought
to bear in goal setting; (c) increases
in the aspiration level of the indi
vidual manager are possible; and
(d) the aspiration level of the en
terprise as a whole will be affected
by the aspiration levels of the indi
vidual managers.
Clearly, the concept of aspiration
level poses significant behavioral
implications in the budgetary proc
ess. Although limited research has
been done in this area, there are
too many unknowns at the present
time for one to speak with con
fidence on the subject.
Pressure, a behavioral manifesta
tion-Industrial psychologists have
conducted several relevant studies
on the behavioral effects of pres
sure in the management process.
Consistent with these studies, cas
ual observation alone indicates that
most individuals and groups per
form more effectively under certain
amounts and types of pressure.
Thus it appears that certain
amounts and certain types of pres
sure are essential to effective man
agerial leadership. The significant
problems posed in the managerial
context concern the duration, ex
tent, and types of pressure that
tend to maximize continued moti
vation of the individual manager
and the respective management
teams. The effects of pressure are
thought to be unique to the people
involved and the prevailing envi
ronment. Pressure that is harsh, ex
tensive, unrealistic, inconsistent,
inflexible, and misunderstood very
soon will push the individual or
group to a critical antagonistic
point. Certain elements of the profit
planning and control approach
have been used as extreme pres
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sure devices to goad people into
greater efforts. Unbiased analyses
of such situations—and a number
have been made—clearly show that
the central problem is an insecure
and/or unsophisticated manager.
Some years ago Chris Argyris
published an item that dwelled on
the undesirable effects of budgets
on people; it concentrated primarily
on pressure exerted in this man
ner.7 Budgets provide a very handy
tool, although not the only one
available to management, to exert
extreme pressure on people. In such
situations, it appears there are two
basic explanations. Perhaps the
more fundamental one is that
where we find extreme pressure in
a company, we find a management
(and individual managers) that is
inept, insecure, and that has certain
negative views toward subordinates
in general. Another cause of ex
treme pressure in budget programs
is the application of inappropriate
budget techniques and unsophisti
cated applications of the techniques
being utilized. It would appear that
there is no reason why a profit
planning and control program
should not be used to impose pres
sures in a sophisticated way. In
fact, it would appear that this is
one of the essential management
efforts; however, the attitudes and
manners in which pressure may be
exerted to attain positive motiva
tion require a high level of sophis
tication.
Padding the budget—Padding the
budget is a very familiar syndrome
that is widely discussed, although
not too fundamentally. It is gen
erally recognized that budgets are
padded for two basic reasons: (a)
self-protection and (b) the poten
tial effect on future budgets. When
managers feel a need for self-pro
tection to the extent that they are
impelled to pad a budget estimate
one can suspect that either (a) the
system is inappropriate or (b) if
appropriate, it is not being applied
in a sophisticated manner. There is
7 Argyris, C., The Impact of Budgets on
People, Prepared for the Controllership
Foundation, Inc., at Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, 1952.

a central issue as to whether or
not a favorable variance should be
accorded the same degree of seri
ous managerial concern as an un
favorable variance. If only unfa
vorable variances are accorded seri
ous managerial concern then an in
vitation to padding is implicit in
the situation. Alternatively, if fa
vorable variances, irrespective of
the reason, are always accorded
high praise, a second implicit invi
tation to padding exists.
A relevant point seldom made is
that perhaps the ideal situation is
one in which there is neither a favor
able nor an unfavorable variance
since this tends to say that the pre
mium is on the ability to plan real
istically and effectively. These are
unsettled issues; however, they are
of such significance that much re
search on them is needed in order
to improve their conceptual and
realistic implications for the profit
planning and control concept. In
respect to future budgets, numerous
examples can be cited that consti
tute budget padding. For example,
there is the tendency to spend un
wisely near the year-end in order
“to use up all of my budget money
so that my upcoming budget will
not be reduced.” This course of ac
tion reflects the tendency of higher
management to base budget allow
ances on historical spending levels
rather than on planned programs
for the future. Another common
situation is the fear of a lowering
of the next budget if a manager
performs too well.
We should recognize that there
are effective behavioral approaches
for minimizing the tendency to pad
budgets.
Performance measurement — An
important facet of a comprehensive
profit planning and control pro
gram is a system of performance
reports incorporating comparison of
actual performance against planned
performance for each manager (re
sponsibility center) throughout the
enterprise. These reports deal di
rectly with the measurement of in
dividual performance; hence they
imply both a knowledge of what is
good and bad performance and an
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accurate measurement of actual
performance. Fundamentally, per
formance measurement attempts to
relate the inputs (generally costs)
to outputs (goods or services). The
effectiveness of performance is the
relationship between these two fac
tors. Those who tend to be incom
petent and insecure tend to fear
precise measurement whereas those
who are competent and confident
tend to welcome performance mea
surement. The competent person, in
accepting performance measure
ment, will insist on precise, relevant,
consistent, and open measurement.
The profit planning and control ap
proach focuses on the concept of
a standard in the measurement of
performance. Thus, the develop
ment of the standard (plan) poses
critical behavioral implications
since the concept of a standard re
quires the precise definition of (1)
controllable versus noncontrollable
factors, (2) the form of the stand
ard, and (3) responsibility for es
tablishing the standard. Acceptance
of the standards, the manner of per
formance reporting, and the modes
of investigating variations and eval
uating alternatives all pose serious
behavioral implications that are not
clearly understood.
Resistance to change—Fear of
change is one of the serious behav
ioral problems encountered in a
profit planning and control program.
It occurs not only when the program
is initiated but over a period of
time as improvements in proced
ures and approaches are imple
mented. Resistance to change is
due to very deep-rooted behavioral
causes. It is rooted in uncertainty,
lack of confidence in the leader
ship, inadequate communication,
questioning of motives, and inse
curity. All too frequently changes
are instituted that affect people in
significant ways, but too little
thought is given to communicating
to those people the rationale for
the change and the long-range im
pacts. The implications are not un
derstood and distrust arises. Al
though much psychological re
search has been done in the gen
eral area of resistance to change,
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the specific behavioral implications
in respect to a profit planning and
control program need to be recog
nized and accorded further inves
tigation.

More research needed
We have only suggested a few
of the behavioral implications of a
comprehensive profit planning and
control program. Many other im
plications could have been pin
pointed.8 In closing, it seems rea
sonable to state that the behavioral
implications of profit planning and
control are of much greater impact
than the technical, quantitative,
and procedural implications com
bined. The behavioral implications
require a degree of sophistication
that many managements lack. There
is a great need for more research
oriented toward these specific prob
lems in both their conceptual and
practical settings. From both van
tage points we should start with
the fundamental nature of man and
then place him in the context of a
competitive, complex, and rapidly
changing environment.9
In the last few years manage
ment has been involved in an ex
plosion of very useful and complex
mathematical applications to the
management process. This trend
will continue. The trends exhibited
by the young people, the managers
of tomorrow, suggest that the broad
behavioral implications in the man
agement process will come under
much closer scrutiny. To be dy
namic and progressive, a manager
more and more must become a be
havioral sophisticate. Enlightened
behavioral sophistication will "pay
off” no less than a shiny new
product.

It is generally recognized
that budgets are padded for

two basic reasons: (a) selfprotection and (b) the
potential effect on future

budgets .. . There is a central

issue as to whether or
not a favorable variance

should be accorded the same
degree of serious mana
gerial concern as an

unfavorable variance. If
only unfavorable variances
are accorded serious

managerial concern then an
invitation to padding is

implicit in the situation.

8 For collections of recent articles see:
Rappaport, Alfred, Information for Deci
sion-Making, Quantitative and Behavioral
Dimensions, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970, and
Bruns, W. J., and D. T. DeCoster, Ac
counting and its Behavioral Implications,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,
1964.
9 Knowes, Henry P., and Borje O. Sax
berg, “Human Relations and the Nature
of Man,” Harvard Business Review,
March-April, 1967.
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Communications costs can be anything from an im
portant to a major expense item for any company.
Here are yardsticks to determine the best possible
communications cost-benefit ratio for your com
pany’s pattern —

MANAGING COMMUNICATIONS
COSTS—RATIONALLY
by Jack Epstein
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery

income, and communications costs
communications in
the modern enterprise has
in “service” organizations generally
emerged as a vital area with sigfall somewhere in between. But, re
gardless of the type of business,
nificant costs, it often receives only
“benign neglect” instead of the at
communications budgets are man
ageable and controllable through
tention it deserves.
Yet, once corporate requirements
a systematic and continuing pro
are identified, the communications
gram of review, analysis, and action.
Many companies, when faced
cost-benefit ratio can usually be
with a need to minimize communi
improved by imaginative applica
cations costs, disconnect unneeded
tion of communications equipment
extensions, remove lights and but
and services.
tons, and reduce the overall num
The costs and importance of com
ber of telephones. Some people use
munications vary with the type of
the “ouch” method—pull everything
business. While typical manufactur
out until people yell “ouch” loudly
ing companies may spend almost
enough. This approach is like shoot
one per cent of sales for communi
ing at a rogue elephant with a pop
cations equipment and services,
gun. Although excess equipment can
brokerage expenditures average
be costly and should be controlled,
about 10 per cent of commission
lthough

A
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there are more rewarding areas
which should be investigated to ob
tain the maximum potential bene
fits while ensuring that the service
level is adequate for corporate
needs.
The one thing most companies
share in common is the stratifica
tion of their communications costs
—long distance charges often repre
sent 50-60 per cent of the total.
Obviously, then, this might be a
lucrative area to explore for cost
control.
A review of long distance costs
does not necessarily mean an arbi
trary reduction in calling. Experi
ence has shown that most calls are
placed for valid business purposes.
Certainly, efforts should be made to
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eliminate unnecessary calling, but
overall costs may increase if you
go too far and force people into
using alternatives to long distance
calling. A typical business letter is
generally considered to cost $3, plus
filing costs. Also, a letter is a one
way communication and may re
quire a response at additional cost.
It is more practical to accept the
fact that most calls must and should
be made and to seek ways to effec
tively manage the costs of these
calls.

What are the options?
What then are the options for
managing this portion of the com
munications function? Wide Area
Telephone Service (WATS),1 a
Bell System offering, is often used
(and sometimes misused) to reduce
long distance costs. WATS provides
calling to selected geographic areas
over special, physically separate
circuits.
Dialing is the same as in direct
long distance calling. For instance,
a “Zone 1” WATS line in New York
City allows calls to New Jersey,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, etc.—
basically, the surrounding states, ex
cluding the home state. Zone 2
WATS from New York includes all
of Zone 1 and the next “ring” of
states. Zone 6 covers the continental
U.S.A. To obtain coverage in a
home state, an intrastate WATS
line can be installed. In addition to
the choice of area covered, full-time
or measured-time WATS can be
selected. Measured-time WATS
usually has a ten-hour minimum
and a fixed rate per tenth of an
hour thereafter. Calls are “clocked”
for only the actual minutes used,
even if individual calls are less than
the standard three-minute long dis
tance minimum.
The rate for a minute of calling
on measured-time WATS closely
parallels the long distance cost to
the same area. So, the best appli
cation for measured-time WATS is
to make many short calls and real
1 WATS is now available for either out
going or incoming use. This discussion
is restricted to outgoing WATS.
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ize meaningful savings by avoiding
the three-minute minimum.2 Misuse
of a measured-time WATS can re
sult in a higher cost per call to a
nearby part of the WATS area than
if it were placed by directly dialed
long distance. As you can see, only
in special circumstances will mea
sured-time WATS be the answer.
On the other hand, full-time
WATS is billed at a flat monthly
rate and is available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. If the long
distance calling volume carried
over the line is high enough and
has the appropriate geographic dis
tribution, significant economies may
be obtained by using full-time
WATS.3
Determining what’s right for you
requires a thorough analysis of
your unique calling pattern and
business requirements. But, for il
lustration, let’s use a realistic exam
ple where long distance costs from
a corporate office in New York City
to WATS Zone 3 are $5,000 per
month including tax, with most calls
placed to Chicago and other cities
near the outer boundary of the
zone. Assume further that the
$5,000 represents 1,000 calls total
ling 9,000 minutes4 of calling a
month.
Based on a 20-day month and an
eight-hour day, the daily calling
averages 450 minutes. Although call
volume varies throughout a day,
communications systems must be
designed for the busiest hour.
Where the precise pattern is un
known, apply the widely accepted
standard that 17 per cent of the
450-minute daily load (76.5 calling
minutes in our example) will occur
during the “busy hour” of an eight
hour day. Then, convert to “hun-

The one thing most
companies share in common

is the stratification of

their communications costs—
long distance charges

often represent 50-60 per
cent of the total. Obvi
ously, then, this might

be a lucrative area to explore

for cost control.

2 Bell offers a one-minute minimum on
long distance calls in some areas on a
trial basis, eliminating these potential
savings.
3 Some companies economically justify
WATS by applying it to voice calling
during the day and data transmission at
night.
4 Includes one minute per call for dialing
and answering time which is not charged
on long distance calling but must be
accounted for when designing a WATS
configuration since it occupies the line.
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dreds of call seconds” (CCS), the
standard traffic engineering unit:
76.5 minutes x 60 seconds ÷ 100 =
46 CCS in the “busy hour.”
From this information, it can be
determined how many WATS lines
are needed to carry the Zone 3 call
ing and give personnel a reason
able “quality” of service. Quality
of service is defined as the number
of busy signals likely to be re
ceived per 100 attempts, or as the
average delay likely to be experi
enced in completing a call. In “tele
phonese” this is known as the “ser
vice level.”
The criterion for service level
will differ depending on which of
the two basic access methods to the
WATS lines is used—dial access or
manual control by your operator.
With dial access, the WATS lines
are installed on a dial “level” of
the telephone system, in the same
way regular outgoing lines are
ordinarily placed on dial “9.” Man
ual WATS lines are installed on the
switchboard only.
The service level objective with
dial access is to control the number
of busy signals callers are expected
to receive during the busy hour by
providing the proper number of
lines. Of course, service will be bet
ter during less busy hours. Manual
control often results in a waiting
line (queue), and the average de
lay experienced by callers during
the busy hour determines whether
service is good or bad.
Tables have been developed to
analyze the dial access situation.
The basis for these tables is the
Poisson Probability Distribution,
which has been found to accurately
describe the pattern of call atI. EPSTEIN is a
consultant with Lybrand,
JACK

Ross Bros. & Montgomery

in New York. Previously

he was a senior finan
cial analyst and com

tempts. Level of service is expressed
as the probability of receiving a
busy signal when the WATS access
code is dialed. P.07 means that
there is a 7 per cent chance that a
call attempt will be blocked dur
ing the busy hour, or, looking at it
positively, a 93 per cent chance
that the attempt will succeed. This
is a more than adequate service
level in many business situations
for high-cost services such as
WATS.

Dial-accessed WATS
As shown in the Poisson table
(Exhibit 1, facing page), four
lines are needed to carry the 46
CCS of busy-hour calling at P.04.5
Three lines could carry this load
only at what would probably be an
unacceptable (worse than P.10,
somewhere about P.14) level of
service. Using four WATS lines,
the $5,000 of long distance calling
would cost at least $5,500 on
WATS.6 Additionally, some call
ers whose attempts to use the
WATS lines were blocked by busy
signals might dial long distance (if
the equipment permitted them to),
adding to the overall costs. This
overflow could amount to approxi
mately $300 or more per month.
Therefore, dial-accessed WATS is
not cost justified in this situation.
With operator-controlled WATS
lines, the service criterion as ex
pressed in terms of delay becomes,
“How long is the average wait for
a call to be completed during the
busy hour?” The operator maintains
a queue (waiting line) if all WATS
circuits are in use and completes
the call when a WATS circuit be
comes available.
Exhibit 2, pages 32-33, is a series
of curves for analyzing operatorcontrolled services. Using Exhibit
2, try two lines. (Unfortunately, a
“trial and error” solution is re

munications analyst with

the Shell Oil Company,
where

he

mental

in

was

the

instru
develop

ment of a large message switching system.
Earlier, with New York Telephone, he man
aged a group serving the communications
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5 The actual figure for four lines at P.04
is 45.7 CCS. Since most communications
studies are samples, rounding during cal
culation causes insignificant loss of pre
cision.
6 Four Zone 3 full-time WATS circuits
@ $1,375 each (including Federal tax).

quired.) Two lines can carry up to
72 CCS of calling per hour7 and
46 CCS of calling is expected to be .
offered during the busy hour. This
means that two lines would be in
use an average of 46/72 = 64 per
cent of the time. Taking the point
of intersection at 64 per cent of
circuit capacity, “average delay as
a multiple of holding time” is
found to be .33. Holding time per
call (dialing plus connection time
plus conversation time) was as
sumed for this example to be 9
minutes so the average delay dur
ing the busy hour would be .33 x
9 = 3 minutes.
Is this average busy-hour delay
acceptable based on real needs? If
it is, two manual WATS lines at a
monthly cost of $2,750 could carry
$5,000 in calls, a gross saving of
$2,250 per month and a dramatic
improvement over dial access. How
ever, this assumes that all callers
will wait. Although the average
busy-hour wait is approximately
three minutes, some callers would
face delays of ten minutes or more.
For this reason, some calls may be
dialed long distance, thereby reduc
ing the gross savings. The $2,250
gross savings should be reduced by
$300-$400 monthly to account for
anticipated overflow to long dis
tance, yielding net savings in the
area of $1,850 per month.
If the nature of the business de
manded less delay, three WATS
lines would be installed to improve
the service level. Three lines, op
erating at 46/108 = 42.5 per cent
of capacity, will carry the traffic
with an average busy-hour delay
under 30 seconds.8 This is excellent
service and still yields savings of
$875 monthly,9 nearly all of which
7 Since there are 3,600 seconds in an
hour (60 x 60), one line has a maximum
capacity of 36 CCS per hour (3,600 ÷
100). Thus, two lines can carry up to
72 CCS per hour (twice 36); three lines
can carry 108 CCS per hour; etc.
8 Avg. delay as a multiple of holding
time = .05; .05 = 9 min. X .45 min. avg.
delay = .45 X 60 = 27 seconds avg.
delay.
9 $5,000 present long distance cost less 3
WATS lines @ $1,375 = $5,000-$4,125 =
$875.
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EXHIBIT I

TRUNK CAPACITY TABLES

CCS PER HOUR
Trunks

P01

P02

P03

p04

P05

P06

(1 CCS = 100 Seconds of circuit
holding time)

P07

P08

P09

P10

Trunks

1

.4

.7

1. 1

1. 5

1. 9

2.2

2. 6

3.0

3.4

3.8

1

2

5.4

9.7

11. 3

12.9

14.2

15.5

16. 8

18.0

2

3

15.7

7.9
20.4

24. 0

26. 9

29.4

31.7

33.9

35.9

37.8

19.1
39.6

4

29.6

36.7

41.6

45.7

49. 1

52

55

58

60

63

4

5

46.1

55.8

61.6

66.6

70.9

75

78

81

85

88

5

6

64.4

76.0

82. 8

107

110

113

6

96. 8

105

99
123

103

83.9

89. 3
112

94.1

7

128

132

136

140

7

118

3

8

105

119

129

137

143

149

154

159

163

168

8

9

126

142

153

162

169

175

181

186

191

195

10

149

166

178

188

195

202

208

214

219

224

9
10

11

172

191

204

214

222

230

236

242

248

253

11

12

195

216

230

240

249

258

264

270

277

282

12

13

220

241

256

267

277

286

292

299

306

311

13

14

244

267

283

295

305

314

321

328

335

341

14

15

269

293

310

322

333

342

350

357

364

370

15

16

294

320

337

350

362

371

379

387

394

401

16

17

320

347

365

378

390

400

409

416

424

431

17

18

346

374

392

407

419

429

438

446

455

462

18

19

373

401

420

436

448

458

468

476

485

492

19

20

399

429

449

465

477

488

498

506

516

523

20

21

426

458

478

494

507

517

528

537

546

554

21

22

453

486

507

523

536

547

558

567

577

585

22

23

480

514

536

552

566

577

589

598

607

616

23

24

507

542

564

582

596

608

619

629

638

647

24

25

535

571

593

611

626

638

650

660

669

678

25

26

562

623

656

669

680

710

26

590

652

671

686

699

711

691
722

700

27

599
627

641

731

741

27

28

618

656

682

701

717

730

742

753

763

773

28

29

647

685

711

731

747

761

773

784

794

805

29

30

675

715

741

762

778

792

804

815

826

836

30

31

703

744

771

792

809

823

835

846

858

868

31

32

732

773

801

822

840

854

867

878

890

900

32

33

760

803

831

852

871

885

898

922

932

33

34

832

861

883

902

917

930

34

862

891

913

933

948

961

973

954
986

964

35

789
818

909
941

996

35

36

847

892

922

944

964

979

993

1005

1018

1028

36

37

878

922

952

975

995

1011

1024

1037

1050

1060

37

38

905

952

982

1006

1026

1042

1056

1069

1082

1092

38

39

935

982

1013

1037

1057

1074

1087

1101

1114

1125

39

40

964

1012

1043

1069

1088

1105

1119

1133

1146

1157

40

41

993

1042

1074

1099

1120

1137

1151

1165

1178

1190

41

42

1023

1072

1104

1130

1151

1168

1183

1197

1210

1222

42

43

1052

1103

1135

1161

1183

1200

1215

1229

1243

1255

43

44

1082

1133

1166

1192

1214

1232

1247

1262

1275

1287

44

45

1112

1164

1197

1223

1246

1263

1279

1294

1308

1320

45

46

1142

1194

1228

1255

1277

1295

1311

1326

1340

1352

46

47

1171

1225

1259

1286

1309

1327

1343

1358

1373

1385

47

48

1201

1255

1317

1340

1417

48

1286

1349

1372

1407

1391
1423

1405

1231

1359
1390

1375

49

1291
1322

1438

1450

49

50

1261

1317

1353

1381

1403

1422

1439

1455

1470

1482

50

P.03 = 3 “Busies” per 100 Attempts
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EXHIBIT 2

CIRCUIT USE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE
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OF CIRCUIT

CAPACITY
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FIGURE I

(1) Zone 3

Direct
Dial
(3) Trunk

(2) Zone 3

Direct
Dial
(4) Trunk

(5)

(6)

Direct
Dial
(7) Trunk

DIAL HUNTING

would be obtainable since the level
of service is so good (very few
busy-hour delays) that overflow to
long distance would be minimal. In
fact, with service at this high level,
alternative ways of placing these
calls could safely be blocked.

Operator control preferable
Clearly, operator control is the
more attractive of the two “classic”
ways to handle WATS lines or
other high-cost services such as
long-haul tie lines or “foreign ex
change” lines. The amount of time
required to control the lines may
not necessitate any additional op
erators. Even if manual handling
of WATS calls did require an addi
tional operator, the added cost
would probably be more than off
set by other savings.
There is, however, a way to elim
inate operator handling of long dis
tance calls and call completion de

lays while still retaining most of
the economy of manually controlled
WATS. This technique is called
“Route Advance.”
Route Advance takes advantage
of the fact that, when WATS lines
are installed on a dial-access code,
such as dial “8,” all calls to that code
are directed first to Line 1. If Line
1 is in use, the equipment auto
matically searches for the next idle
line. (This is a standard arrangement
often called “dial hunting,” nor
mally used for outgoing dial “9”
service.) Therefore, the “first-choice”
line in Route Advance WATS will
carry more traffic than succeeding
lines since it will always be seized
for the next call when it is idle.
Only those WATS lines which
would carry enough volume to
more than break even would be in
stalled. They would be placed as
the first-choice lines on dial code
“8,” and the group’s hunting ar
rangement automatically will direct

the overflow to a following group
of normal long distance lines.10
(See Figure 1, above.)
In the example, assume that the
450 minutes of daily calling would
have an expected distribution
throughout an eight-hour day
(ranked by busy hour, second bus
iest hour, etc.) as shown in Figure
2 below.11
10 With some telephone systems, primari
ly “cross-bar” or “electronic” CENTREX,
it may be possible to establish Route
Advance to higher-band WATS lines
which can be accessed separately. For
example, a Band 3 call might be placed
by dialing “13,” with automatic advance
to Band 4 lines when no Band 3 line is
available. A Band 4 call could be placed
by dialing “14” and advanced to Band 5
if necessary. Such an analysis is compli
cated, and an arrangement of this type
will be feasible only in high-volume,
large-scale systems.
11This is approximately the same distribu
tion determined as average by the Bell
System from many studies of actual call
ing patterns.

FIGURE 2

Hour

Total CCS
Per Hour

Carried On
2 Lines*

% of Daily
Traffic

Call Minutes
Per Hour

17%
16
14
13
12
11
9
8

76.5
72.0
63.0
58.5
54.0
49.5
40.5
36.0

46
43
38
35
32
30
24
22

34
32
30
28
26
25
21
20

12
11
8
7
6
5
3
2

100%

450.0

270.0

216

54

(80%)

(20%)

Overflowing
to LD*

(rounded)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

See Exhibit 3, the “Alternate Routing” table, on the facing page.
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EXHIBIT 3

ALTERNATE ROUTING TABLES

Hundred Call-Seconds Carried By and Over
flowing From Each Trunk Shown in Column
Headings and Total CCS Carried on Group

CCS
Offered
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
.20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4o
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1

Carried
Trk Tot
4
4
5
5'
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
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Ofl
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
10
10
11
12
12
13
14
14
15
16
16
17
18....
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
24
25
26
27
27
28
29

TRUNK NUMBER
2
Carried
Trk Tot Ofl

3
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
12
14
14
15

14
15
16
17
17
18
19
20
20
21
22
22
23
24
25
25
26
26
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
32
32
32
33
34
34
34
35
35
36

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
10
11
11
11
12
13
13
14
14

3
Carried
Trk Tot

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8

29
30
30
31
32
33
34
34
35
36
37
38
38
39
4o
41
41
42
43
43
44

Ofl

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6

4
Carried
Trk Tot

3
3
4
4

45
46
47
48

CCS
Offered

Ofl

2
2

2
.. 2

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15’
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
_50__...
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If two WATS lines are installed
on an access level as the first two
choices and they are followed by
long distance direct dial trunks, the
WATS lines would carry 216 CCS
(80 per cent) of the total 270 CCS
offered traffic. The five long dis
tance lines would carry the other
54 CCS (20 per cent), which would
be charged at normal long distance
rates. Overall, there would be no
calls blocked,12 no delays, and no
operator intervention—100 per cent
service.

Route Advance cost
The expected cost to carry the
$5,000 of long distance calling with
Route Advance would be:

2—Zone 3 full-time
WATS
$2,750
5—Long Distance
trunks @ $10
50
Cost of overflow long
distance calling
(20% of $5,000)
1,000

$3,800
12 The total group of 7 lines (2 WATS,
5 LD lines) will provide a service level
better than P.001 (less than 1 call
blocked per 1,000 attempts) when of
fered 46 CCS.

The low cost of regular long dis
tance lines allows for installation
of enough lines to provide 100 per
cent service. (However, the num
ber of lines installed can be lim
ited to provide some planned busy
signals and thereby enhance the
probability that the blocked call
will be completed at no incre
mental cost over a WATS line when
it is re-dialed.)
If 100 per cent service is pro
vided, Route Advance could achieve
potential savings of $1,200 ($5,000
— $3,800) compared to normal long
distance.

Savings and service
The table, Figure 3 below, sum
marizes the alternatives with the
service levels provided, costs, and
savings. Note that Route Advance
guarantees 100 per cent call com
pletion, the best service, while
yielding 24 per cent savings.
Many communications man
agers would select Route Advance
to carry Zone 3 traffic, a choice that
is consistent with the objective of
providing good controlled service
at a reasonable cost.
Also, with Route Advance from

FIGURE 3

Alternative
1) Long Distance Calling

2) Dial-Access WATS

(4 lines)

Busy-Hour
Service Level
Up to 100%

Cost

Net
Saving

% Saving
-0-

$5,000

$ -0-

5,800

$(800)

(16%)

3,100

1,900

38%

4,125

875

17.5%

3,800

1,200

24%

P.04 (96%

call com
pletion)

3) Operator-Controlled WATS
a) 2 lines

3-minute

average delay

b) 3 lines

.45-minute

average delay

4) "Route Advance" WATS
(2 lines) and

Long Distance
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up to 100%

WATS to a separate group of long
distance lines, the utilization of
WATS and the overflow costs can
be judged easily from the separate
long distance bill. (Operator-con
trolled WATS can be monitored by
a periodic sampling of the “tickets”
the operator maintains. All WATS
may be analyzed using computer
printouts of WATS calls that the
telephone companies produce twice
annually for internal use and may
make available upon request.)
Since calling patterns do change
and abuse of calling privileges will
increase if not controlled, it is wise
to establish a continuing program
for monitoring long distance com
munications costs and service lev
els. The communications control
program should utilize available in
formation supplemented by internal
reviews and study information sup
plied by the telephone company.
This article has sought to show
that communications are worth
managing and to present a rational
framework, based on practical ex
perience, for the management of
communications costs. Each com
pany must, of course, study its own
unique communications require
ments and calling patterns. Many
of the conclusions reached in the
example, however, are broadly ap
plicable:
Long distance dialing is nearly
always the area to approach first.
WATS is desirable for many organ
izations, and operator control is the
most economical of the various
ways to install and utilize WATS.
The reader is particularly urged to
consider the use of Route Advance,
a relatively little-known combina
tion of dial-accessed WATS and
long distance that can provide 100
per cent service while often yield
ing savings that approach those ob
tainable with operator control.
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Data processing departments have been with us for
nearly twenty years. Yet too many companies still
treat them as though they were exempt from normal
business controls. Here are some remedies —

DATA PROCESSING -NOW FRONTIER FOR

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
by William J. Schroeder, Jr.
International Business Machines Corporation

decade
of the Fifties
now faster and vastly more efficient.
However, the management of this
brought with it the develop
ment of a new tool whose broadnew resource has not kept up with
its potential. Top management is
implications are slowly being real
taking another look at the data
ized now in the Seventies. This
processing department. Let’s re
tool—the computer—first began to
view some of the reasons for this
be used in the accounting depart
second look.
ment to speed routine paperwork
In the past twenty years data
processing. Bread and butter appli
processing management has had to
cations such as payroll, billing, and
cope with tremendous growth—
accounts receivable were among
from
a department that didn’t
the first uses to which this tool was
even
exist
in the early Fifties
put. In most of the Fifties it was
to one of substantial size ex
thought of as just a large adding
pending a significant amount
machine or calculator for the use
of the administrative costs of
of the accounting department. Dur
many companies. This growth has
ing the Sixties the impact of the
brought with it severe personnel
computer began to be felt in other
departments of the company such
problems. Business in the 1970s is
vastly more complex than in the
as manufacturing, sales, and distri
’40s and ’50s. Systems designed
bution. Computers themselves were
he

T
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three years ago become obsolete,
and the data processing depart
ment is faced with the enormous
task of updating concepts, proced
ures, and programs. This continu
ing evolution makes it extremely
difficult for upper-level manage
ment to fairly evaluate the per
formance of the data processing
manager and his department. What
top management sees is that, while
costs are way up, results are not
always commensurate. Many com
panies have not even attempted to
objectively measure the perform
ance of the data processing depart
ment. It’s no surprise, then, that
top management is experiencing a
significant amount of dissatisfac
tion with the output of the depart
ment. Without adequately defined
37

goals, many data processing man
agers are trying to run in ten direc
tions at once. A manufacturing
operation run the same way would
very quickly fall to pieces.
What are some of the specific
things that top management can re
quire of the data processing de
partment to enable it to become
more productive? Actually, few of
the techniques are unique to the
data processing department. They
have been used quite successfully
in other departments of the com
pany, but for some reason most of
them have been overlooked in man
agement of the data processing de
partment. For example: Not too
many companies use advanced
scheduling techniques in data proc
essing, although they might use
them in production planning. De
tailed cost controls and budget
techniques can be advantageously
used in the data processing depart
ment just as they are used success
fully in managing plant operations.
Modern personnel techniques are
available to the data processing
manager. Work measurement tech
niques used frequently in the plant
to set standards and measure oper
ations are almost totally absent
from the data processing depart
ment. And, finally, how many data
processing departments today have
a seven-year plan indicating in
general terms what goals they are
trying to achieve within- that time
frame? Data processing managers
complain frequently about the long
lead times on computer schedules.
But this is perhaps just another in
dication that their own planning
is conducted on an extremely shortrange basis. No production man
ager would expect a new plant to
be completed in three months, yet
the data processing manager thinks
nothing of telling a computer ven
dor that he wants his new System
X, which costs about half a million
dollars, ready in 90 days.
In this article, let’s examine sev
eral of the many techniques of sci
entific management that appear to
offer significant benefits when ap
plied to the data processing depart
ment:
38

Work Measurement
Internal Scheduling
Responsibility Accounting
Cost Control and Budgeting
Project Management
Project Evaluation
Personnel Management
Long-Range Planning
While this list is by no means
complete, it is an indication of the
lack of affirmative control exercised
over corporate data processing by
top management. Some comments
about each technique are in order.
These are techniques successfully
used by and very familiar to plant
management. In the Fifties they
were introduced into the office with
quite a bit of success. However,
these techniques are among those
that data processing managers have
not seen fit to utilize except in a
few specific areas such as key
punch operator productivity. Few
companies have measurements or
standards for programer productiv
ity, program efficiency, or machine
room throughput. Granted, there is
quite a bit of work in defining and
developing these standards, but re
sults already achieved in the plant
indicate a tremendous potential for
successful application of these
techniques to data processing.
Many data processing departments
do not even keep records of com
puter usage, except to comply with
rental contract requirements. Yet
until a task is measured there is
no objective way to evaluate the
performance of the person doing
the task.
Work measurement can range
from simple workload counts to
standard man-hours based upon de
tailed volume statistics. This infor
mation can be useful in managing
the department’s throughput and
determining personnel changes. Ad
ditional personnel are more easily
justified if workload has increased
significantly. On the other hand, a
decrease in volume should be ac
companied by available cost
savings.
The data processing department
of the early Sixties had little need
for complex scheduling techniques.
Jobs were run when the computer

was available, with each computer
run independent of other pending
work. With the advent of multi
programed computers, this concept
has changed. A job may now be
scheduled as a group of discrete
tasks, requiring various components
of the computer system but seldom
the entire system. Initially this job
scheduling was accomplished man
ually, but newer computer operat
ing systems accomplish priority task
management for the user.
When jobs are entered into the
computer, a priority level may be
assigned. The operating system
queues input jobs by priority level.
As system resources—input/output
devices, core memory, and task
management—are available, the
jobs are taken from the input queue
in priority order and processed. As
part of the scheduling task, data
may be accumulated on job run
times and resource usage. The sys
tem maintains an index to all jobs
in the queue awaiting processing,
for use in possible priority changes.
While the operating system has
primary responsibility for queue
management, manual intervention
is possible to permit handling un
anticipated priority changes. This
routine queue management results
in a significant increase in job
throughput on the computer system.
The computer should also be
used to track receipt of work in the
input control section so that sched
uled jobs will not be delayed be
cause input was not received on
time. A precedence network includ
ing approximate task completion
times can be used to pinpoint crit
ical units of work and help to bal
ance the workload in the input con
trol section.
Quite a bit has been written re
cently in accounting literature on
a concept known as responsibility
accounting. Simply stated, this con
cept relates all costs to the person
or department responsible for in
curring them on the premise that
this person or department is in the
best position to control these costs.
The same idea would help in managing a data processing department.
Separation of duties to isolate areas
Management Adviser

One proposal: The EDP department would operate only as a service department
of responsibility would go a long
way in improving the performance
of all concerned. Operations, input,
control, systems design, and pro
graming might be identified as sep
arate functions and cost accounting
data accumulated by function.
One proposal for better manage
ment of the data processing depart
ment would express the entire op
eration as related cost factors. The
department would operate only as
a service department. Its expenses
would be billed entirely to user de
partments. At the beginning of the
year, interdivision or interdepart
ment transfer prices would be nego
tiated with the concurrence of top
management, and these transfer
prices would be charged to the user
departments for services rendered
by data processing. It would be up
to data processing to live within
the budget established at that time.
User departments would have an
additional item of expense—data
processing costs, including program
maintenance and system develop
ment costs. Operating management
charged with cost responsibility
would be much more cautious in
demanding changes from data proc
essing that would result in costs
being charged against them. This
concept has worked successfully for
many companies with diversified
operations by enabling them to
evaluate the effectiveness of vari
ous entities in the business.
By making the data processing
department a profit concept center,
we make user departments more
conscious of the costs of changing
application systems once accepted.
This is not at all intended to give
the data processing manager an out
by permitting him to pass on his
rising costs to user departments
with no degree of responsibility.
The data processing manager
would still remain responsible for
accomplishing tasks within budget
and on time. Appropriate account
July-August, 1971

ing records would reflect his suc
cess in meeting those objectives.
This approach would enable oper
ating managements of the user de
partments to implement changes in
their application programs at a rea
sonable cost while still keeping the
data processing manager respon
sible for appropriate management
of his own department. At the same
time, user departments would be
given the prerogative of promptly
implementing procedure and sys
tem changes based upon their own
needs, and not limited by budget
restrictions in the data processing
department.

Major capital investment
The development and installation
of a new data processing applica
tion should be viewed as a capital
investment and the same planning,
budgeting, and follow-up proced
ures used as would be required if
we were making a multi-thousand
dollar addition to the plant. How
ever, all too frequently a staff of
programers or systems analysts is
put on the project with poorly de
fined goals and very little accounta
bility for time and results and often
a schedule which says only be op
erational by a given date. Too few
companies keep any records of the
cost of developing a given system.
Consequently, top management has
only the lump-sum figure which
shows on the internal reports for
systems analysts and programer
salaries. The justification for these
salaries is often left to the ingen
uity of the data processing man
ager, with the result that top man
agement’s satisfaction with his suc
cess varies directly with his ability
to justify his staff verbally rather
than by pointing to specific proj
ects completed and tasks accom
plished.
A good cost control system with
in the data processing department

would go a long way toward indi
cating those areas that might re
quire management attention. An all
too frequent problem in the data
processing department is the inabil
ity to pinpoint the specific areas
upon which to direct corrective
measures. Modem management
would not consider trying to run a
sizable production facility without
detailed cost information specific
down to cost centers and product
items, yet this same management
attempts to run a data processing
department whose monthly expen
ditures run into the tens of thou
sands of dollars as if it were per
forming only one function. In fact,
the data processing department is
doing many different jobs, some of
which are closely interrelated and
others completely independent.
The problem is similar to that
faced by a modern oil refinery
which has a number of inputs,
many possible ways of accomplish
ing production, and a vast multi
tude of output products. Once at
tention is focused on the data proc
essing department as a problem of
the first magnitude in joint costing,
management is in a position to take
definite steps toward attacking this
problem and instituting corrective
measures. The evaluation of the de
partment’s performance becomes
one of measuring actual results
against preset goals or standards
rather than a bargaining situation
between the data processing man
ager and user departments. A sound
cost control system, which enables
management to know what the costs
of developing a specific application
are, what its costs of operation are,
and what its costs of program main
tenance are, gives concrete infor
mation against which management
can evaluate whether the system is
doing the job within an appropriate
cost parameter. Many current-day
computer operating systems pro
vide facilities for the user to let
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the computer accumulate much of
the internal data required to do
adequate cost accounting. For ex
ample: An IBM program known as
POWER II, or its equivalent, re
cords during the processing of each
job the time that the various com
ponents of the computer were used.
This information can go a long way
toward giving the accounting de
partment a sound basis for cost al
location techniques.
Data processing application stud
ies and programing efforts should
be subjected to many of the same
techniques used for control of
major capital items. An early re
view by top management of the
project concept and related cost as
pects is important. Proposals must
be ranked by relative importance
in increasing long-range profits.
Once the project concept is ap
proved, a systems analyst is as
signed to perform a general system
design and evaluation. During the
course of his evaluation, he gathers
pertinent information with various
alternatives and submits this to op
erating management for approval.
One of the items included is a cost
estimate on complete systems de
sign and programing. When this is
completed and approved, the task
is turned over to the systems design
department and the detailed sys
tems design is accomplished. It is
then submitted back to operating
management for approval prior to
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initiation of programing. A more
specific estimate of programing
costs can also be made at this time.
After acceptance by the operating
department, the detailed system de
sign is then given to the program
ing department for actual coding,
test data development, and testing.
Using this approach, the data proc
essing department would be re
sponsible for completing the pro
graming job within the agreed cost
estimates.
Part of the detailed systems de
sign would be a description of the
procedures to be used in testing
each of the programs and then the
complete system. The approval by
the operating department of the
detailed systems design would in
clude acceptance of this extent of
programer testing. The programing
department completes its program
ing and testing according to the de
fined criteria in the systems design
and at this point submits the com
pleted work to data processing op
erations for acceptance. The opera
tions manager repeats the tests. If
they are satisfactory in accordance
with the systems design standards,
he accepts the programs and puts
them into operation. From this
point on, the programing depart
ment is relieved of responsibility
for working on these specific pro
grams unless trouble is encoun
tered. If the programs require
maintenance, it must be authorized
by a supplemental work order sim
ilar to the procedures which were
used in the initial development of
the program. This enables data
processing management to deter
mine whether the program failure
or job failure was a result of an
untested condition or is the result
of a change in operating depart
ment requirements. Either way, the
manager is in a position to manage
his department and not to react
to it.
This approach parallels deliber

ately the commonly accepted ap
proach of authorizing capital ex
penditures and maintenance work
orders followed in almost every in
dustrial plant in the country; fail
ure to use it is another example of
not managing data processing as
efficiently and effectively as we al
ready know how. For management
now has an objective measurement
from which to begin evaluating the
performance of all areas of the data
processing department. Should the
reasons for excessive costs arise
from poor requirements objectives
as stated by user departments, this
approach will permit appropriate
fixing of responsibility. No longer
can data processing management
hide behind the complaint that
users don’t know what they want.
Recently developed aids to effec
tive project management—both data
processing and capital improve
ment—are critical path methods, im
proved cost controls, and detailed
resource calculations. The comput
er is an excellent tool to perform
the many detailed calculations in
optimizing project management.
One area of particular helpfulness
is in evaluating the consequences
of changes in original project plans
—such as revised completion dates
or resources available.
Many companies have adopted a
complete scheme of after-the-proj
ect evaluation of costs and project
results everywhere but in the data
processing department. Here, an
application is proposed, systems an
alysts are assigned, the application
is programed and installed, but
usually there is very little follow
up after installation of the new
application.
We would not be surprised to
find poor estimating in a construc
tion company that did not keep
records of contract performance,
and yet this is exactly what hap
pens in data processing. An appli
cation is proposed, probably with
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. . . subjected to many of the same techniques used for control of major capital items
some degree of cost justification, at
least internally. Once the approval
is obtained, most companies do not
keep adequate records to indicate
the actual expenditure on a given
application, such as programer and
systems analysts’ salaries, machine
test time, keypunching expense, and
test data preparation expense. Con
sequently, when the application is
installed, we haven’t the vaguest
idea what it costs. So when it
comes time to propose the next ap
plication, we have no benchmark to
look back on and use as a guide
in determining whether the poten
tial results justify allocation of the
proposed amount of corporate re
sources. If anything, the present
status of data processing is a tribute
to the ingenuity of data processing
managers in operating under these
very difficult conditions.
Post-completion evaluation of
project results, including project
effects on the profitability of affect
ed users, is necessary in optimizing
the benefits of data processing.
Management needs an objective as
surance that plans are being com
pleted on time and that goals are
being achieved. Costs of systems
design and programing need to be
carefully gathered and analyzed
for best results.

Management problems
An area in which most data proc
essing departments are notoriously
weak is in the proper management
of their personnel. True, there is
an apparent immediate programer
shortage, but in all too many in
stances the programing staff is not
being managed properly and a
highly paid programer is required
to do work that a much less skilled
technician could do. As a result,
total programing costs are quite
high while quantity and quality of
output are often low. Too few
companies have adequate job defi
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nitions in the data processing area,
and yet a common complaint
voiced by data processing managers
is that programers and systems an
alysts have little company loyalty.
A sound job evaluation and salary
program would go a long way to
ward alleviating this complaint.
Salary rates in the data processing
department are more frequently es
tablished strictly on the basis of
competition
among
companies
rather than a sound determination
of what the job demands actually
are. In other words, we’ve been
adding highly experienced pro
gramers to try to get the job done
rather than taking a second look at
what we are asking these people
to do, determining the less skilled
portions of the job, and then assign
ing these tasks to people adequate
ly qualified to complete them—ade
quately qualified, but who do not
demand and qualify for the salaries
that experienced programers and
systems analysts receive. We would
not think of putting a tool and die
maker to work oiling machinery,
but in a real sense this is what we
are doing when we expect a skilled
programer to prepare volumes of
test data and do detailed checking
of test results. No wonder our costs
are out of line.
Data processing management at
tempts to justify this by saying that
the programer is responsible for his
program. This responsibility can be
discharged without the programer’s
actually performing every step in
volved in satisfying himself that the
program is operating correctly. We
have a situation in which highly
paid personnel are not being used
at their optimum because manage
ment has not taken the time to
adequately organize their work and
define their jobs. Along these same
lines, how many companies have an
objective measure of a programer’s
or systems analyst’s competence?
True, it is a difficult task, but too

often we have satisfied ourselves of
a programer’s competence by look
ing at the size of his paycheck and
assuming that just because he was
getting $12,000 a year he was
really worth it. Consequently, we
find ourselves in a situation where
marginally productive personnel
are able to remain in jobs with rel
atively little productive output.
Data processing literature has
many examples of techniques that
have been used successfully by a
few companies in measuring pro
gramer performance against objec
tive standards. Companies that find
themselves with a large program
ing staff whose productivity is low
would do well to study several of
these approaches and adopt one
that they feel best suits their needs,
rather than just to go out and hire
two or three more $12,000 program
ers. A fair measure of programer
output would also be of significant
value in estimating time require
ments on future projects.
Too few data processing depart
ments have a carefully thought out
long-range set of goals. Their ob
jectives are often obscure and it is
no wonder they have difficulty
reaching them. The data process
ing manager all too frequently
waits for top management to tell
him to investigate a possible appli
cation rather than going out into
the various departments of the
company, studying the potential
applications, preparing a long-range
plan, and submitting this for the
review and approval of top man
agement. Consequently, data proc
essing management is frequently a
succession of crises. As in any sit
uation of this type, increased costs
and poor efficiency are the natural
outgrowths. The data processing
manager may be great at reacting
to a new situation, but does this
give the company optimum costs
for data processing service? Here’s
a question that needs to be ex-
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Management must define what it wants done, and then engage the appropriate consultant . . .
plored and examined in some
depth. The fire bucket approach
may have been fine with systems
that were initially converted from
existing manual approaches and
where the corrective action was lo
calized in nature and did not have
far-reaching consequences. As data
processing attempts to cope with
larger systems, a more orderly ap
proach is an absolute necessity.
A comprehensive plan includes
three time frames, each addressed
to a specific aspect of the data
processing department:
Immediate (under one year)—
primarily operational improve
ments within the data processing
department. Specific tasks are iden
tified and resources allocated. Re
sults easily seen. Cost-savings-ori
ented.
Tactical (two—four years) —in
cludes operational improvements
throughout the company, but with
in essentially the existing organiza
tional structure. Emphasis on effec
tive processing and organization of
information along already defined
lines. Improves the effectiveness of
operating management.
Strategic (seven years)—concep
tual and broadly defined. Includes
imaginative methods of interpret
ing information for management.
Possible changes in company or
ganization.
To be effective, the plan should
be written and furnished to appro
priate levels of management. Peri
odic updating is essential.
Long-range planning implies a
high degree of forecasting. With
adequate information about the
present operations of the data proc
essing department, the road is
paved for forecasting future de
mands to be made on the depart
ment using current conditions and
present plans of the operating de
partments as a starting point. Fore
casting would be meaningless
without valid current data to start
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from. One outgrowth of this capa
bility is the ability to use com
puter simulation in determining
the best way to react to potential
changes in our situation. Simula
tion is another technique applied
frequently by other departments,
notably in the aircraft manufactur
ing and chemical manufacturing
industries, but almost completely
ignored by data processing man
agement.
At this point, many data proces
sing managers will throw up their
hands and say, “But I don’t have
the staff to get all these things
done.” True, most data processing
managers do not have a staff of the
size and scope necessary to accom
plish all of these tasks. However,
many of these tasks are very well
suited to successful performance by
someone temporarily engaged by
the company for this specific task.
What we need on a temporary
basis is a diversification of skills not
present within the organization.
Many companies offer consulting
services ideally suited to accom
plishing these specific objectives.
Top management must define what
it wants done and then engage
the appropriate consultant to make
recommendations and to imple
ment certain phases of these rec
ommendations. The overall guid
ance cannot come from the con
sultant; it must come from top
management, just as top manage
ment furnishes overall guidance to
other areas of the business but
makes use of consultants to accom
plish specific tasks in implement
ing these objectives.

It is now time to apply man
agement’s knowledge of busi
ness more fully to the plan
ning and evaluation of comput
ers. In allowing technicians to
set goals for ADP activity,
management has not been fac
ing up to its responsibilities—

nor has it been as astute as it
might have been in seizing the
many business opportunities
that could have been opened
through entrepreneurial use of
ADP.
Most technicians cannot be
expected to understand the
needs or the opportunities of
the corporation well enough to
establish goals for computer
systems. Management itself
must take the trouble to under
stand what new technologies
make possible and what is nec
essary in order to apply them
effectively and imaginatively.
— John Diebold
Harvard Business Review
January-February, 1969

The application of scientific man
agement techniques produced in
creased productivity in the plant
and also in the office. We can ex
pect a similar improvement in the
effectiveness of data processing
when these same proven techniques
are applied. True, there is quite a
bit of learning to be done yet on
the best way to apply these tech
niques, but their tremendous suc
cess in the plant would certainly in
dicate a huge potential in data pro
cessing, particularly as companies
envision larger and more compre
hensive information systems. The
company with an information sys
tem that does not keep up with the
needs of its operating people is
going to find itself very quickly at a
competitive disadvantage and will
not be able to react to new market
ing conditions, new labor condi
tions, and changes in the economy.
As a result, its comparative position
relative to other companies that
have done a better job of keeping
up will be weakened. The challenge
is with us now. We have the tools
and the techniques. What is need
ed is top management’s insistence
that they be used.
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MAS departments of CPA firms are being called on
more and more often for advice on marketing prob
lems. Herewith, the first of two articles on marketing
theory, this from the viewpoint of an academician —

MARKETING: THE BASICS
by Harold W. Fox
DePaul University

operations of a
their field and are therefore in
client are becoming increas
creasingly receptive to manage
ingly important to CPA management advisory services.
ment advisory services departments.
In turn, it devolves upon those to
One reason for this mounting inter
whom the term “marketing” con
est is the current emphasis on total
notes mainly flights of fancy and
business systems in such assign
expense accounts (and sometimes
ments as long-range planning, in
these two are related) to update
formation processing, computeriza
their understanding of this perva
tion, and operational controls.
sive and dynamic business function.
A comprehensive installation must
The easiest way is first to overview
certainly include the client's reve
the flows of merchandise and com
nue-producing efforts.
munication from producer to house
Moreover, in this vigorous activ
hold and then to observe the tools
of marketing in action.
ity executives capture top decision
making positions while they are
Pervasive—Marketing stimulates
and satisfies the wants of buyers.
still young. Marketing administra
Since there is no profit in making or
tors—many of them college gradu
financing something that cannot be
ates of the 1960s—recognize the
sold, considerations of marketability
need for a systems approach to
he marketing

T
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pervade all business policies and
operations. From the design of new
products to the provision of parts
for repairs, a major criterion in all
business decisions is the estimated
reaction of buyers.
Significantly, the marketing de
partment generates data and re
quires information on many activi
ties outside its jurisdiction. Proced
ural changes elsewhere are likely to
affect marketing and require the
approval of its managers.
Dynamic—Modern marketing
consists of strategies to supply a
segment of customers at a profit.
Marketing is dynamic because buy
ers are volatile with respect to
what stimulates their purchasing
and what satisfies them. Unpre
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FIGURE I

OVERVIEW OF MARKETING FROM PRODUCER TO FINAL BUYER

EXTERNAL INFLUENCES:
sociological, economic,
regulatory, technological

MANUFACTURER---

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

WHOLESALERS

VEHICLE

RETAILER
ADVERTISING
MESSAGE

CONSUMER
INSTITUTIONAL,
INDUSTRIAL, or
FOREIGN USER

Personal Selling

Advertising
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dictable competitors and other ex
ternal pressures that influence the
results of a marketing effort com
pound this instability. Hence the
tools of marketing are constantly
in motion.
Great diversity in marketing prac
tices results from a diversity among
buyers. Few companies, if any, look
upon America as one mass market.
Instead, they try to develop special
ized markets: young people or old,
blue-collar or white, professionals
or farmers, and other segments.
Marketing must constantly adjust
to new individuals in the target
segment. People grow older, change
occupations, and are mobile in
other ways.
One significant consequence of
the fast pace in marketing is that
timeliness of information is more
important than a high degree of
accuracy. And the mission of cul
tivating a parade of customers amid
changing external developments
suggests, again, multiple inputs into
the data stream: the client’s figures
plus economic indicators, competi
tive intelligence, governmental re
strictions, and so forth.
These outside statistics represent
forces that a marketer cannot
change, at least not in the short
run. Reflecting this predominance,
Figure 1 (facing page) shows them
at the top of the vertical flows of
marketing efforts from producer to
final user.
A macroframework of marketing
divides it into various levels. The
manufacturer’s view proceeds from
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Economics of Trading

the top of Figure 1 down. (The
righthand side of Figure 1 will be
discussed later.) Intermediaries like
wholesalers and retailers look at
prior marketing stages (e.g., man
ufacturers) and later stages (e.g.,
buyers).
Any member of this coalition is
a marketer with interests of his
own. In addition, he acts as a vital
link in mass distribution. Hence he
needs information which treats all
channel members, from producers
to consumers, as an entity.
Sortings and Middlemen—The
different levels are an outgrowth
of physical rearrangements of
goods. These are necessary in a
mass production economy because
of discrepancies in assortment and
quantity. Briefly, a manufacturer
produces a uniform article in huge
volume whereas an ultimate con
sumer buys a large variety of
goods, a single unit or a few at a
time. Accumulating the outputs of
different producers, intermediaries
make these outputs suitable for the
next level by assorting them into
marketable combinations and by
allocating them into marketable
quantities.
Two main types of intermediaries
are named in the diagram: whole
salers and retailers. Wholesaling
means selling to other businesses
or to institutions; retailing means
selling to households. These func
tions can, of course, be performed
by firms other than wholesalers or
retailers. But if a middleman per
forms essential functions efficiently,
eliminating him simply shifts such
functions among other members of
the channel. The benefits of elimi
nating middlemen usually are not
in lower total-channel expense, but
in improved control, promptness,
communication, and harmony. Dif
ferent channels exist side by side
because different buyers—and dif
ferent sellers—have different needs
and are willing to pay the costs of
filling these.
Push and Pull— There are many
ways, then, to urge goods through
various channels and to get the
product message from the manufac
turer to the user. Some prospective

buyers are responsive to a so-called
push approach, whereas a pull ap
proach is more effective with others.
Figure 1 also illustrates these two
types of marketing-communication
flows: Push is on the left and pull
is on the right.
A push approach features per
sonal selling from one stage down
to the next. The use of salesmen
has many advantages. It permits a
precise targeting of marketing ef
forts. Salesmen can explain or
demonstrate an offering, meet a
prospect’s objections, press for a
favorable decision at the proper
moment, and render post-sale ser
vice.
For optimum deployment of
order-getters and equitable distri
bution of quotas, marketing execu
tives need information on sales po
tentials. The executives require as
sistance in designing a compensa
tion plan that motivates prospecting
for new customers, upgrading of
established accounts, and sharing
the news from the field with the
headquarters staff. As part of this
department’s data processing sys
tem it may be possible to schedule
calls on buyers, utilizing the latest
feedback. And since most selling
activities occur outside the employ
er’s premises, many executives de
mand special attention to the bud
geting and controlling of expenses.
The push approach is very costly
per transaction. Salesmen are not
suitable when each sale is small or
when prospects refuse to allot them
time. Frequently the true decision
makers in households or industry
are not known or not accessible,
and personal selling must be sup
plemented by advertising.
A pull approach features adver
tising directly to consumers. In this
case, advertising is not a supple
ment but a—presumably more effi
cient-alternative to personal sell
ing. Consumers are expected to
demand the advertised article from
retailers, who, in turn, will order it
from wholesalers that the manu
facturer supplies. Thus advertising
pulls the article through the distri
bution channel.
The combination of conditions
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FIGURE 2
THE TOOLS OF MARKETING

MARKETING MIX

PRODUCT

CONSUMERS'
SATISFACTION--

DISTRIBUTION

CHANNELS

LOGISTICS

PROMOTION

PERSONAL
SELLING

BUS. PROFIT
OPPORTUNITY

particularly favorable to a pull ap
proach is: (1) Perceived satisfac
tion from product usage, (2) Dis
tinctive aspects of the brand (a
talking point), (3) Rising sales of
the product class, (4) Hidden qual
ities (Ingredient X), (5) Emotion
al buying motives (beauty aids),
(6) Inadequate selling efforts at re
tail (packaged foods—and just
about everything else!), (7) Ample
funds, and (8) High operating lev
erage. Advertising can be useful in
appealing to a large audience,
many times, at a very low cost per
prospect. But selective exposure,
selective perception, and selective
retention impair the effectiveness
of advertising.
As shown on the righthand side of
Figure 1, many manufacturers use
an advertising agency experienced
in creating persuasive messages
and selecting appropriate vehicles
(radio stations, television channels,
etc.). An advertising agency is said
to render these services at a lower
cost or greater productivity than if
the manufacturer did it himself. At
present, however, this principle is
under challenge. Marketing execu
tives want to know whether con
tinued affiliation with advertising
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ADVER
TISING

PRICE

--- AMOUNT

---

agencies serves their company’s in
terest better than separate arrange
ments with a variety of small spe
cialists : researchers, copywriters,
artists, media buyers, monitors of
advertisements, and so forth. Or
there is a third possibility; the man
ufacturer could hire a staff of his
own.
Advertising and personal selling
are subdivisions of a marketing tool
called promotion. There are four
major marketing tools to customize
an offering for greatest effective
ness with a segment of prospective
customers. This kit of tools, Figure
2 above, offers a microframework of
marketing.
Striving to cultivate its target of
buyers, a marketing department
blends four aspects of an offering.
This is its marketing mix. What will
be sold, where, how, and for how
much? Specifically, a marketing
mix comprises:
Product (the what) refers to the
physical and psychological features
of an offering. These include in
gredients, packaging, size, color,
performance, brand image, and
post-sale service. In dealings with
resellers or industrial users, product

TERMS

refers to the profit potential of an
offering.
Distribution (the where) refers
to the availability features of an
offering. These include arrange
ments with intermediaries—brok
ers, wholesalers, retailers—through
which the product is sold. Distri
bution also includes the logistics of
physical supply for a particular cus
tomer service level.
Promotion (the how) refers to
the communication features of an
offering. These include advertising,
personal selling, and such support
ing activities as trade shows and
dealer incentives.
Price (the how much) refers to
the revenue features of an offering.
These include the dollar amount at
which an article is offered or sold,
delivery charges, and credit terms.

Combined as a marketing mix,
these four tools are mutually rein
forcing. A change in one affects all
others—and leads to a new mix. As
noted, the primary determinant of
a particular marketing mix is the
intended segment of prospective
customers. This segment should be
clearly delineated even before a
product is developed.
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A marketing orientation in re
search and development is just as
important as in commerce. In lead
ing companies new products are
created for specific needs felt by
identified segments to whom a sup
ply is worth a particular amount.
One way in which marketing re
search reveals such opportunities
is to test the concept of some hypo
thetical performance or other bene
fit. Would you be willing to buy
something that does so-and-so for
you? If yes, how many units per
year, and how much are you willing
to pay? In practice, the questions
may not be so straightforward, but
the responses are an essential input
for research and development ad
ministration. Redesign of the prod
uct is usually necessary to enhance
its promotability, accommodate re
sellers, and meet logistical needs.
Sound cost estimates and effective
cost controls are particularly im
portant when, as frequently hap
pens, consumer perceptions or com
petitive offerings set a ceiling on
the sales price. In that case, profit
depends on cost.
Throughout the course of re
search and development, increas
ingly precise forecasts of market
acceptance, competitive activity,
and financial results run parallel to
the resolution of technical prob
lems. A tentative marketing plan
records specific objectives for the
venture and itemizes the marketing
mixes to attain them.
Prototypes may be used for test
marketing if it appears that the
value of the additional information
exceeds the total cost of market
test expense, loss from delays, and
exposure to competitors. Marketing
research findings could be mislead
ing, due to methodological limita
tions or market volatility. Yet it
may be a bigger mistake to pro
ceed on the basis of hope plus re
luctance to write off sunk costs.
Most nonmarketing executives
underestimate the expense and risk
of launching a technically sound
product. In the case of packaged
goods, a marketing outlay of $10
million during the first year of
commercial introduction is not un
July-August, 1971

usual. Yet if the marketing mix is
ineffective, the entry will be just
another one of that year’s numer
ous new-product failures. Top man
agement needs independent ac
countants to discover the fiscal ir
responsibility underlying many
such introductions and to recom
mend support for more viable
ventures.
After release from research and
development, all goods and ser
vices experience various marketing
stages such as: (I) Introduction,
(II) Growth, (III) Maturity, (IV)
Decline and possible abandonment.
Unlike the stages of man, this prod
uct life cycle is not a smooth, in
variable sequence. Indeed, a mar
keting specialist called product
manager would not tolerate natural
progression. He strives to keep his
brand in or restore it to the
stage designated “growth.” At a
minimum the product manager
seeks to stave off decline.
Although the duration of each
stage is known only in retrospect,
the marketer should have a plan
ning horizon which encompasses
the entire cycle. This means formal
preparation for targeting a succes
sion of consumer segments and for
corresponding changes in the mar
keting mix. Actual timing depends
on the product’s sales experience
and the outlook for the immediate
future.
Introduction—In the early stages
of the product life cycle the mar
keting mix tries to reach those peo
ple who are especially receptive to
something new. The very first, in
novative, buyers tend to be young
(or think young), theoretical, ven
turesome, members of a special
ized occupation. Craving frequent
change, they have the wherewithal
to gratify their wants. They move
in exclusive social circles so that
their consumption choices do not
have much influence on the main
stream of the market.
The tactics at Stage I depend on
the life-cycle product plan. For ex
ample, the marketer may aim to
create a peerless article, one with
out substitutes in the eyes of those
consumers for whom its features

harbor a unique appeal. This im
plies a segment with exacting taste.
Starting production on a small
scale, a company can reserve the
new item for the leading retailers
and set a very high price. The
product manager needs feedback
on the almost inevitable dissatis
factions on the part of the innovat
ing buyers, so that the article can
be perfected.
Meanwhile, advertising in se
lected vehicles informs the pros
pects about the new product and
where it is available. The main pro
motional effort is left to the retail
ers, who have long margins on this
product and little or no competi
tion from other retailers, so that
special selling efforts are worth
their while. The alert reader will
have recognized this maneuver as
a push strategy.
An alternative approach in Stage
I is to launch a mammoth effort
aimed at the mass market immedi
ately. This is preferable if the new
product is slated to become a staple
(something low-priced that con
sumers buy repeatedly, mainly on
the basis of convenient availability).
The product manager arranges first
for widest possible distribution.
Then he coordinates saturation ad
vertising, free samples to consum
ers, and other promotional efforts.
The price is competitive.
This marketing mix centers
around an advertising campaign
that explains the benefits of the
new product. In practice, the ad
vertising plan serves a dual pur
pose. Before the new product is
available to the public, a portfolio of
forthcoming advertisements helps
the manufacturer get shelf space in
retail stores—often a very difficult
feat. Thus a pull strategy relies on
advertising to get the product into
and out of the store.
As noted, it takes innovationminded consumers to be the first
to buy a new product. They are
also the first to discard it in favor
of something new. Many new prod
ucts abort at this point.
But extended usage in Stage I
may have exposed the new product
to alert consumers who are part of
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Management needs experts

[when the product has
reached its mature stage]

to audit the distribution

process and suggest
improvements to all channel

members. On the basis
of comprehensive studies,
manufacturers have changed
packing containers, trans

portation practices, inventory

locations, order and billing

routines, and feedback
for production control —

achieving dramatic
efficiencies.
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the mainstream. Or the manufac
turer’s promotional campaign may
have kindled the interest of this
second category of consumers,
called early adopters.
Growth—Early adopters are typ
ical of the mass market, but hap
pen to have a special interest in
this particular kind of product. Res
idents in their neighborhood look
to them for advice about this class
of consumption item, and the mar
ket verdict on the article spreads
by word of mouth.
If successful, the product is at
tracting competitors, especially if
the marketer launched it at a high
price. At first the entry of competi
tion mainly helps to hasten the new
product’s acceptance. This is the
most profitable stage of the prod
uct life cycle.
The product manager switches
from informative to persuasive ad
vertising. Each rival features his
own brand instead of the generic
product, with increasingly special
ized appeals aimed at a particular
segment. There is a corresponding
specialization in marketing chan
nels. The brand must be offered
where it is accessible to its intend
ed segment. Toward the end of
Stage II, prices weaken.
Maturity—In Stage III, the ma
jority of the prospects for that par
ticular article are using it. The fast
growth in sales and profits in the
recent past brings frenzied bidding
on the stock exchanges for that in
dustry’s securities and frenzied ef
forts by other companies to enter
this market.
If the product is easy to imitate,
there will be a price war. In con
trast to the growth period, when
economies of scale made it easy
to absorb price reductions, in Stage
III total volume tends to remain
on a plateau. Since there are more
manufacturers, each of the early
ones is supplying less. Factory cost
controls become ever more critical.
If the product is difficult to imi
tate or if marketing contains un
usual problems, many of the com
petitive entrants fall by the way
side. The industry’s permanent
structure will be oligopolistic. In

this situation, marketing mixes fea
ture elements other than price.
Unless operational analyses are
forthcoming, it is tempting to main
tain market share through a multi
tude of product models, possibly
with frequent changes in packag
ing or performance features, plus
special concessions (“deals”) for
resellers or consumers, extensive
warranties, unsound credit terms,
and so forth. The multiplicity of
brands, package sizes, price lines,
etc. sharpens the battle for retail
shelf space and aggravates the
problems of inventory storage and
replenishment.
In the distribution channel the
balance of power shifts from man
ufacturers to retailers since the lat
ter can get near-substitutes if a
supplier is uncooperative. The com
plexity of the product line and the
importance of speeding deliveries
to intermediaries put special em
phasis on logistics, which, at the
same time, is the activity with the
biggest potential for cost reduction.
Management needs experts to
audit the distribution process and
suggest improvements to all chan
nel members. On the basis of com
prehensive studies, manufacturers
have changed packing containers,
transportation practices, inventory
locations, order and billing rou
tines, and feedback for production
control—achieving dramatic efficien
cies. They have gained the good
will of middlemen through a ser
vice which suggests automatic re
ordering procedures, rotation of
stocks, theft control, and account
ing simplification.
Maturity is usually the longest
period in the product life cycle.
Nearly all well-known goods and
services are in this stage. Trying to
prolong its duration, product man
agers promote more frequent usage
of their brand, develop new appli
cations, cultivate new segments,
change advertising themes (and
agencies), and try new channels.
Most important, marketers want re
search and development to expe
dite the release of something new.
Stage III ends as sales of the ma
ture product begin to decline
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throughout the industry and a large
proportion of the manufacturers
cease production.
Decline—Perhaps an invention
or a new set of external conditions
is rendering the product obsolete.
If the article is one used by house
wives, a new generation will con
sider it old-fashioned. A full turn of
this cycle might last 30 years. In
contrast, if the article was designed
for eighteen-year olds, it may lose
its market in one year.
In any event, the old product’s
manufacturing facilities probably
have been amortized. Marketing
and logistics can be simplified. Ad
ministration seems to be routine.
Sales of replacement parts are
zooming. The decline stage can be
quite lucrative for a while.
Paradoxically, Stage IV may be
an opportune time to raise prices.
Competitive pressures have abated.
The main buyers are a hard core
of users. These laggards are loyal
to older brands because their life
style is oriented to the past and
they are suspicious of innovation.
The most astute marketing move
could be to prune the product line,
eliminate expendable resellers, and
withdraw promotional support.
Thanks to whatever sales momen
tum remains, profits will bulge.
Some senior executives harbor a
sentimental attachment to the tra
dition-laden product. It has been
their vehicle to success. Quite often
sales volume stabilizes for sev
eral quarters, fortifying their faith
in the product’s comeback. Even
after quarterly volume begins to
cascade, the client’s direct costing
reports show that the old product
is still contributing to overhead.
But this is no time for complac
ency. Marketing should move for
ward with offerings that are more
in tune with the times. In this situa
tion, professional accountants can
advise top management that its
time and facilities should be direct
ed to the markets of the future.
Virtually all marketing texts pub
lished in 1971 or scheduled for
1972 and 1973 that the writer has
previewed adopt the systems ap
proach to marketing. In such a
July-August, 1971

model the traditional elements are
rearranged. Sociological, economic,
regulatory, and technological in
fluences are exogenous variables.
So are competitors, customers, fi
nancial sources, vendors, plus the
company’s other major subsystems.
Endogenous are inputs, marketing
operations, guidance, outputs, and
feedback.
The inputs include human, mate
rial, financial, temporal, and knowl
edge resources. Their transforma
tions for sales purposes are the
operations, with marketing planning
and control providing the guidance.
The outputs are subsystems of prod
uct, distribution, communication,
and pricing mixes. Feedback pro
vides liaison from the exogenous to
the endogenous elements, leading
to adjustment of disparities.

Paradoxically, the period
when a product is

declining may be an appro
priate time to raise

prices. Competitive pressures

Customer services neglected

have abated. The main

In business practice, a systems
perspective in marketing has thus
far become operational only in lo
gistics work, and only in a few
highly sophisticated companies.
There is, however, widespread in
terest in model building and com
puterization of a less ambitious
scope than total marketing. Fur
thermore, in some very large corpo
rations, members of the operations
research staff with the aid of con
sultants are developing both ele
gant applications of mathematical
techniques to marketing and press
releases. Perhaps it is even more
urgent to correct some abuses or
“bugs” in current marketing instal
lations, e.g., excess of internal re
ports, deficiency in warranty and
repair services, and impersonaliza
tion in computerized answers to
inquiries or complaints from cus
tomers.
Presumably, marketing will al
ways retain some dynamic char
acteristics that computers cannot
harness. But, as a pervasive func
tion in business and as a collection
of subsystems that are now being
quantified, marketing constitutes an
activity with an accelerating need
for CPA management advisory
services.

buyers are a hard core

of users. These laggards

are loyal to older brands
because their life style
is oriented to the past and

they are suspicious of
innovation. The most astute

marketing move could be
to prune the product

line, eliminate expendable
resellers, and withdraw
promotional support.
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The preceding article dealt with marketing in its
broadest aspects. This one deals with the day-today specifics of working with —

THE MARKET-ORIENTED COMPANY
AND ITS INFORMATION NEEDS
by Allen Weiss

Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath

company
world to beat a pathway to your
door. The admonition now is, “Be
is the “in” thing. Witness the
burgeoning of the marketing funcfore you go making mousetraps,
find out how many people will buy
tion in corporations in recent dec
ades. Titles like Marketing Vice
them and what price they are will
President, Director of Marketing,
ing to pay.”
and Brand Manager appeared for
Know thy market. That’s the
the first time in companies that had
watchword. Better still: To thine
previously been process- or prod
own market be true. It is sad that
uct-oriented. And high places have
“Do your own thing” has become
been assigned to these functions on
a slogan for dropouts. But realism
organization charts.
requires that business, especially
The appearance of marketing
big business, avoid the risks en
men with marketing titles in the
tailed in any approach that ig
upper echelons of the corporate
nores the marketplace.
structure is no accident. It results
It is a popular, and useful, exer
from a long-term trend in business
cise to ask, “What business are you
philosophy. No longer do people
in?” Judging from the way the
believe with Emerson that building
question is answered, it might bet
a better mousetrap will cause the
ter be couched in these words:
he market-oriented

T
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“What wants and needs does your
business satisfy?” That, of course,
is a marketing question; and we
have here another indication of the
marketing approach to modern
business management.
In taking the market-oriented
path, business management is head
ed along the same route as our so
ciety in general. In The Lonely
Crowd, David Riesman predicted
that “the hegemony of other direc
tion lies not far off.” That is to say,
in our personal life style, other
direction, or the influence of our
contemporaries, is replacing inner
direction, or conscience. Inner di
rection had earlier replaced tradi
tion direction.
In like manner, market orienta
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tion, which is an institutionalized
form of other direction, is replac
ing technological orientation, with
its rationalization of processes,
which is a form of inner direction.
And this had earlier replaced the
stagnation of tradition-directed eco
nomic arrangements.
The turbulence of rapid change
has become so much a part of
our daily lives that slow-moving
groundswells may not impress us
as much as they should. But then,
in a world that sometimes seems
to have come unhinged, it is reas
suring to know where some
changes are taking us. Now let us
turn to trends in accounting and
see how they parallel trends in
business and in investment psy
chology.
John L. Carey, in The CPA Pre
pares for the Future, lists nine
“conditions prerequisite to exercise
of the attest function.” Let us look
at the last two:
“Number 8. Requisite knowledge
and skills on the part of the
independent auditor in all im
portant phases of the measure
ment, substantiation, and com
munication processes involved.
“Number 9. Familiarity on the in
dependent auditor’s part with
the purposes of the communi
cation, including appreciation
of the user’s needs.”
Clearly, in evaluating an informa
tion system or in advising a client
concerning an actual or a proposed
information system, an accountant
must have an understanding of his
client’s needs. The only defensible
approach to information and com
munication in business is a prag
matic approach.
Carrying this logic a step further,
the market-oriented company has
distinctive needs for information;
and the independent accountant
can serve such a client properly only
if he understands those needs and
knows how to translate them into
effective systems for gathering and
reporting information.
In this century, we have seen
two shifts in emphasis with respect
to accounting presentations. The
shifts were gradual; one of them is
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still going on. And they were root
ed in the theory and practice of
business and finance during the
periods of change.
To begin with, the balance sheet
was the principal statement that
businessmen relied on. There was
good reason. To trade creditors,
short-term lenders, and owners with
limited capital, solvency is a major
issue. When you want to know
whether a business is in a position
to meet its current obligations, the
balance sheet can be very useful
to you.
A subsequent shift in emphasis
to the income statement was
prompted by several factors. As es
tablished companies acquired a
measure of financial stability, they
could afford to pay more attention
to long-term trends in earnings. In
deed, investors in stocks and bonds
of public corporations found that
their own interests were affected
more by earnings over a long peri
od than by net assets at a given
time.
Meanwhile, industrial engineers
had introduced scientific manage
ment to operations. In rationalizing
production and promoting effi
ciency, they focused attention on
expenditure of effort, on waste, on
cost and the reduction of cost.
This activity confronted account
ants with new challenges, which
they met by devising cost systems
capable of reporting material, labor,
and overhead costs for departments
and for products. Standard costing
techniques were developed to han
dle variations and fluctuations aris
ing from differences in time and
place. Responsibility accounting as
sisted efforts to control expendi
tures.
And yet, we must recognize the
limitations of an income statement,
or any other report that is essentially
historical. The income statement re
ports past events and the results
of past events. For that reason, it
cannot, by itself, satisfy the real
wants and needs of the sophisti
cated modern investor. He is aware
that projecting future results by
merely extrapolating past earnings
is a risky, unrewarding exercise.

Here we have one of the factors
impelling us toward a second shift
in emphasis: from the income state
ment to the profit plan. Investors
want to look ahead; and they want
accounting reports that look ahead.
Their own financial analysis would
benefit thereby.
Management also wants to look
ahead. It feels the need to plan so
that its business can survive com
petitive onslaughts. Viability is im
portant to the managers and own
ers of all businesses, and to their
employees and suppliers as well.
Size has led also to specializa
tion, and functional specialization
has created problems of coordina
tion and control. Hence the devel
opment of organization theory, the
concern with communications, the
adoption of such techniques as man
agement by objectives. Hence also
the evolution of budgetary control
and profit planning, developments
that were spearheaded by ac
countants.
As planning gained ground in
industry and extended beyond the
short range to long-range planning,
new and more sophisticated tech
niques were adopted. Forecasting
has become more scientific, and so
have risk analysis and decision
making. Calculations of estimated
return on investment are quite re
fined.
It is no accident that all these
techniques are among the prerequi
sites for a market-oriented opera
tion. The fact is that market orien
tation is implied in modern finan
cial planning. The first decisions
are often concerned with markets;
and the first information to be
gathered is often market informa
tion.
Accordingly, computer technol
ogy has been recruited in the effort
to provide market data and market
analysis to the decision makers in
industry. In support of the com
puter programs are data bases and
a large quantity of published infor
mation. Economic indicators and
aggregates are published regularly.
We are by now conditioned to look
for the latest published figures on
gross national product.
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At the beginning of the life cycle, when a product is being designed, . . .
To sum up: Business has become
market-oriented with especial em
phasis on planning; accounting has
evolved financial planning to ac
commodate trends in business
thinking; computer programs and
data bases are capable of support
ing sophisticated techniques that
have been developed for the assist
ance of business planners and deci
sion makers.

What decisions to make?
What are the decisions that the
management of a market-oriented
company is called on to make?
Once we have answered that ques
tion, we will be in a position to de
fine the information and analysis
that is required by a market-orient
ed company.
First, let us agree that marketing
is concerned with more than just
selling, advertising, and promotion.
Marketing is concerned with the
interaction of supply and demand,
with the wants and needs of peo
ple and the marshalling of re
sources to fill those wants and
needs.
To be specific, marketing com
prises all of the following elements:
1. Product characteristics, prod
uct development, modifica
tion, and deletion
2. Value analysis and cost/price
relationships
3. Time and place considera
tions
4. Promotion distribution and
the development of demand.
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Marketing decisions can be class
ified along these lines. For con
venience, therefore, let us examine
marketing decisions and the infor
mation they require in these four
categories: product characteristics;
cost/price relationships; time and
place considerations; and promotion/distribution.
Product decisions are made at
various phases in the life cycle of
a company’s products. Concepts
are first proposed, developed, and
tested; design modifications and in
ventory accumulation and promo
tion decisions may be made prior
to and immediately after introduc
ing a new product; sales may grow
rapidly and then taper off; the peri
od of saturation, followed by falling
sales and possibly obsolescence, re
quires marketing decisions, includ
ing deletion of the product from
the line. Let us survey the kinds of
information that would be useful
in making product decisions at sev
eral points along the life cycle.
In selecting proposals, manage
ment reviews its options against a
background of its own long-range
goals. This process is facilitated by
the existence of formal plans for
the company’s future, plans that
are designed to fulfill express com
mitments.
Thus, if a company wants a fif
teen per cent return on investment,
the sum of the contributions of all
its products, after charges for pro
motion, administration, and over
head, must be sufficient to realize
fifteen per cent of its total invest
ment in assets of all kinds. The
overall plan must be brought down
to the level of the individual prod
uct’s contribution to overhead.
Implied in this thinking is op
timum allocation of resources. For
guidance in this area, sophisticated
analysis may be appropriate, per
haps something that applies the
techniques of linear or other types
of mathematical programing.
In selecting and testing a prod

uct, market analyses are essential.
Beginning with a definition of the
wants and needs that the proposed
product would satisfy and identi
fication of market segments that
possess those wants and needs,
market studies are designed to lo
cate and measure the strength of
various elements of demand.
Market studies are supported by
reports of sales trends for similar
product lines, both internal and ex
ternal to the company. At later
stages, of course, a product’s sales
can be compared with forecasts by
geographical areas and market
segments; and its share of market
can be followed, along with the
shares attained by competing
products.
Since a new product is not just
for the moment, but usually for
some years ahead, a complete mar
ket analysis must contemplate the
dynamics of population trends and
changing wants and needs. As a
class of people becomes more af
fluent, it develops new tastes, and
it may trade up to higher quality.
On the other hand, as a particular
neighborhood deteriorates, it be
comes less attractive as a market
for certain high-grade products.
You may need to quantify such de
velopments. Again, if your product
appeals to older people, you will
want to know how many older
people there will be in the coming
years.
Consequently, demographic stud
ies are a necessary part of market
analyses that project demand at
future times. In considering infor
mation systems for market-oriented
companies, accountants must rec
ognize the need to employ data
that are generated outside their
own or their clients’ offices.
Accountants are certainly famil
iar with sales reports for products
and sales territories, including re
ports of contribution to overhead
and reports of sales trends and pro
jections. Analyses of performance
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. . . accurate costs must be made available on every aspect of every variation in the proposal

within market segments and vari
ations from projected demand are
useful in revising plans and esti
mates. They may be useful also in
planning market strategy.
The emphasis must be on spot
ting trends before they develop
fully. Relevant, timely reports can
assist in making the right decisions.
They can identify the specific mar
ket segments where products are
unexpectedly strong or weak, so
that the products themselves or the
methods for marketing them may
be improved.
At the end of a product’s life
cycle, the decision must be made
to delete it from the line. The tim
ing of this decision can be im
proved by proper reporting and
analysis.
In one company, the production
department is reluctant to recom
mend deletion of products they be
lieve to be unprofitable. They base
their reluctance on a paucity of ac
curate information regarding the
cost of changeovers in the produc
tion lines for short runs, handling
costs for small orders, and inven
tory carrying costs for slow-mov
ing items. This company’s cost ac
countants do not provide such in
formation, although it is vital to
sound and timely decisions on de
letion of declining products.
We have now entered the ter
ritory where product decisions
merge into questions of cost. Let
us pursue further the cost informa
tion that is necessary to pricing de
cisions.
At the beginning of the life cycle,
when a product is being designed,
accurate costs must be made avail
able on every aspect of every vari
ation in the proposal. A value anal
ysis for each component should
weigh its cost against benefits re
ceived by the company. Is the part
costing too much in comparison
with what can be bought outside?
One company we know of re
duced its cost by standardizing
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parts used in similar products. An
other company found it could get
a serviceable product with less ex
pensive methods.
And, also, is the part costing too
much in consideration of what
consumers are willing to pay for
the function it performs? This is
not an easy question to answer, but
it spared a company from the gross
error of installing heavy-duty con
trols in household appliances that
didn’t need them.
Where packaging influences sales
volume, and especially where a
company’s options include packs
and cases of varying size, cost/effectiveness data should be reported
and analyzed by package design
and size. Removal of slow-moving
sizes has been an effective money
saver.
Analysis of sales trends by size
has kept another company ahead
of the market in adding new sizes
and deleting old ones.
The development period, before
a product is brought to market, is
the time to gather competitive
price data. It is sometimes help
ful also to develop detailed costs
for products already being offered
for sale by competitors.
Although this exercise can in
volve knotty problems of analyz
ing and pricing components or in
gredients as well as processes,
there are companies that regularly
attempt to cost competing prod
ucts.
For many products, it is neces
sary to conform to an established
retail price structure and estab
lished dealer markups. Cost factors
must obviously influence engineer
ing design in these cases. All the
more reason for accountants to be
involved in product development.
For who is better equipped to help
plan a product that must sell for,
say, $5.95 at retail, while allowing
the dealer a markup of 37 per
cent?
Accountants can bring many ad

vantages to the process of estimat
ing the costs of new product pro
posals. They can bring the accur
acy of estimates based on standard
cost systems in operation, the pre
cision of costs segregated as to
fixed and variable components, the
flexibility of direct costing, and the
adaptability of opportunity costs to
such varied problems as by-prod
uct evaluation and allocation of re
sources.
In one company a by-product of
fractionation was consumed in
another process as a replacement—
a poor substitute, at that—for a raw
material costing four cents a pound.
All the while, a market was ne
glected, a market willing to pay
nineteen cents a pound for the
by-product.
The reason for this neglect? The
by-product was improperly valued
at twenty-four cents a pound, be
cause it was derived from an ex
pensive oil in the fractionating
process. A change to opportunity
costing brought about a reassess
ment of the by-product from a
market-conscious standpoint. In the
end, a highly profitable market
was tapped for the first time.
The final decision to add a new
product to the line calls for ac
counting studies such as breakeven
analysis and risk analysis. These
are supported, in turn, by a bud
geted brand profit and loss state
ment capable of inclusion in the
company’s overall profit plan. Even
tually actual brand profit and loss
statements will test the validity of
the budgeted figures in preparation
for a new budget cycle.
In discussing product and price
decisions, we could not avoid some
overlap; and as we turn now to
decisions of time and place, we
can expect to find additional over
lap here. For we are concerned
now with where the markets are
and when to proceed with various
phases of a market plan; these de
cisions are not made in a vacuum;
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Specific advertising efforts should be related to sales in specific market segments
they must relate to the product.
We have already covered com
pany sales statistics by product and
by geographical area. Let us take
note of the fact that there is a big,
wide world outside the company, a
world full of potential customers
that no company can afford to ig
nore.
What would we want to know
about the potential market in a
given region? To begin with, we
can make use of information on
how various market segments are
represented in that region: the dis
tribution by age, education, in
come, and so on. If our product is
sold to automobile owners, then we
would want data on the automobile
owners in the region. We would
want to zero in on their discretion
ary spending habits.
By contrast, a greeting card com
pany, knowing that a group of
cards appeals primarily to a spe
cific age group with a particular
educational background, seeks to
stock that group of cards in stores
whose location and clientele fit the
market description.
Accounting reports then provide
feedback as to the accuracy of as
sumptions concerning both cards
and market segments. Future plans
may be modified on the basis of
such feedback.
But consumer markets are not the
only markets. We might want to
know what industries are represent
ed in the region, their size, and other
characteristics. In the end, we want
to be able to form sound judgments
as to the products we should be able
to sell in the region and what our
sales targets ought to be.
We arrive at these conclusions
from analyses of the wants and
needs of market segments, both
consumer and industrial, in the re
gion. And we use these analyses in
a number of ways:

— To organize and train a sales
force that will specialize in
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selling to particular market
segments.
— To structure sales territories
within the region.
— To guide promotional efforts
and the selection of distribu
tors.
— To assist salesmen in allocat
ing their time to customers.
We can do better than to al
low the number of calls to a
customer and the length of a
call to be determined by
chance factors or personal
whim. One company regularly
provides salesmen with data
on individual customers’ po
tential as well as actual sales.
Salesmen for this company are
encouraged to allocate roughly
one hour for each $300 of ac
tual sales or each $600 of po
tential sales, where the pros
pects look favorable. These cri
teria were worked out by a
consultant, based on the com
pany’s compensation plan and
other data.
— To provide material for fur
ther studies to select plant sites
or warehouse locations.
If markets show regional pat
terns, they also show seasonal pat
terns and fluctuations over time.
Reports that indicate these tempo
ral aspects of market behavior are
useful in two distinct types of
planning:
— Timing a company’s promo
tional efforts to take advantage
of market patterns. There is
no sense in being out of phase
with the seasons, and no one
is likely to be out of phase by
six months. But how many
campaigns are planned and ex
ecuted one month earlier or
later than they should be for
maximum results?
— Influencing market behavior to
change by offering special
rates or conducting off-season
sales. Whole industries have

adjusted the dates of their
shows in order to smooth
their sales curves.
One company produces a qual
ity line of style items in season for
specialty shops and a discount line
of staple products out of season
under special contracts. The pur
pose: to hold the work force to
gether and incidentally to cut pay
roll tax expense and provide a
small contribution to overhead.
In recognition of the ongoing
need for information on which to
make decisions with respect to time
and place, companies now regu
larly prepare profit plans by local
territory and broader region; and
these plans are presented by month
as well as year. Actual profit and
loss statements also present monthly
data by territory and region for
comparison with plans and main
tenance of budgetary control.
Having covered product, price,
time, and place decisions and the
kinds of information that can im
prove them, we come now to the
last of our categories: distribution
and promotion.
A principal aim of financial stud
ies of distribution methods is the
assessment of cost/effectiveness for
specific distribution channels. This
being the case, profit contribution
should be reported regularly, along
with sales, by distributor, dealer,
and salesman.
It is often helpful, too, to sum
marize data for distribution chan
nels and industrial customers by
category, size, or industry. Such in
formation may lead to redirection
of promotional efforts: We may
find it advantageous to turn certain
classes of customer over to distribu
tors for servicing; we may allocate
funds for product development
aimed at specific markets.
One company built up a line of
diagnostic products, one at a time,
because they were useful to labo
ratories it sold to. Some of the
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products were new—genuine re
search contributions.
Promotional methods also are
susceptible to cost/effectiveness
analysis. Accounting systems should
be sufficiently flexible to accumu
late and report costs and results
for each advertising or promotional
campaign separately.

Methods determine reports
The choice of the most appropri
ate studies and reports for a par
ticular company depends mainly on
its marketing methods. Properly
selected reports relate to marketing
operations.
For example, if the sales force in
the field pushes our products
through the distribution system,
then our reports will emphasize
cost/effectiveness in selling to cus
tomers and dealers. Interpreters of
these reports will look for oppor
tunities to improve profits by ad
justing territories, making person
nel changes, revising compensation
policies, providing incentives, and
the like.
On the other hand, if advertising
is directed at the ultimate con
sumer by way of television, maga
zines, and point-of-sale displays,
so that products are pulled through
the distribution system, then our
reports will emphasize cost/effec
tiveness with respect to advertis
ing. Specific advertising efforts
should be related to sales in spe
cific market segments.
Interpreters of these reports will
look for better ways to allocate ad
vertising dollars, based on compar
isons of results achieved with ef
forts expended. They will also seek
formulas for determining optimum
levels of advertising.
It is often easier to talk about
cost/effectiveness than to isolate
the variables that are to be com
pared. Consequently, advanced
methods of analysis are sometimes
necessary in such studies. To illus
trate, multiple regression analysis
permits measurement of the rela
tive contributions of factors that
operate concurrently, so that the
effectiveness of each factor may be
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evaluated for future decision mak
ing.
In another type of situation, dis
criminant analysis may be helpful.
If the problem is to evaluate the
feasibility of a campaign or a plant
site, discriminant analysis estab
lishes the predictive value of each
of a number of factors from data
accumulated in the past. Data are
gathered for the proposal, the fac
tors are evaluated, and their com
bined influence is calculated as an
aid in decision making. It is now
relatively simple to apply these
techniques.
There is another kind of com
puter application that requires much
more programing preparation. If
a company wants to predict the
effects of proposed changes in pol
icy, plans, or outside conditions, it
can simulate its operations by com
puter, but only after it has drawn
up a corporate model, at consider
able expense, into which it may
then feed new parameters or new
variables at will. Many companies,
however, find that the benefits out
weigh the cost. Real time simula
tion programs, in offering rapid re
sponse to “What if?” questions,
measure the susceptibility of a
course of action to vagaries in the
principal variables and estimating
errors in the parameters. Here real
time simulation programs offer a
powerful tool to the decision
maker. Sensitivity analysis calcu
lates the expected effect on the
outcome of specified variances in
the input.
To achieve the greatest benefit
from a program of profit improve
ment, attention is just directed to
specific areas and items of income
and expense, and the question is
raised at the outset: Where do the
best opportunities lie for significant
improvement? This question may
be rephrased to read: For which
specific items do variations have
the greatest impact on earnings?
Stated this way, of course, the ques
tion is the basic consideration of
sensitivity analysis. Moreover, the
answers lead to those items that
not only offer the greatest promise
of improved earnings but also de

serve the most attention in con
trolling operations.
We have now surveyed the range
of marketing decisions, rather
sketchily, and indicated some of
the information needs of the deci
sion makers. Admittedly, much of
what we have considered is more
directly the concern of financial
executives within a client company
than of independent accountants on
the outside. It is more directly their
concern, but not exclusively, for
the independent accountant has re
sponsibilities in this area, too.
What we have covered is an in
troduction to the market-oriented
company and its information needs.
An accountant who is interested in
the subject will have to do much
more research than we have been
able to present. But, above all,
he will require an imaginative
approach that will enable him to
provide fresh insights and new so
lutions.

Demands will grow
We have started with a classifi
cation of routine marketing ques
tions, and we have translated some
of the decisions that must be made
into the kinds of information they
should be based on. From that
point, accountants should be able
to envision specific reports and the
systems that will produce them.
Another way of describing our
purpose is to say that we have sur
veyed opportunities for meeting the
wants and needs of our clients, a
market-oriented approach to the
practice of accountancy itself. Lest
this thought disturb you, let me
hasten to add that there is nothing
unprofessional about providing ser
vices that meet the needs of clients.
In our brief survey of oppor
tunities, we have been looking
ahead in the direction that busi
ness currents are taking us. The
market-oriented company is here
to stay, and its demands on infor
mation systems are likely to in
crease. Accountants can make a sig
nificant contribution to industrial
growth by leading the way in this
development.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Cybernetics for the Modern Mind
by Walter R. Fuchs, The Mac
millan Company, New York, 1971,
357 pages, $6.95.

This simplified explanation of
the underlying theory behind the
electronic computer, by a well
known scientific popularizer, will
add little to a businessmans under
standing of what computers can do
for his own operations but much to
his grasp of the mathematical and
logical theories that explain how
they actually work.

The publisher’s blurb describes
this book as an explanation “for the
general reader of the electric
brains’; the mathematics involved;
how they work; what they can do,”
making it seem as if this were just
another popularization of compu
ters. That description hardly does
the author justice.
Such books are a dime a dozen
—but this one is quite different
from the others. Its author aims
much higher, and his subject mat
ter is much broader. He is seeking
to elucidate not computers alone
but rather the whole mathematical
theory on which their conception is
based.
Indeed it takes him more than

200 pages even to get to the com
puter. The first four chapters deal
with thinking and language; they
lead to the conclusion that the
atom of information cannot be
found in language. Then comes the
bit, or unit of information, defined
by a yes-no decision. That leads
the author to the binary digit—but
not yet to the computer.
First he discusses probability
theory; its youngest branch, infor
mation theory; and Boolean alge
bra, or classical statement logic. All
this prepares the reader for a rela
tively brief discussion of parity
bits, flip-flop circuits, machine stor
age, programing, and eventually
cybernetics as the science of con
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trol. He takes up computers as
players of chess and other games,
self-reproducing machines, and
such popular questions as whether
the machines really think and
whether they will eventually domi
nate mankind but has little to say
about their applications in busi
ness.
This is essentially the material
that early computer programers
were required to master before they
could program, and it shows why
they had to be mathematicians.
For this is mathematical theory—
albeit for the most part translated
into English rather than repro
duced in mathematical symbolism—
and it is not simple material, de
spite the author’s skill in populari
zation. (He is also the author of
Physics for the Modern Mind and
Mathematics for the Modern
Mind.) Its readability is not en
hanced by what seems to be a
rather stiff translation from the
original German.
The book is, nevertheless, fasci
nating. It is a handsome volume,
lavishly illustrated with diagrams,
sketches, photographs, and car
toons, many of them four-color, in
bright, primary colors. While this
is probably not a very “practical”
book, it is intellectually stimulating
and highly valuable for anyone
who wants to really understand
computers.

The First Henry Ford: A Study in
Personality and Business Leader
ship by Anne Jardim, The MIT
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1970, 278 pages, $6.95.

Henry Ford built a great indus
trial empire and then came close
to destroying it by a series of
seemingly irrational actions which
conventional historians have been
at a loss to explain. For a Freudian,
however, the explanation is sim
ple: He was always acting out his
conflict with his father.
Here is another in the series of
biographies by “psychohistorians”
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that Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is publishing. Henry
Ford was a very different man from
Frederick W. Taylor (see M/S
January-February ’71, p. 58), but
his problem was essentially the
same, in the view of his psychi
atrically oriented biographer: his
relationship with his father.
Like many others of his day
Henry Ford tinkered around with
engines and built a horseless car
riage. Unlike the others he suc
ceeded in building a car ideally
suited to the needs of the day, set
up a production system capable of
making it at a price the ordinary
man could afford even though his
workers were paid the then star
tling wage of $5 a day, and estab
lished a great and enduring indus
trial enterprise.

Irrationalities
These successful and eminently
rational achievements were fol
lowed by a series of seemingly ir
rational actions. He clung to the
Model T long after it had outlived
its usefulness. While General Mo
tors was evolving as a veritable
model of rational organization
structure and effective management
control, Ford turned his company
into a satrapy, ruled by whim, per
vaded by fear, and staffed by syco
phants, hatchet men, and semi
thugs. He embarked on a series of
irrelevant and eccentric projects—
a “peace ship” to end World War I,
a newspaper characterized by stri
dent anti-Semitism, a nostalgic re
construction of a rural village.
These facts of Ford’s life are
reasonably well known—although
perhaps not as well known as the
author of this book seems to as
sume—and this author seeks not to
retell but to explain them.

Freudian line
Her explanation could be pre
dicted by anyone familiar with the
Freudian line of thought: Ford’s
hostility to his father produced
in him a style of “aggression to
ward, rejection of, and the drive

to dominate the men around him.”
Ford unconsciously held to two re
current issues. “At the risk of over
simplification they may be de
scribed as the need to retaliate
against the ‘bad’ father and the
need to deny through restitutive
action (although I left the farm I
am still a ‘good’ son) the sense of
loss and abandonment.”
Ford, says the author, moved
from conflict through adaptation to
restitution. “The Ford method—the
production process which was to
become so intimately associated
with Henry Ford that even in Rus
sia it was called Fordizatsia and
assumed the stature of an indus
trial philosophy—represents initially
a highly adaptive attempt at coping
with the conflicts that lay at the
base of his obsession.”
Ford’s great burst of creative in
spiration followed his father’s death
in 1905, the author notes. “At a
conscious level he had repudiated
his father’s help, denying that it
had ever been given him. ... A
pattern of guilt emerges in which
the element of restitution predom
inates. Ford’s fixation on the car, a
fixation beyond the reach of the
pressures of reality, can mean only
that it had come to symbolize for
him a way back, a means of ex
piation.”
It is hard for the lay reader to
certify the author’s case as proven.
The facts cited about Ford’s rela
tionship to his father are not such
as to suggest so deep a conflict.
For the Freudians, however, the
existence of a behavior pattern im
plies the existence of the standard
cause.
Small matter. This is an enter
taining book, although at times it
is somewhat confused; interweav
ing her analysis with her chrono
logical account, the author often
finds herself analyzing events that
have not yet been reported in the
book—a disadvantage for anyone
not already well acquainted with
Ford’s life history. Those who dis
agree with the analysis—or object
to the whole idea of trying to psy
choanalyze people who are no
longer living—will still find the pic
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ture of Ford’s personality interest
ing.

Briefly Listed

Manage More by Doing Less by
Raymond O. Loen, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, 1971,
254 pages, $10.95.

This book, by a management con
sultant, emphasizes the importance
to a manager of making the distinc
tion between managing and doing.
The managerial functions stressed
are planning (including goal set
ting, programing, scheduling, bud
geting, forecasting, organization
planning, and developing policies,
procedures, and standards), direct
ing (including staffing, training,
supervising, delegating, motivating,
counseling, and coordinating), con
trolling (including measuring, eval
uating, and correcting), deciding,
communicating, and improving.

The Arts of Top Management:
A McKinsey Anthology by Ro
Mann (Editor), McGrawHill Book Company, New York,
1971, 402 pages, $12.50.

land

This collection includes articles
by McKinsey & Company, Inc.,
consultants in the general areas of
corporate planning, organization,
profit structure, management de
velopment and compensation, mar
keting and distribution, manage
ment of technology, management
sciences, and EDP.

The Manager’s Project Control
Handbook by Trina M. McGov
A&M Publishing Company,
400 Veteran Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90024, 1970, 40 pages
plus index, $5 (paperbound).
ern,

This little manual, a sort of extend
ed checklist, covers the functions of
a task force, its organization, pro
cedures in carrying out the project,
techniques for charting work flow,
forms design, and preparation of a
manual of standard operating pro
cedures.
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Software for Computer Systems
by Edward O. Joslin (Editor),
College Readings, Incorporated,
P. O. Box 2323, Arlington, Virginia
22202, 1970, 373 pages, $6.95 (pa
perbound ).
In addition to 18 articles first pub
lished in 1968 or later, this book
contains two original primers on
FORTRAN and COBOL prepared
by Richard C. McAdams as vendor
independent versions based on the
ANSI Standard Specifications. The
articles deal with supervisory and
monitor systems, incremental com
pilers, report program generators,
application programing, assembly
language programing, and specific
computer languages as well as such
problem areas as software mainte
nance, conversion, and documen
tation.

Managing with People: A Man
ager’s Handbook of Organiza
tion Development Methods by
Jack K. Fordyce and Raymond
Weill, Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Reading, Massachusetts
01867, 1971, 192 pages, $5.95 (pa
perbound).
These authors emphasize two as
pects of organization development,
as a way of managing change and
as a way of focusing human energy
toward desired specific outcomes.
Basic subjects are methods of
bringing about change, finding out
what is going on, holding better
meetings, and changing the quality
of relationships. Four case studies
deal with reorganization of a retail
chain, customer relations in an
aerospace firm, development of a
teacher education program, and re
vitalizing a division of an engineer
ing company.

Federal Information Processing
Standards Index, National Bu
Standards Federal Infor
Processing Standards Pub
lication (FIPS Pub. 12), Super
intendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, D.C. 20402,1971, 143 pages,
$1.50 (paperbound).
reau of

mation

This index seeks to make available
in a single document information
on standards activities in the field
of information processing at vari
ous levels—Federal, national, and
international. Also included are re
lated policy and procedural guide
line documents and a listing of
Federal agency representatives
serving on information processing
standards committees.

Corporate Planning Through
Simulation by Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery, New York,
1971, 12 pages, paperbound, avail
able to clients and friends on re
quest.
This little booklet offers an over
view of the use of modeling and
simulation techniques in corporate
planning. Some of the mathematical
techniques involved are explained
and some of the available models
are described.

Retailing: Concepts, Institutions
and Management by Rom J. Mar
Jr., The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1971, 398 pages, $5.95
(paperbound).

kin,

This anthology contains 45 articles
on such considerations in retailing
as customer attitudes, institutional
trends, spatial considerations, pric
ing, promotion, management con
trol, and prospects for the future.

The Dictionary of Administra
tion and Supervision by Ivan S.
Banki, Systems Research, Box
74524, Los Angeles, California
90004, 131 pages, $5.92.
This little reference book seeks to
define terms used in traditional
management areas (planning, or
ganizing, staffing, directing, coordi
nating, reporting, and budgeting)
and in such newer branches as op
erations research, organizational so
ciology, group dynamics, adminis
trative law, and the like. It also
contains a bibliography of selected
encyclopedias, dictionaries, and
texts.
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MAGAZINES
Danger Ahead for Pension Funds
by Charles D. Ellis, Harvard
Business Review, May-June, 1971.

Corporate pension funds are
heading for a crisis, this author
warns. Obligations are growing
faster than funding. Mr. Ellis urges
more high-level attention to stra
tegic planning.

Pension funding contributions and
benefit payments have been rising
at a rate of nearly 15 per cent com
pounded annually, according to a
survey of large corporations cited
by Mr. Ellis in the introductory
part of this article. Most of the ex
ecutives surveyed expect this
growth to continue or perhaps even
increase. Yet these same executives
do not expect their own companies’
contributions or benefits to rise as
much as 5 per cent over the next
five years.
This is quite a discrepancy. The
only way to make both sets of fig
ures accurate is to assume a higher
actuarial rate of return. And that,
says Mr. Ellis, “is what companies
have been doing. The assumed rate
of return on pension portfolio in
vestment has gone from 3.5 per
cent to 5 per cent, on the average.”
Obviously, however, that can’t
continue forever. “When the slack
provided by the formerly low ac
tuarial assumption gets used up,
the growth in pension obligations
will have to be met by real money,
not by accounting adjustments.”
The basic problem, in Mr. Ellis’s
view, is poor management, and the
solution is better management. The
survey showed that by a substan
tial majority the senior executives
responsible for pension funds
spend only a small part of their
time on pension policy and strat
egy; they do not make long-term
forecasts of future benefits or fu
ture contributions.
Right now, Mr. Ellis says, most
companies are funding their pen
sions to provide for no more than
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the present schedule of benefits—
and that after adjusting current lia
bility downward because of such
actuarial factors as turnover, mor
tality, and investment income. As a
result, he charges, the size of the
pension liabilities being incurred
now is being understated, and man
agement some day will be forced
to “play catch-up ball” with pen
sion funding.
Mr. Ellis recommends more at
tention to pension fund planning
at a high corporate level and bet
ter cooperation among investment
managers, wage and salary admin
istrators, and actuaries. He lists the
data each of these departments
should supply to enable senior
management to calculate the “pen
sion fund equation (PFE), or mod
el” and from that to project for
some years into the future annual
levels of benefit payments, annual
funding obligations, and the de
gree of liquidity required to meet
current and intermediate obliga
tions. He also suggests other cal
culations that would prove helpful
in pension management.

New Accounting and Acquisition
Planning by Richard H. Hill
man,

Business Horizons, October,

1970.

The article is concerned with the
implications of the accounting
changes brought about by the new
Accounting Principles Board Opin
ions 16 and 17 and the effect such
changes may have on future strat
egies of acquisition-minded corpo
rations. The author indicates four
trends likely to result from the new
opinions and discusses ways in
which to deal with such trends.
APB Opinions 16 and 17 contain
two major changes regarding ac
counting for business combina
tions. The changes are as follows:

1. The opinions restrict those
business combinations that can
be accounted for as a pooling
of interests.

2. The opinions require, in pur
chase acquisitions, the amorti
zation of the excess of cost
over book value.
The key requirements, which
lead to the major changes, of both
the pooling and purchase treatment
are discussed, together with their
potential impact on the acquisition
movement in the United States.
To assess the impact of the new
opinions, a study was conducted
involving a random sample of 28
major business combinations which
took place in 1969 (prior to the
new opinions of 1970) and applied
the pooling concept of accounting
in recording the combinations. The
conclusions of the study indicated:

1. Of the 28 combinations, 24
would no longer qualify for
the pooling concept of ac
counting.
2. If these 24 combinations had
utilized the purchase method
of accounting, their 1969 re
ported earnings would have
been reduced by an average
of 7 per cent.
In addition, the acquisition of
Hooker Chemical by Occidental
Petroleum in July, 1968, was ana
lyzed. The pooling concept was
used in this acquisition. The
author concludes, “The implication
here is that Occidental might not
have found the acquisition finan
cially feasible had the new rules
been in effect.”
The author attempts to general
ize from the results of his research
by claiming that four trends are
likely to emerge as a direct result
of the new opinions. The accuracy
of his generalizations must be
judged by the reader since the em
pirical evidence contained in the
article is limited in its scope and
the relation between the empirical
data and the generalized trends is
questionable. The four trends
stated are as follows:

1. The level of future merger
activity may be reduced as
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companies turn more toward
internal growth.
2. Companies with low market
value/book value ratios are
likely to become more attrac
tive as acquisition candidates.
3. Discounted cash flow analysis
will be relied upon more heav
ily in acquisition evaluation.
4. Dividend policy analysis of ac
quisition candidates will be
more important in acquisition
evaluation.
After a discussion of the reasons
why these trends are likely, the
author gives his readers a formula
intended to be used as an indicator
of the magnitude of the negative
financial impact of the new re
quirement of annual amortization
charges against future income:

Approximate annual impact on
earnings per share = [(Purchase
price — Book value) ÷ Average
life of goodwill] ÷ Total combined
shares outstanding.
Four specific steps are then sug
gested which can be taken to min
imize the negative EPS impact de
termined by the formula.

1. Offer lower premiums on ac
quisitions.
2. Acquire only firms with low
market
value/book
value
ratios.
3. Evaluate firms on the goodwill
factor and write-off period.
4. Increase conversion features in
purchase acquisitions.
This article is valuable for exec
utives involved in the decision mak
ing processes of acquisition-minded
firms. If they recognize the impli
cations of these changes in account
ing for business combinations, ex
ecutives will be more knowledge
able in their acquisition strategies.
Thus, while the empirical data and
the exact conclusions drawn from
such data may be questioned, the
underlying thesis is sound, and the
article is certainly a contribution
to our knowledge and understand
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ing of the accounting opinions and
their importance to business plan
ning.
Bart A. Basi
Indiana University

Ten Ways to Avoid the Detours
in Physical Distribution Manage
ment by Allen Harvey, Business
Management, November, 1970.

Mr. Harvey demonstrates the
materiality of physical distribution
costs and advocates a company
wide approach to this problem.
Many executives are shocked to
learn that 25 to 35 per cent of
every sales dollar is absorbed by
physical distribution costs if the
physical distribution system is de
fined to include inventory manage
ment, materials handling, ware
housing, transportation, packaging,
and customer services. Many dis
tribution costs are buried in ac
counting reports under such clas
sifications as interest, rent, and
wages even though debt in fact
could be reduced by inventory re
duction; rent may include exten
sive storage areas; and production
personnel may spend substantial
time moving material within their
departments. Even if functional
classifications are used, physical
distribution costs occur in so many
physical locations and in so many
forms that the total is difficult to
obtain.
Because of this diversity in loca
tion, there may not be anyone re
sponsible for controlling these
costs. In many cases, lower-level
employees at various plants spend
considerable time performing dis
tribution activities without coordi
nation with similar activities in
other plants or departments. Mr.
Harvey compares this to the chaos
of an army without anyone in
command. A manager with suffi
cient authority and responsibility to
cut across normal department lines
is needed to bring the small pieces
together as an integrated whole

which can better serve the com
pany and customers.

Can help profits
In addition to the cost-cutting at
traction, a well organized distri
bution system can improve profits
by shortening customer-order-proc
essing time. A shorter time lag be
tween the order and the receipt of
the product could provide a valu
able marketing advantage. Many
customers who must wait for backorder processing seek other sup
pliers, causing an immeasurable
loss of future sales and profits.
Sound inventory management can
alleviate this problem as well as
cut costs.
A significant advantage of re
ducing order time is the potential
for inventory reduction. Mr. Har
vey says that in his experience in
ventory carrying costs are approx
imately 25 to 40 per cent of inven
tory and that large inventories may
discourage the development of
new products and approaches. By
development of appropriate re
order points, these costs may be re
duced without loss of customer
good will. Further reduction may
be obtained by shortening replen
ishment time. A reduction of the
time needed to replenish items by
two weeks eliminates the need for
two weeks’ worth of inventory. In
the case of short-lived or seasonal
merchandise, a reduction of re
plenishment time can help sales as
well as ensuring that merchandise
is ready for sale when the cus
tomer wants it.

Product pruning urged
Another source of inventory re
duction is the reduction of the num
ber of products and package sizes
carried. Mr. Harvey states that when
product lines expand arithmetically,
total costs increase geometrically at
an alarming rate. The additional in
ventory requirements imposed by
a multitude of products and sizes
and the related order processing
problems created are a strong in
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centive for holding proliferation in
check. A wide array of products
and sizes may also inhibit the auto
mation of distribution activities.
The related increase in production
costs provides yet another reason
for eliminating marginal products.
Because physical distribution
costs are related to so many areas
of business activity, companies
need high-level distribution plan
ning to minimize this significant
cost. Physical distribution costs
must be considered when making
decisions ranging from choosing a
supplier to finished goods delivery.
Therefore a company-wide plan
administered by one key manager
is needed. By properly planning
the operation of the physical dis
tribution system on the basis of
relevant information and cost re
ports, a business has an oppor
tunity to increase profits dramat
ically.
Tommy Harris
Louisiana State University
at Baton Rouge

Choosing Between In-House and
Service Bureau by John D. Mac
Lean, Management Controls, Sep
tember, 1970.
The choice between service bu
reau computer use or in-house in
stallation is primarily an economic
decision based on comparison of
the costs and benefits of the two
alternatives. As the author notes,
this analysis should be supple
mented by judgment as to the
adequacy of service and the incon
venience that may be involved.

There are three basic types of
computer service bureau options.
In a batch processing operation,
the user gathers the applicable doc
uments, codes them, prepares a
control tape, and then forwards
this to the service bureau. The serv
ice bureau converts the informa
tion into machine-readable form
and then processes the information
through the computer for balanc
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ing and report preparation. Accord
ing to the author, batch processing
is easily comprehended and con
venient.
The second type of service bu
reau option is time sharing. Time
sharing permits access to a large
computer that has the capability
to process information for many
companies simultaneously. Usually
access is through a console located
on the user’s premises, and output
is received through the same con
sole or a printing device. An ad
vantage of time sharing is that a
small user has access to a more
powerful computer than could be
justified for his own firm alone.
The limitations of time sharing are
the speed and capacity limitations
of the remote input and output
devices.
The final classification of service
bureaus discussed by the author is
remote batching. Remote batching
follows the same principles as time
sharing, but with more powerful
input and output devices. The user
transforms the information into
machine-readable form and then
transmits it to the large computer
by use of a remote input device.
A smaller computer may be used
as the input/output device.

In-house computer
As the author points out, an in
house computer installation re
quires the organization to acquire
the equipment and personnel to
operate a system that meets its
data requirements.
An in-house installation is most
likely to be necessary when the
organization has unique, time-con
suming applications. There may
also be small-volume applications
that justify in-house installations.
The primary criterion for in-house
installation is service to the organ
ization. The advantage of in-house
installation is full accessibility of
all programing and operating staff
for coordinating the data process
ing effort. Other factors that must
be considered when evaluating the
in-house approach include these:

1. The organization must equip
itself with a system that is
powerful enough to meet data
processing requirements.
2. The organization must staff
the installation with supervis
ing and operating personnel.
3. The organization must oper
ate the system in terms of job
scheduling and communica
tions with other departments.
4. The organization may lease
unused computer time to out
side organizations.
5. Dependency on the computer
may cause serious trouble if
the system breaks down.
6. Personnel responsible for the
operations of the installation
of the system are readily avail
able for special projects.

Service bureau
The primary advantage of using
a service bureau is that it gives
limited access to a computer for a
minimum investment in time and
money. Service bureaus try to
serve the user and will do certain
amounts of systems and program
ing work. The only responsibilities
of the user are to provide accurate
input to the system and to notify
the service bureau of any modifi
cations.
Service bureaus often offer
standard systems and programs to
many users. These "package” ap
plications enable the bureau to
perform a service for the user at
significantly lower cost since de
velopment costs are spread over a
number of users. Other factors that
must be considered when evaluat
ing the service bureau approach
include the following:

1. The responsibility for running
the computer installation rests
outside the organization. As a
result, the costs are lower.
2. The user can devote more ef
fort to ensuring the accuracy
of input and control at both
the user’s location and the
service bureau.
3. Personnel that use time shar
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ing or real time communica
tions must be adequately pro
ficient in using the required
equipment.
4. Staffing the computer installa
tion with qualified personnel
is the responsibility of the
service bureau.
5. If the user does not meet his
input schedule, the delays in
volved may be considerable
and costly.

The author correctly notes that
before undertaking either a service
bureau contract or an in-house in
stallation the company must expend
considerable effort in planning the
change in operations. This plan
ning process should consider the
needs of the organization and the
resources available. In addition, to
ensure the success of either an in
house installation or use of a serv
ice bureau, adequately trained and
experienced personnel are of ut
most importance. Finally, in areas
where data processing is to be ap
plied, senior management should
take part in the “evolution” and
approval of specific systems to en
sure that requirements for success
are understood and met.
Charles L. McDonald, CPA
Michigan State University

Measuring the Effectiveness of
Nondefense Programs by Harry
P. Hatry, Operations Research,
September-October, 1970.
This article discusses the criteria
for and the deficiencies of the cur
rently most popular approaches to
evaluating public programs and
policies and proposes an improved
program for such evaluations.

In the first part of this article the
author briefly describes the three
approaches most commonly used
for public program selection. Very
briefly, they are:

1. The assumption that effective
ness either is not measurable or
need not be measured, resulting in
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the use of program cost estimates
to reflect the effectiveness of the
program.
2. The use of “ ‘immediately’ ob
servable products” to measure ef
fectiveness. (These are of two
types: (a) work-load measures and
(b) physical standards.)
3. The translation of each pro
gram effect into a common measure
ment unit. (There are two forms:
(a) “cost-benefit” analysis, which
translates program effects into mon
etary terms, and (b) “weighting”
techniques, which combine mea
sures expressed in various units in
to a single “index of worth.”)

Improvements proposed
The bulk of the article deals
with the author’s proposals for im
provement, particularly in selecting
and using evaluation criteria. Six
steps are presented. The first step
is for the governmental body to
specifically determine its basic ob
jectives so that the programs can
be related to these objectives. Sec
ond, the agency must realize that
there are many evaluation criteria
which can be applied to any prob
lem. If only one criterion is con
sidered, at least four deficiencies
can arise; these are discussed by
the author in considerable detail.
Third, the subgroups of the popu
lation which a particular program
will affect must be considered since
a program affects different sub
groups to different degrees.
The fourth step deals with proxy
criteria. These may be needed
where it is difficult to evaluate pro
gram alternatives against their fun
damental objectives, but their use
should not be overdone. Where it
is necessary, all deficiencies of the
proxy should be explicitly identi
fied and allowed for so that it is
compatible with the fundamental
criteria.
Fifth, there is a time dimension
to be considered. Each program al
ternative must be evaluated against
each relevant criterion for each
year of the planning horizon since
programs generally have effects sev
eral years into the future. Finally,

to be useful, the criteria used must
be measurable in some fashion, but
they need not be absolutely quanti
fiable.

Recommendations summarised
After presenting a brief illustra
tion of the use of these criteria, the
author presents his general recom
mendations as to the procedure to
be followed by any governmental
agency in measuring how effective
its public service programs are.
These recommendations embody
the above criteria:

“1 . All major program proposals
should be required to identify ex
plicitly the basic objectives toward
which the programs are aimed.
“2 . Criteria should be selected
that permit direct evaluation of
programs against the identified ob
jectives. . . .
“3 . Program proposals that con
tribute to the same basic objectives
should be evaluated together, re
gardless of organizational lines.
“4 . The impacts of programs be
yond the budget year . . . should
be explicitly considered to see that
future needs are not unduly penal
ized at the expense of current needs.
“5 . ... Programs should be eval
uated against all relevant criteria.”

Although these recommendations
have been proposed for govern
mental agencies, they are also ap
plicable to private enterprises that
have to look at alternative project
proposals and evaluate them to find
the best ones in the light of their
overall objectives.
The author makes one additional
point, which is equally applicable
to governmental agencies and pri
vate enterprises: “In measuring the
output, or effectiveness, of nonde
fense public programs, it is impor
tant to determine what we should
want to measure without being re
stricted by our current ability to
measure things—we should avoid
prejudging, based on current prac
tice, what may be measurable and
what may not be.” Such an idea
should govern all individuals or
groups involved in evaluating pro
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grams or decisions, since any pre
conceived conceptions may blind
them to better ways of doing their
task.
Rosalie Hallbauer
University of Florida

Computer Displays for Manage
ment by Bruce Joplin and James
W. Pattillo, Management Con
trols, July, 1970.

The continued growth of the use
of electronic computers in business
has necessitated a search for more
efficient and economical methods
of retrieving information from the
computer. Three computer report
ing techniques that appear to have
great potential for solving the out
put bottleneck are cathode ray
tubes, computer-linked microfilm,
and computer-connected graphic
display.
Three methods for retrieving and
displaying electronically processed
data are discussed in this article.

Cathode ray tubes
The cathode ray tube (CRT)
can be used to display information
stored in the computer on a tele
vision screen. The keyboard at
tached to the CRT is used to issue
instructions to the computer. The
CRT is linked directly or via com
munications lines to the computer.
It can receive data from or trans
mit data to the computer. Most dis
plays are in tabular form although
some units possess graphic capa
bility. Operators may be trained
to use the CRT in a few hours.
However, absolute control must be
maintained over data input and
access to data output.
The two principal uses of CRT
units are file scanning and man
agement reporting systems. File
scanning is most useful where the
current status of individual records
is necessary for operating deci
sions. Common examples would be
customer balances in financial in
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stitutions, airline reservations, and
production and inventory control.
Most file scanning systems serve
special purposes and are not total
information systems.
Higher-level management typi
cally needs summaries and anal
yses of file conditions and activi
ties reported on a periodic basis.
CRT management reporting sys
tems provide up-to-date informa
tion instantaneously. Subsystems of
reporting are established for vari
ous categories of interest. The pyr
amid approach is used to build
successive report summaries at
each level. Reports are automatic
ally updated by the computer. A
series of previous reports may be
available in the computer along
with the updated reports.

Microfilm reporting
The use of microfilm for report
ing to management should not be
confused with the storage and re
trieval of large, inactive files. The
latter use is often characterized by
slow manual operating procedures.
The former refers to microfilm op
erations connected directly to the
computer.
The number of possible inte
grated microfilm-computer systems
is large indeed. A substantial va
riety of new equipment and tech
niques is being marketed by more
than 100 manufacturers. This sit
uation makes it difficult to gener
alize about the potentials and limi
tations of microfilm systems. How
ever, it is possible to point out
some important features which ap
ply, particularly to the more ad
vanced systems. The first three fea
tures pertain particularly to a sys
tem called Micromation, developed
by Stromberg-Carlson:
1) Direct photography from spe
cial cathode ray tube display :
One no longer needs to pro
duce a paper copy to be
photographed.
2) Automatic process: The pho
tographic process advances
the data and the film and

photographs each page of the
data.
3) Three types of film: The most
popular is 16mm film stored
in cartridges or magazines;
there is also 35mm film, cut
into individual frames and
stored on aperture cards; fi
nally, there is microfiche,
capable of storing up to 72
pages on one microfiche
sheet.
Additional features of film systems
include these:

4) Graphics on film: Some sys
tems can present data in
graphic form directly from
the computer.
5) Processing speeds: An eight
hour shift can produce be
tween 20,000 and 70,000
pages of data depending on
the equipment used.
6) Duplicate and “hard” copies:
It is easy and inexpensive to
make duplicate or paper
copies of data when neces
sary.
7) Paper reports: Paper reports
probably will disappear in
the long run. All report users
will have access to a viewing
device when information is
desired.
8) Updating and retrieval: Peri
odically the management re
ports are updated and the
new information is micro
filmed. Updating is faster and
cheaper using microfilm than
with paper printers.

Where instant access is essential
CRT units may be necessary. How
ever, CRT costs may be prohibitive
for some companies. Microfilm re
porting is a less expensive alterna
tive to CRT units where instant
access is not necessary.

Computer graphic displays
Most business data stored in a
computer are retrieved in some nu
merical tabulation form. Often
these data are then converted to
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one or more graphic forms by hand
before they are used by manage
ment. This process is no longer
necessary. Devices are now avail
able which allow the computer to
print out data in various graphic
forms.
Two basic devices are available
for graphic display of computerstored data. The digital plotter is
the most widely used device; it
may operate on line or off line.
Specially equipped computer print
ers are not as widely used, in part
because of the large cost of pro
graming such a system. But the use
of both types of devices is in
creasing.
Lester E. Heitger, CPA
Michigan State University

How to Manage More by Doing
Less by Raymond O. Loen, Busi
ness Management, November, 1970.
Mr. Loen provides a timely re
minder of the importance of proper
planning and describes the basic
methods used to develop a success
ful management program.
The recent rise in the number of
managers facing possible unem
ployment highlights the need to
plan a management strategy. Mr.
Loen provides an example of a
controller who was replaced be
cause of his failure to develop a
program to meet the new needs
of his company. He lost the con
tinuing war between managers
both within and outside businesses
by not planning his strategy accord
ingly. He may not even have rea
lized he was “in a war.” By proper
planning, the manager can compete
effectively with other managers on
the constructive basis of perform
ance.

Beach trip used as example
A simple example of a family’s
planning a trip to a beach is used
by Mr. Loen to illustrate how a
“strategist” sets his objectives, eva
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luates his resources and potential
problems, and devises a plan of
action most likely to attain his ob
jectives. Other short examples,
such as a personnel manager’s re
ducing employee turnover by en
couraging his staff to hire experi
enced college graduates instead of
new graduates, are used to illus
trate how managers obtain results
by planning the activities of peo
ple to reach an objective.

Define objectives
The first step in devising a sound
strategy is to define objectives in
terms of what is to be accom
plished and to assign priorities to
these objectives. Optimization re
quires maximum utilization of
strengths. Thus, the manager
should identify his resources. Mr.
Loen provides a checklist for iden
tification of marketing resources
and obstacles, indicating areas of
potential strength and weakness in
men, machines, materials, money,
methods, management, and facili
ties.
On the basis of resources, ob
stacles, and areas of functional re
sponsibility, the manager then de
velops his basic strategy. For ex
ample, a marketing manager may
concentrate on what product is
sold, to whom it is sold, when it is
sold, how it is sold, or a combina
tion of these factors. Quick-service
food outlets stress convenience to
customers in a hurry and sell pri
marily to young, above-average
income families. Other forms of
business have other marketing
characteristics. Mr. Loen provides
a checklist of product characteris
tics to illustrate how to analyze
parts of a basic strategy.
A high-level manager may plan
a basic strategy of assisting other
managers in devising their strat
egies and coordinating them to
meet overall company objectives.
When a basic strategy, such as im
provement of product dependa
bility, has been successful, the
manager should consider develop
ment of a new strategy, such as im

proving product reputation or
brand name identification. By log
ical changes in basic strategy, the
manager continuously works for
further improvement instead of
concentrating on deficiencies al
ready overcome.
A more specific set of actions for
implementation of the strategy is
based on the previously derived
management plan. These actions
should center on what will be ac
complished through people. The
major actions should be planned
with consideration of the possible
outcomes, ranging from the best to
the worst that can happen. Mr.
Loen suggests that these major ac
tion plans be limited to twelve to
keep from bogging down in too
many details.
The manager must continuously
plan his future strategy on the
basis of his company’s needs. He
should periodically review objec
tives, resources, obstacles, and
methods of achieving goals to en
sure that he is accomplishing the
maximum possible with his time
and resources. Maximizing his re
turn enables the manager to com
pete effectively on the basis of per
formance.
Tommy Harris
Louisiana State University
at Baton Rouge

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
MARKETING ANALYST/ADVISOR—

Regional midwest firm of CPAs offers
rare marketing career opportunity. As
signments involve close working relation
ships with top management in manufac
turing, wholesale, retail and service
industries. Work consists of identifying
and solving marketing problems; identi
fication, analysis and development of
marketing opportunities; and developing
marketing strategies with clients. Appli
cants should possess marketing degree(s),
and be knowledgeable in either quantita
tive methods or behavioral sciences. Ex
tensive experience not essential, but appli
cant must have above average academic
and work references. Submit your detailed
resume in confidence to Box 833.
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
number, when used, is two words. Classi
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of
issue. Address for replies: Box number, Man
agement Adviser, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.

Management Adviser

Some of the finest articles

to appear in Management Adviser
have already passed you by .. .

Now we have brought them back.

Solving Today’s Management Problems
Featuring fifteen of the most outstanding articles from past issues
A Management Adviser reader is usually a busy person — due
to the constantly challenging nature of his work. That’s why he is
apt to overlook some very important management developments,
ideas and techniques at the time they originally appear in the
magazine.

If this is your case, you will certainly welcome this special anthol
ogy called Solving Today's Management Problems. It brings together
fifteen of the most interesting and currently useful articles from the
last two years of Management Adviser. You and your colleagues will
find that each of these articles is worth a second look — even if it
turns out to be your first look.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
How to Discover and Evaluate Client
Problems
John Rapp
Accounting Information in Decision Making
John W. Dickhaut

Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis
David O. Jenkins
A New Way to Measure and Control
Divisional Performance
Roger Clayden

Here are just a few samples from the collection—

Making Business Odds Work for You
William E. Arnstein

A Handy Guide for Artful Planners by Roy A. Lindberg — Reviews the
neglected art of planning — citing nine measures by which the worth
of a particular plan can be evaluated and nine characteristics by
which a successful planning process can be recognized.

Management Information Systems in the
Real World
Harold M. Sollenberger

A Common-Sense Approach to Cost Control by Thomas S. Dudick —
Outlines five main points of a good cost control system that puts
special emphasis on the supervisors’ contributions to the process.
Evaluate Your Computer Installation by William C. Ramsgard — Pre
sents a concise rating system — covering seven major areas — in
which the EDP efficiency of an organization can be measured.

An Inventory Technique Applied to Cash Management by LeRoy A.
Hewitt—Explains and illustrates the proposition that a cash man
agement problem is actually an inventory management problem
which can be solved by the standard inventory models.
$3.00 per Copy/Discount Price to AICPA Members $2.40

What a Financial Manager Should Know
about COBOL and Assembly Language
David K. Banner
Mechanizing the Small Office
Edmund J. Wells

Protecting Your EDP Investment
Joseph Verba

Diagnosing Company Weaknesses and
Taking Corrective Action
Thomas S. Dudick
Variance Analysis—The “Step-Through”
Method
Fred M. Kirby

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019

“Business
deserves
consumer
confidence”
This past year, American consumers
made 3,296,293 calls to 126 Better Busi
ness Bureaus across the country.
For every one complaint there were
nine inquiries — people who simply
wanted to check on the reputation or
reliability of a company, or find out
about some business practice.
Compare that to 30 years ago, when
the opposite was true: most people
called the Bureaus to complain.
Besides, Bureau records show that
not all consumer complaints are serious
or justified. Frequently even serious
complaints are the result of a company’s
unintentional mistake.
In the vast majority of cases, whether
the mistake was intended or not, the
Bureaus obtain voluntary corrections.
Despite these favorable signs, busi
ness today faces a crucial need to do a
still better job of self-regulation of ad
vertising and selling, and to do more
to inform both government and the pub
lic concerning business progress in serv
ing customers in the public interest.
Hence the Better Business Bureaus,
drawing on their unique 54-year expe
rience, have launched an expanded ac
tion program. It features these develop
ments:

1. Expanded Service By Individual
Bureaus. In city after city BBBs are
broadening the geographic areas they
serve, adding more telephone lines, in
stalling automated filing and reporting
systems —so they can give more con

sumers better and faster service.
Increasingly, individual Bureaus are
called upon to testify before state legis
latures.
In some cities, Bureaus are setting up
Consumer Affairs Councils to provide
local forums for discussion of consumer
problems.
And each year new Bureau offices
are opened.
All this costs money; but it demon
strates the spirit of a great business
community which understands that it
can survive only if it enjoys the confi
dence of its customers, and which will
go beyond any possible law in protect
ing this relationship.

2. BBBs’ Research and Education
Foundation. Activated under the di
rection of a distinguished Board of
Trustees, this foundation will conduct
urgently-needed studies to shed the light
of objective fact on issues of concern to
consumers. Under its aegis the BBB
will initiate new programs to protect
both the consumer and the enterprise
system.
3. Office of National Affairs. This of
fice has been opened in Washington. It
will use the goldmine of information
gathered by Better Business Bureaus
across the nation, providing federal offi
cials — for the first time on a systematic,
continuing basis — with reliable data
based on more than three million con
sumer contacts per year.
It will also offer facts on how business

regulates its marketplace activities in
the public interest, and report back to
business on government activities and
plans affecting business-government re
lations in the consumer area.

4. Stepped-Up Mass Communication.
This program will express industry’s
concern for the consumer, explain in
dustry’s self-regulation efforts, upgrade
consumer buying skills, and increase
public understanding of the enterprise
system.
How can you as a businessman co
operate with this expansion program?
Bear this in mind: the heart of the
BBB complex remains the individual
Better Business Bureau.
It works to improve the business cli
mate, to safeguard your community’s
buying power and maintain a market
environment in which your business can
operate profitably.
And it supplies data now being re
layed to both federal and state govern
ments to show why business deserves
consumer confidence.
Write or call the manager of your
nearest BBB. Tell him your reaction to
the Bureaus’ expanded action program.
See how you can help
to make it succeed.
Association of Better
Business Bureaus In
ternational, Chrysler
Building, New York,
New York 10017.

